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Resumen de la tesis en castellano
Objetivos de la Investigacio´n
El observatorio IRAS (Infrared Astronomical Satellite) fue puesto en o´rbita en 1983 con la misio´n de
explorar el cielo completo en distintas longitudes de onda dentro del rango infrarrojo (IR). Una de
sus aportaciones ma´s importantes fue el descubrimiento de una nueva poblacio´n de galaxias con una
intensa luminosidad en el IR (LIR > 1011 L) que adema´s domina completamente respecto a la emisio´n
en otros rangos de energı´a. Se las denomino´ Galaxias Luminosas en el IR (Luminous Infrared Galaxies
– LIRG).
Dentro de las LIRG se descubrieron nuevas galaxias con una luminosidad en el IR au´n mayor: las
Galaxias Ultraluminosas en el Infrarrojo (Ultraluminous Infrared Galaxies – ULIRG) si su luminosi-
dad IR excedı´a de 1012 L, y las Galaxias Hiperluminosas en el Infrarrojo (Hyperluminous Infrared
Galaxies – HLIRG) si su luminosidad IR excedı´a de 1013 L.
La elevada luminosidad de estas galaxias solo podı´a explicarse o bien mediante episodios de violenta
formacio´n estelar (starburst - SB), o bien por la acrecio´n sobre un agujero negro supermasivo (su-
pemassive black holes - SMBH) central de grandes masas de gas y polvo (Nu´cleo activo de galaxia
– AGN). Cua´l de estos feno´menos es el verdadero motor de la emisio´n IR de estas galaxias ha sido
un tema muy debatido por la comunidad astrono´mica desde el descubrimiento de las ULIRG y las
HLIRG.
Finalmente, los nuevos telescopios terrestres y espaciales disponibles durante la u´ltima de´cada han
permitido elaborar un paradigma consistente para las ULIRG. Actualmente se acepta que e´stas son
el resultado de fusiones y/o interacciones entre galaxias ricas en gas. Dichas colisiones conducen
grandes cantidades de gas y polvo al nu´cleo de las galaxias, parte del cual es consumido en episodios
de formacio´n estelar muy intensos y otra parte cae en el SMBH, encendiendo un AGN. El debate
actual sobre estos objetos se centra en como interaccionan ambos feno´menos (SB y AGN) entre sı´ y su
posible influencia en la evolucio´n posterior de la galaxia.
Este paradigma sin embargo no parece ser completamente correcto en el caso de las HLIRG. Si bien
se acepta que, como en las ULIRG, la luminosidad IR es provocada por alguna combinacio´n de SB
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y AGN, observaciones realizadas con el telescopio espacial Hubble demuestran que so´lo un tercio de
estas galaxias muestran sen˜ales de colisiones o interacciones. Son necesarias pues investigaciones ma´s
detalladas para comprender la naturaleza de las HLIRG y su relacio´n con las ULIRG.
Por otro lado, si los feno´menos de formacio´n estelar y acrecio´n sobre SMBH son tan extremos como
estudios anteriores sugieren, las HLIRG resultan un laboratorio excelente para estudiar las interac-
ciones y procesos de retroalimentacio´n entre AGN y SB, ası´ como con la galaxia que los hospeda.
Lograr una comprensio´n detallada de estas interacciones resulta imprescindible dentro del paradigma
de coevolucio´n de los AGN y las galaxias. Un nu´mero cada vez mayor de observaciones sen˜alan clara-
mente que la formacio´n de las galaxias se encuentra de algu´n modo relacionada con el crecimiento de
los SMBH que albergan en su centro. El estudio de las HLIRG es por tanto crucial dentro de dicho
paradigma.
El principal objetivo de esta tesis es presentar un marco global y coherente de las HLIRG en el cual
poder explicar las propiedades de estos objetos derivadas de observaciones multifrecuencia. Necesita-
mos pues estimar la contribucio´n relativa de AGN y SB a la emisio´n bolome´trica total de las HLIRG.
¿Los procesos de acrecio´n son dominantes respecto a la formacio´n estelar? ¿O ma´s bien sucede lo
contrario? ¿Co´mo es la emisio´n de estos objetos a lo largo del espectro electromagne´tico? Puede ex-
plicarse su enorme luminosidad IR simplemente por la emisio´n de un AGN o de un SB, ¿o son ambos
feno´menos necesarios? ¿Cua´l es el rango de energı´as ma´s adecuado para estudiar y poder separar la
emisio´n del AGN de la formacio´n estelar en estos objetos?
Podemos resumir los objetivos de esta tesis en los siguientes puntos:
1. Caracterizar las propiedades de las HLIRG en distintos rangos de energı´a e interpretarlas desde
un punto de vista amplio y consistente.
2. Separar la emisio´n originada en los AGN y los SB presentes en las HLIRG mediante diferentes
te´cnicas complementarias y estimar la contribucio´n relativa de cada una de esas componentes a
la emisio´n total.
3. Comprobar si las luminosidades de los AGN y de los SB esta´n de algu´n modo relacionados en
distintas e´pocas del Universo.
4. Estimar las tasas de formacio´n estelar de estas galaxias utilizando diferentes me´todos y compro-
bar si dichas tasas son tan extremas como han encontrado estudios anteriores.
5. Estudiar la densidad del gas y la fraccio´n de cielo cubierto por polvo en las HLIRG.
6. Reproducir la emisio´n global de las HLIRG mediante la combinacio´n de modelos sencillos de
AGN y SB, ası´ como estudiar cualquier dependencia de esta emisio´n con otras propiedades de
las HLIRG como el oscurecimiento o la luminosidad bolome´trica.
7. Comprobar si las HLIRG forman una u´nica poblacio´n bien definida o pueden separarse en dis-
tintas “familias” y, en ese caso, intentar explicar los orı´genes fı´sicos de e´stas.
Planteamiento y metodologı´a
Los AGN y los procesos de formacio´n estelar se producen habitualmente en entornos muy oscurecidos
por grandes cantidades de gas y polvo. La observacio´n en rayos X y en el IR permiten penetrar en
esta clase de entornos y estudiar dichos feno´menos. Mientras que los rayos X proporcionan una visio´n
clara de la emisio´n primaria de los AGN, observaciones en el IR ofrecen informacio´n detallada acerca
de los niveles de polvo y la formacio´n estelar que se produce en las cercanı´as del AGN.
Las observaciones en el IR y rayos X resultan pues esenciales para comprender de un modo detallado
la formacio´n estelar y los AGN. Afortunadamente hoy en dı´a disponemos de potentes observatorios
en estos rangos de energı´a, como Chandra, XMM-Newton, Suzaku, Spitzer, o AKARI. Pueden em-
plearse diferentes estrategias para aprovechar la sinergia entre rayos X e IR, por ejemplo mediante
exploraciones del cielo multifrecuencia como los proyectos GOODS, AEGIS o COSMOS, mediante
observaciones puntuales en el IR de objetos con propiedades peculiares en rayos X (como los cua´sares
absorbidos en rayos X), o mediante observaciones en rayos X de fuentes que emiten fuertemente en el
IR, como las ULIRG o las HLIRG.
Gracias a las excepcionales caracterı´sticas de los nuevos observatorios antes mencionados podemos
estudiar las propiedades de las HLIRG en distintas longitudes de onda con un detalle muy elevado.
Para desarrollar esta investigacio´n seleccionamos una muestra de HLIRG compuesta por fuentes que
habı´an sido observadas por los observatorios espaciales XMM-Newton (rayos X) y Spitzer (IR). La
tesis que aquı´ se presenta esta´ dividida en tres partes: el estudio de los espectros X de las HLIRG, el
estudio de sus espectros en el IR medio (MIR) y el estudio de sus distribuciones espectrales de energı´a
(Spectral Energy Distribution – SED).
La comparacio´n entre HLIRG y ULIRG de sus propiedades X e infrarrojas, ası´ como de sus SED, nos
permiten determinar hasta que punto estos objetos forman dos poblaciones bien diferenciadas. Au´n
ma´s, mediante el ana´lisis de una muestra amplia y representativa de HLIRG podremos concretar si
todos las HLIRG comparten caracterı´sticas similares o pueden ser divididos en distintas familias.
Podemos aplicar tambie´n distintos me´todos para detectar las sen˜ales tı´picas de la emisio´n de AGN y
SB en distintas longitudes de onda, ası´ como estimar la contribucio´n de cada uno de estos procesos a
la emisio´n bolome´trica de las HLIRG. Nuestro enfoque multifrecuencia puede proporcionas pruebas
ma´s concluyentes acerca de cua´l es el mecanismo dominante en las HLIRG comparado con anteriores
estudios restringidos a un u´nico rango de energı´a.
Gracias a la capacidad penetrante de las observaciones en rayos X y en el IR, podemos detectar la
emisio´n AGN incluso en entornos altamente oscurecidos. Aplicando las correcciones bolome´tricas
esta´ndar es posible estimar la luminosidad total del AGN y su contribucio´n relativa a la emisio´n total
de cada HLIRG. Adema´s a trave´s del estudio de sus SED podemos comprobar si estas correcciones
bolome´tricas son adecuadas para estos objetos de luminosidad tan elevada.
Los rayos X y el IR tambie´n ofrecen una ventana excelente para el estudio de los procesos de formacio´n
estelar que se pueden dar en las HLIRG. Es posible estimar las luminosidades de la emisio´n SB y las
tasas de formacio´n estelar que se dan en las HLIRG, ası´ como comprobar si e´stas se encuentran de
algu´n modo relacionadas con las propiedades del AGN, lo que sen˜aları´a hacia un origen fı´sico comu´n.
Aportaciones originales
La investigacio´n presentada en esta tesis ha contribuido significativamente al conocimiento de las
HLIRG. Anteriores trabajos se limitan a un solo rango de energı´a y, generalmente, a un pequen˜o
nu´mero de fuentes. Solo dos trabajos anteriores han estudiado una muestra significativa de HLIRG
(Rowan-Robinson 2000; Farrah et al. 2002a), pero ambos esta´n restringidos al rango IR y utilizan las
mismas te´cnicas para su estudio. Nuestro trabajo es el primero que ha estudiado una muestra modera-
damente grande de HLIRG en distintos rangos de energı´a, permitiendo obtener una visio´n consistente
capaz de explicar la elevada luminosidad de estos objetos.
Nuestras investigaciones de los espectros X y MIR de las HLIRG han sido los primeros estudios sis-
tema´ticos de estos objetos realizados en dichos rangos de energı´a. Del mismo modo, nuestro trabajo
sobre las SED de las HLIRG es tambie´n pionero en estudiar la emisio´n global de estas fuentes ma´s
alla´ de la banda infrarroja. Estos resultados han sido presentados en varios congresos y revistas inter-
nacionales (Ruiz et al. 2006, 2007, 2010a,b,c).
Conclusiones
Esta investigacio´n ha permitido caracterizar las propiedades de las HLIRG en rayos X y en el MIR, ası´
como explicar su emisio´n global a trave´s de la construccio´n de sus distribuciones espectrales de energı´a,
desde la banda de radio hasta los rayos X. Nuestro enfoque multifrecuencia nos ha permitido presentar
pruebas so´lidas de que todas las fuentes que hemos estudiado albergan un AGN. En la mayorı´a de
estas fuentes es necesaria la existencia de un SB para explicar completamente todas sus propiedades.
Hemos podido determinar tambie´n que aquellas fuentes sin formacio´n estelar significativa son en rea-
lidad cua´sares muy luminosos, con lo que no deben considerarse aute´nticas HLIRG ya que su emisio´n
bolome´trica no esta´ dominada completamente por la emisio´n IR. Ası´ pues, los feno´menos de AGN y
SB resultan ambos cruciales para entender la luminosidad extrema de las HLIRG.
Hemos encontrado indicios significativos de que las HLIRG no forman una poblacio´n homoge´nea.
Por un lado hemos encontrado HLIRG muy oscurecidas en rayos X y el MIR, sen˜alando la existen-
cia de grandes cantidades de gas y polvo que envuelven casi completamente el nu´cleo gala´ctico. Los
AGN y SB presentes en esta clase fuentes parecen encontrarse fuertemente interconectados y los estu-
dios morfolo´gicos de algunas de estas galaxias indican que se encuentran sometidas a feno´menos de
interaccio´n y/o fusio´n entre galaxias. Todas estas propiedades son comunes a las ULIRG, con lo que
podemos concluir que este tipo de HLIRG son el extremo de mayor luminosidad dentro de la poblacio´n
de ULIRG.
Por otro lado encontramos HLIRG poco oscurecidas en rayos X y el MIR, con lo que las cantidades
de polvo y gas presentes son significativamente menores a las encontradas en el anterior grupo. Los
procesos de retroalimentacio´n entre los AGN y los SB en estas fuentes parecen ser tambie´n menos
importantes. Los SB de la mayorı´a de estas fuentes pueden ser reproducidos mediante modelos de
SB jo´venes. Los estudios morfolo´gicos sen˜alan que son fuentes aisladas, no encontrando evidencias
de que hayan sufrido interacciones o fusiones recientes con otras galaxias. Si bien se necesitan estu-
dios ma´s detallados para comprender la naturaleza de estas HLIRG, podrı´an ser galaxias jo´venes que
esta´n sufriendo su primer proceso importante de formacio´n estelar. Parte del gas necesario para esta
formacio´n estelar cae en su SMBH central, encendiendo un AGN.
Podemos concluir por tanto que las fuentes estudiadas en esta tesis pertenecen a una de estas tres
poblaciones:
1. Cua´sares muy luminosos sin formacio´n estelar significativa.
2. Galaxias activas aisladas y jo´venes sometidas a su primer episodio importante de formacio´n
estelar, sin ninguna relacio´n con interacciones o fusiones gala´cticas recientes.
3. Galaxias sometidas a interacciones recientes con otras galaxias, lo cual atrae a su centro grandes
cantidades de gas y polvo. Estos eventos disparan episodios violentos de formacio´n estelar y
enciende el AGN en un entorno altamente oscurecido. Estos objetos pueden clasificarse como la
versio´n de alta luminosidad de las ULIRG.
Futuras lı´neas de investigacio´n
Los resultados presentados en esta tesis pueden mejorarse significativamente mediante las siguientes
lı´neas de actuacio´n:
1. Incrementar la muestra de HLIRG. En este trabajo se ha estudiado un nu´mero moderado de
fuentes, alrededor de unas veinte HLIRG. Este nu´mero era una fraccio´n importante del total de
HLIRG conocidas (cerca de cincuenta) cuando se comenzo´ esta tesis. Sin embargo las explo-
raciones de gran a´rea realizadas por los nuevos telescopios infrarrojos lanzados en los u´ltimos
an˜os como Spitzer y AKARI, junto con los futuros resultados de WISE o Herschel, esta´n in-
crementando espectacularmente el nu´mero de HLIRG conocidas. Todos estos nuevos datos nos
permitira´n construir muestras de HLIRG con un nu´mero mucho mayor de fuentes, seleccionadas
de una manera ma´s homoge´nea. Esto hara´ posible obtener conclusiones acerca de la poblacio´n
global de HLIRG mucho ma´s so´lidas.
2. Comparacio´n con otras poblaciones de fuentes astrono´micas. Esta tesis se ha limitado al es-
tudio de HLIRG a redshift moderado, pero los nuevos observatorios infrarrojos han descubierto
un nu´mero cada vez mayor de HLIRG a alto redshift. La comparacio´n entre las propiedades
de las poblaciones de las ULIRG y HLIRG a bajo y alto redshift es crucial para comprender la
evolucio´n de estos objetos a lo largo del tiempo. Resulta tambie´n importante estudiar la posible
relacio´n entre HLIRG y otras fuentes de alta luminosidad como las galaxias sub-milime´tricas o
los QSO con absorcio´n en rayos X. Estas investigaciones son necesarias para obtener una visio´n
global acerca de la relacio´n entre los AGN y la formacio´n gala´ctica.
3. A largo plazo, la nueva generacio´n de observatorios X. La misio´n conjunta de NASA, ESA
y JAXA para desarrollar el nuevo observatorio internacional de rayos X (IXO) proporcionara´
una herramienta excelente para el estudio de las HLIRG. El notable aumento de sensibilidad
y la ampliacio´n del rango de energı´a en el que presumiblemente funcionara´ IXO permitira´n la
observacio´n directa de la emisio´n nuclear de las fuentes ma´s oscurecidas. Tambie´n permitira´
la deteccio´n de la emisio´n X originada por procesos de formacio´n estelar incluso en aquellas
HLIRG dominadas por la emisio´n del AGN.
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(Terry Pratchett, Equal Rites)
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Summary
One of the most challenging results brought by the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) is the dis-
covery of a new population of extragalactic objects, the Ultraluminous Infrared Galaxies (ULIRG).
These sources showed a luminosity comparable to quasars (LIR & 1012 L), but their bolometric output
was completely dominated by the infrared (IR) emission.
The origin of their extreme IR luminosities has been in discussion for decades, but in the last few years
a consensual picture has emerged, brought by multi-wavelength observations. Now is broadly accepted
that ULIRG are dusty galaxies where fierce star formation processes have been triggered by mergers or
interactions between rich-gas galaxies. Only half of them show Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN), which
usually are minor contributors to the total IR emission, but the fraction of ULIRG harbouring an AGN
and its relative contribution to the bolometric output increases with luminosity.
Hyperluminous Infrared Galaxies (HLIRG) are defined as those LIRG with LIR > 1013 L. However
the ULIRG paradigm described above is not so well-grounded for HLIRG. Most of these objects seem
to be composite sources, i.e. AGN and SB phenomena are both needed to fully explain their IR
emission and only about a third of them has been found in interacting systems. Further investigations
are needed to fully understand the nature of HLIRG and its connection with ULIRG. Moreover, as
HLIRG could represent the most vigorous stage of galaxy formation they are unique laboratories to
investigate extremely high stellar formation, and its connection to super-massive black hole (SMBH)
growth. HLIRG could be key objects to understand the co-evolution between SMBH and galaxies.
AGN and star formation processes occur in environments enshrouded by large amounts of gas and
dust. X-ray and IR observations offer the needed penetrating power to study these phenomena. While
X-rays provide a largely uncontaminated view of the primary AGN emission, measures of infrared
emission yield detailed information about the levels of dust and on-going star-formation surrounding
AGN.
Infrared and X-ray observations are therefore essential to understand the AGN and SB phenomena on-
going in HLIRG. The main objective of this thesis is to draw a comprehensive and consistent picture
on HLIRG derived from multi-wavelength observations. Thanks to the unprecedented capabilities of
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state-of-the-art observatories we are able to characterize the properties of HLIRG in several wavelength
ranges.
We selected a moderate size sample of HLIRG observed by XMM-Newton and/or Spitzer, which al-
lows performing our study in two complementary energy bands, X-ray and MIR, and we have also
studied their broadband SED from radio to X-rays. We have applied different techniques to detect the
signatures of AGN and SB emission at several wavelengths and estimate the contribution of these pro-
cesses to the bolometric output. Our multi-wavelength approach provides more conclusive evidence
on which is the dominant mechanism with respect to any other previous study restricted to a particular
energy range.
We found that all the studied sources harbour an AGN. MIR and X-ray observations have allowed its
detection even in heavily enshrouded environments. Most of these sources posses a strong SB, with star
forming rates up to ∼ 1000 M yr−1. Moreover, we found that those sources with no SB contribution
are in fact luminous quasars and hence they are not “bona fide” HLIRG, since their bolometric emission
is not dominated by the IR output. We can confirm that both AGN and SB phenomena are indispensable
to understand the extreme luminosity of HLIRG.
However, the “bona fide” HLIRG do not seem to be an homogeneous population. On one hand there
are sources with large amounts of gas and dust enshrouding the nucleus as it is suggested by the
strong absorption shown in X-rays and MIR and by the shape of their SED. Their large dust covering
factors are also consistent with a nucleus almost completely enshrouded by dust. The gas and dust fuel
powerful AGN activity and strong star formation, that could be triggered by galaxy interactions and/or
mergers, as suggested by the study of the morphology and environment of some of these HLIRG.
The analysis of their SED also hints toward a strong feedback between both phenomena. These are
common properties of ULIRG and hence we can consider these HLIRG as the objects occupying the
high luminosity tail of the ULIRG population distribution.
On the other hand there are HLIRG with minor MIR/optical/X-ray obscuration, suggesting lower quan-
tities of gas and dust than in the “ULIRG-like” population. However the strong SB observed in these
sources need large amounts of gas to fuel the star formation. The SB emission in these HLIRG can be
modelled with young SB models. They seem to be isolated galaxies, with no signs of interactions or
ongoing mergers. Further studies are needed to explain the nature of these HLIRG, but they could be
young active galaxies undergoing their first major episode of star formation.
Therefore, the sources studied in this thesis likely belong to three different populations:
1. Very luminous QSO with minor star formation activity.
2. Young, isolated active galaxies undergoing their first episode of major star formation with little
connection with a recent major merger.
3. Galaxies which have recently experienced a merger/disturbance that brought lots of gas and dust
into the inner regions. This event triggered both the star formation and the AGN activity in a
heavily obscured environment. These objects are good candidates to be the high luminosity tail
of the ULIRG population distribution.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The “extreme” has been always a fascination for human beings. Our history is in some way a reflect
of our ambition to go higher, to get deeper, to reach the farthest, to be the best. And science is not
immune to our desire to search for the Universe’s own brand of the biggest and the brightest. But the
curiosity of science for extreme objects and conditions is not only a matter of this particular quality of
the human behaviour.
Strange and extreme environments allow scientist to test theories beyond the “normal” conditions
where they were established and to learn better how is their nature. Special relativity tells us how
objects behave at the highest velocities, general relativity describes how gravity works in extreme
conditions and how the Universe evolves in the largest scales, quantum mechanics was developed to
understand the tiniest scales of the Universe.
Astronomy, in particular, is a science of extremes. Most situations studied by astronomers are far
beyond our daily experience, but we still are interested in the extremes. We search for the biggest and
brightest sources in the Universe, we call them ultra-this or hyper-that, and all of them teach us about
the most extreme conditions in the Universe. This work is dedicated to one family of these extreme
astronomical objects, the Hyperluminous Infrared Galaxies. And behind these objects we found two
of the most powerful astronomical phenomena: active galactic nuclei and starburst episodes.
1.1 Active galactic nuclei
The term ’Active Galactic Nuclei’ (AGN) refers to the existence of energetic phenomena in the nuclei,
or central regions, of galaxies which cannot be attributed clearly and directly to stars. The luminosity
of the centre can range from tens to thousands of times that of the underlying host galaxy, which
is completely outshined, appearing in the optical images as a bright point source when the AGN is
distant. These objects are among the most luminous persistent sources known in the Universe (gamma
1
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ray bursts can be brighter by a few orders of magnitude but they only last a few seconds) and about 10%
of all known galaxies harbour an AGN. Their bolometric luminosities span a broad range of values,
from 1042 to 1048 erg s−1 for the most luminous AGN. A fundamental characteristic of most AGN is
the strong time-variability observed in their optical/UV/X-ray emission, implying that the spatial scale
of the main engine of AGN is within the order of light days: a nucleus comparable to the size of the
Solar System is emitting hundreds of times as much energy as an entire galaxy.
There is an enormous number of AGN ’flavours’ based on their observational properties. Here we list
some of the most relevant classifications:
• Based on their luminosity, we differentiate between Seyfert (Sy) galaxies and quasars1 (or quasi-
stellar objects - QSO). Seyfert galaxies are those AGN with absolute magnitude in B band MB >
−21.5 + 5 log H0. An alternative criterion, based on the X-ray luminosity, defines as QSO those
objects with LX > 1044 erg s−1. There is also a family of AGN whose emission does not dominate
over the host galaxy, the low-luminosity AGN (LLAGN, Ho 1999; Panessa et al. 2007).
• According to their optical/UV spectrum, ’Type 1’ and ’Type 2’ sources are distinguished. Type
1 AGN show broad (widths2 up to several thousands kilometres per second) permitted lines and
narrow (widths of a few hundreds of kilometres per second) permitted and forbidden3 lines in
the spectrum, while Type 2 objects show only narrow lines. Type 1s and 2s do not form two
completely separate groups. There is a continuum of objects in between where the broad line
components are increasingly difficult to observe and may vary quite considerably.
• Based on their radio emission, AGN are classified in ’Radio-loud’ (RL) and ’Radio-quiet’ (RQ).
This classification is based on the radio-loudness of the source, the ratio between the radio flux
at 5 GHz and the optical flux in the B band (centred at 4400 Å): RL = log F5 GHzFB . Those objects
with RL ≥ 10 are labelled as RL AGN whereas the rest are RQ AGN. Roughly 10% of AGN are
RL.
The ’taxonomy’ of AGN include several other types of objects, like radio galaxies, low-ionization
nuclear emission-line regions (LINERS), blazars, optically violent variables (OVV) AGN, etc.. See
Peterson (1997) for a complete review.
1In the beginning the term ’quasar’ (acronym of ’quasi-stellar radio source’) was applied only to objects with significant
radio emission, but nowadays is often used to refers all high-luminosity AGN.
2The widths of AGN emission lines are usually expressed in velocity units since the broadening is due to the Doppler
effect.
3The term ’forbidden lines’ refers to spectral lines not observed in laboratory spectra. The low pressure and temperature
conditions of some astronomical environments, not reproducible in Earth laboratories, allow the existence of these lines.
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1.1.1 Emission mechanisms
The principal physical mechanisms responsible of the observed emission in AGN at different wave-
lengths can be summarized as follows:
1. Black body emission: a black body (BB) is a body in thermal equilibrium with the surrounding
radiation field, i.e. it is a perfect emitter and absorber (no radiation is reflected). The emission
spectrum of a BB depends only on its temperature. Although no real object is a perfect BB, it is
a fair approximation in many cases. The optical/UV continuum observed in AGN is described as
BB emission originated in an accretion disk: the gas and dust surrounding a super-massive black
hole (SMBH) is attracted forming a disk due to the conservation of angular momentum. The
material in the disk is heated due to the viscous friction, radiating energy and loosing angular
momentum until it finally falls into the black hole. AGN accretion disks are relatively cool
(∼ 105 − 106 K) producing blue spectra in the optical/UV energy range. A fraction of this
continuum is absorbed by the dust around the SMBH (the dusty torus and/or the interstellar
medium of the host galaxy) and then re-emitted in the MIR and FIR. A BB (or a combination
of BBs at different temperatures) is also a good description of this reprocessed emission due to
heated dust.
2. Inverse Compton scattering: “normal” Compton scattering is the process where a photon of
wavelength λ interacts with an electron bound to an atom resulting a new photon of λ′ > λ,
i.e. the original photon imparts a fraction of its energy to the electron. If free, relativistic
electrons are present, the inverse effect can occur: the photon is kicked up to higher energies
(i.e. shorter wavelengths) by the electron. This process is known as Inverse Compton scattering.
The spectrum of the scattered radiation depends on the electron energy distribution. The broad
X-ray continuum observed in AGN is usually explained through this effect. A corona of high
energy electrons, coming from the ionized material in the accretion disk, is believed to surround
the inner regions close to the SMBH event horizon . The optical/UV photons emitted in the disk
are transformed into X-ray photons due to Inverse Compton scattering.
3. Synchrotron radiation: electromagnetic radiation produced by charged particles moving at
relativistic velocities (near the speed of light) in external magnetic fields is named synchrotron
radiation. The emission spectrum depends on the velocity distribution of the particles. Assuming
a power law (non-thermal) distribution of the particles, the emitted spectrum is a power law with
an energy index α (Fν ∝ ν−α). It is believed that synchrotron radiation from a population of
relativistic electrons located in jets is responsible for the radio emission in radio-loud AGN.
However, it is very unlikely that synchrotron radiation is an important contributor to the high
energy spectra of AGN, excepting the small fraction of radio-loud AGN.
4. Free-free emission: a free charged particle subject to decelerated movement (e.g. due to the in-
teraction with particles of opposite charge) emits electromagnetic radiation. Since the energy of
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free particles spans a broad range, the emission has a thermal continuum distribution. This emis-
sion is named free-free radiation or bremsstrahlung (’braking radiation’ in German). It is related
to emission produced in hot dense ionized plasma (the electrons lose energy due trough interac-
tions with ionized atoms). If there are metals in the plasma, intense emission lines superimposed
to the continuum can be produced.
1.1.2 Spectral Energy Distribution
The broadband emission of AGN is very different from that of normal galaxies. They emit over the
entire electromagnetic spectrum from radio to gamma rays (Risaliti and Elvis 2004). In particular,
from hard X-rays to FIR, an AGN releases energy with almost equal power per decade of frequency
(see Fig. 1.1). The main features observed in the AGN spectral energy distributions (SED) include:
• Radio continuum: the radio emission is only a small fraction of the total AGN output, 5-6
orders of magnitude lower than the optical continuum. Only ∼ 10% of AGN are strong radio
emitters (RL sources). The radio emitting regions of RL AGN are powerful relativistic jets and
extended lobes with kiloparsecs and even megaparsecs scales, while RQ sources show parsec-
scale central radio cores. The radio spectrum is well described with a power law, indicating a
non-thermal origin. The radio emission of jets is usually steeper (i.e. higher values of the power
law index) than that observed in the radio cores.
• Infrared: AGN continua show a broad IR bump. The IR emission starts increasing at ∼ 1
µm (the ’NIR inflection’), peaking at ∼ 60 µm and rapidly decreasing at lower energies (the
’sub-millimetre break’) until reaching the radio continuum. In RL sources the emission drops
only ∼ 2 decades, while for RQ sources it is usually ∼ 5 − 6 decades. The IR continuum is
consistent with thermal emission of dust and molecular gas (the obscuring torus, see Sect. 1.1.3)
heated by the optical/UV/X-ray radiation of the central engine (Efstathiou and Rowan-Robinson
1995; Granato et al. 2004). However the origin of the FIR/sub-millimetre (sub-mm) emission is
still debated, with several authors proposing that a significant fraction of this emission could be
originated in circumnuclear starburst (Elitzur et al. 2004; Schweitzer et al. 2006).
High-resolution spectra of AGN show high-ionization forbidden emission lines (e.g. [Ne V], [O
IV], [S III]) superimposed on the IR continuum (Sturm et al. 2002; Dudik et al. 2007; Dasyra
et al. 2008), originated in the narrow line region (see Sect. 1.1.3).
• Optical/UV: a significant amount of energy is emitted in a strong, broad feature that domi-
nates the SED at wavelengths shortward of ∼ 4000 Å (the ’big blue bump’ - BBB) and peaks
around ∼ 1000 Å. This feature is attributed to some kind of thermal emission in the range
around 104 − 106 K, usually the emission of a heated accretion disk surrounding a SMBH (see
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Sect. 1.1.3). Superposed on the continuum the optical spectrum of AGN shows strong broad
permitted emission lines and narrow forbidden and permitted emission lines.
• X-rays: a fundamental signature of AGN is the strong X-ray emission exhibited by these objects.
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Figure 1.1: Top: Average SED of Seyfert 1 and Seyfert 2 galaxies (from Prieto et al. 2010). Bottom:
Schematic representation of the AGN SED including a possible source for each emission components
(from Manners Ph.D. thesis).
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The X-ray continuum can be broadly described as a power law with a typical slope of ∼ 1.9
(Mateos et al. 2005a) from energies of ∼ 1 keV up to an eventual cut-off somewhere beyond 100
keV (see Fig. 1.2). Other significant features shown in AGN X-ray spectra are:
1. Photoelectric absorption due to neutral Hydrogen (Galactic, from material surrounding the
central engine and from the host galaxy). If the hydrogen column density (NH) reaches
1024 cm−2, all the direct X-ray emission below 10 keV is absorbed and only reflected
emission from the AGN can be observed (Matt et al. 2000). Those sources showing column
densities greater than that limit are named “Compton-thick” (CT), while AGN showing
absorption below that limit are named “Compton-thin”.
2. Soft emission (below ∼ 2 keV), peaking in the extreme UV, superimposed to the power law
continuum (the ’soft excess’) is found in ∼ 30% of AGN. It has been usually explained as
thermal emission associated to the accretion disk, i.e. the tail of the BBB, but the origin of
the soft excess is still unclear (see Chapter 3 for a more detailed discussion of this topic).
3. Emission lines at ∼ 6.4 − 6.7 keV are usually observed in AGN X-ray spectra with enough
signal-to-noise ratio (Mushotzky et al. 1995; Nandra et al. 2007). This feature is explained
as the fluorescent emission of iron (the direct X-ray emission is reflected by excitation of
the inner electronic layer - Kα - of iron atoms) in the accretion disk (George and Fabian
1991; Fabian et al. 2000) and/or in the absorbing torus (Ghisellini et al. 1994).
Compton hump
soft excess
Warm absorber Iron line
Figure 1.2: Schematic X-ray spectrum of an unabsorbed AGN (black solid line) along with the most
relevant spectral components (from Risaliti and Elvis 2004).
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4. A broad bump above the power law continuum is observed in many AGN within ∼ 7 − 60
keV, peaking at ∼ 30 keV (the ’Compton reflection hump’). This spectral feature is often
explained as reflection of the direct X-ray continuum in the accretion disk or the molecular
torus (Turner and Miller 2009).
1.1.3 The Unified Model
(a) Image credit: Brooks/Cole Thomson Learning. (b) Image credit: Aurore Simonnet/Sonoma State University.
Figure 1.3: Conceptual schemes for unification of AGN. Left: AGN structure proposed by the unified
model. Right: dependence of the AGN classification with the angle of view of the observer.
It was early pointed out that the most plausible physical process able to explain the large luminosities
within such small regions observed in AGN should be the accretion of matter due to the intense gravity
of a super-massive object (or objects), like black holes or neutron stars4 It is broadly accepted that the
main engine of AGN activity is the matter accretion into a SMBH with masses of 106 − 1010 M.
To explain the enormous diversity of AGN, each with particular properties, Antonucci and Miller
(1985) proposed the Unified Model for AGN. These authors suggested that the different characteristics
observed in AGN are just dependent on the angle of view of the observer. They proposed an structure
for AGN as showed in Fig. 1.3(a), with the following components:
• Black Hole and Accretion disk: The material surrounding the SMBH cannot fall into it radially
due to its large angular momentum, thus forming an optically thick, geometrically thin accretion
disk. Gravitational potential energy is converted into radiation via viscous dissipation and/or
magnetic processes (Shakura and Sunyaev 1973).
• Broad Line Region: the broad emission lines observed in the optical/UV spectrum of some
AGN (type 1) have typical widths of ∼ 5000 km s−1, reaching in some objects widths of ∼
4Theoretical estimates suggest that no cluster of neutrons stars or low-mass BH is stable within the small space regions
and time scales where the AGN activity occurs (Miller 2006).
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30 000 km s−1. These lines are emitted by clouds of high density gas (ρ & 109 cm−3, needed
by the observed ratio between forbidden and permitted emission lines) moving at high velocity
in keplerian orbits close to the SMBH (within 0.01-0.1 pc), which explain the large Doppler
broadening observed.
• Narrow Line Region: the narrow lines observed in the optical/UV spectrum of AGN have much
smaller widths, typically ∼ 100 km s−1. They can be explained by the emission of low-velocity
gas clouds further away from the central engine (as far as ∼ 100 pc). These clouds have lower
densities (ρ ∼ 103 − 106 cm−3) than the BLR clouds. Both BLR and NLR clouds are excited by
the ionizing radiation of the accretion disk.
• Obscuring torus: outside the BLR, at distance scales of few parsecs, there is a region of cold
gas and dust with a toroidal geometry in a similar plane as the accretion disk. The details of
its structure and formation, as its dependence on other physical properties of the AGN (e.g.
luminosity) are still uncertain. The torus absorbs and scatters the nuclear radiation and partially
covers the central engine, blocking the BLR and the accretion disk to certain lines of sight.
The dust heated by the nuclear emission is believed the responsible for the MIR/FIR continuum
observed in AGN.
• Radio Jet: this component arises from the sub-parsec scales of the AGN and it is probably
related to magnetic processes within the inner accretion disk, although a complete mechanism
able to explain the formation of jets is still a challenge in modern astronomy (Narayan et al.
2010). The radio emission is due to synchrotron emission of relativistic electrons.
The dusty torus is the essential piece to explain the inclination-dependent of the observed properties.
According to this model there is intrinsically only one type of AGN (type 1), but in some cases we
observe the nuclear regions through an attenuating medium that hides the central engine and the BLR,
and the AGN is seen as a type 2 object (see Fig. 1.3(b)). The existence of a jet of relativistic charged
particles (e.g. electrons) has been proposed to take into account the bi-modality of RQ and RL AGN
(Urry and Padovani 1995): those AGN with a jet emitting synchrotron radiation would be RL objects,
while those with no jet would be RQ.
The Unified Model is well established for local Seyfert galaxies. A fundamental prediction of the
unified models is the existence of broad emission lines behind the obscuring material, which have
been detected through several techniques: spectropolarimetry observations of Sy2 AGN have revealed
hidden polarized broad lines (Antonucci and Miller 1985; Tran 2001) scattered by free electrons in a
“mirror” of ionized gas located just outside the opening of the torus; broad emission lines have also
been observed in the NIR unpolarized spectra of optically type 2 sources (Rix et al. 1990; Ruiz et al.
1994; Goodrich et al. 1994), since the absorption is less effective in the NIR than in the optical range.
X-ray observations of Seyfert 2 galaxies have shown heavy photoelectric absorption due to cold gas,
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likely associated with the dusty torus (Matt et al. 2003). The dust torus itself, or a similar structure,
has been observed in nearby AGN (Gallimore et al. 1997; Jaffe et al. 2004; Capetti et al. 2005).
This unification scheme offers a simple explanation for the diversity observed in AGN. Over the years
detailed observations have suggested indeed a more sophisticated structure for the innermost regions
of AGN which account for all the AGN types seen in the sky and at different wavelengths. There
are however a growing number of observational results hardly explained by these models (Lutz et al.
2004; Mateos et al. 2005a,b), suggesting a more complex extension of the Unified model (Elitzur and
Shlosman 2006), or even a change of paradigm (Elvis 2000).
1.2 Starburst galaxies
A significant fraction of galaxies shows the signatures of intense ongoing star formation activity, i.e.
an starburst (SB) episode. The most general definition of a SB galaxy is one whose luminosity is
dominated by an episode of star formation which cannot be sustained over its life-time, i.e. continued
star formation with the current star formation rate (SFR) would exhaust the available gas reservoir
in much less than the dynamical time-scale of the galaxy (perhaps one rotation period in a disk type
galaxy). See Moorwood (1996) for a complete review on starburst galaxies.
Bursts of massive star formation were first invoked in the mid 1970s to explain the unexpected dis-
covery of galaxies whose IR luminosities and optical-to-IR ratios appeared too high to be sustained
over their life-times (Harwit and Pacini 1975; Rieke and Low 1975; Rieke and Lebofsky 1979). There
are several astronomical sources where violent, episodic star formation has been observed, like the
blue compact dwarf galaxies (Zwicky 1965; Binggeli and Cameron 1991; Hunter et al. 2010), the
Wolf-Rayet galaxies (Conti 1991; Lo´pez-Sa´nchez and Esteban 2008, 2009) or the luminous and ultra-
luminous infrared galaxies (see Sect. 1.3).
1.2.1 Spectral Energy Distribution
Figure 1.4(a) shows the average SED of SB galaxies dominated by young and old stellar populations
(Schmitt et al. 1997). The emission of SB galaxies is primarily characterized by a prominent IR bump
peaking around 60-100 µm. The optical/UV/X-ray emission is much lower than that observed in type
1 AGN (see Fig. 1.1), although the difference between SB and type 2 AGN emission is relatively small.
• Radio: radio emission is only a small part of the bolometric output from SB galaxies. It is
explained as a combination of free-free continuum from HII regions (i.e. regions of atomic
hydrogen ionized by the UV radiation field emitted by hot young stars) and synchrotron radiation
from supernova generated electrons interacting with the interstellar magnetic field. Only young
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SB in HII regions like dwarf galaxies are dominated by free-free emission. In spiral galaxies the
radio emission is modelled as a power law with index ∼ −0.7.
• Infrared: the broad IR bump is reprocessed emission from dust heated mainly by hot massive
stars formed in the SB. Characteristic temperatures are around 45 K, but the bump is broader than
a single black-body due to the presence of different components including cold dust associated
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Figure 1.4: Top: Average SB SED dominated by old (right panel) and young (left panel) stellar
population (from Schmitt et al. 1997). Bottom: SED of NGC 7714, a typical young SB, including a
possible source for each emission components (data from NED).
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with molecular clouds, dust heated by the interstellar radiation field and dust in and around HII
regions heated by stellar UV photons. SB IR spectra show broad dust (silicates and polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons - PAH) absorption and emission features, along with strong emission
lines (Laurent et al. 2000).
• Optical/UV: The optical emission is dominated by starlight of the host galaxy, while the UV
radiation is emitted by young hot stars formed in the burst. Most of the UV emission is absorbed
by the large amounts of dust and gas in the star-forming regions and re-emitted in the IR range.
Superimposed to this continuum, the optical/UV spectrum of SB galaxies show narrow strong
forbidden and permitted emission lines emitted by excited gas in HII regions. Optical line ratios
diagrams, e.g. [OIII]5007Å/Hβ versus [NII]6583Å/Hα are the most common tool to distinguish
between SB and AGN (Osterbrock 1989).
• X-rays: The high energy emission of SB exhibits a rough power law spectrum with a mean
photon index of ∼ 1.5 between ∼ 0.5 − 100 keV. It contains contribution from massive X-ray
binaries, supernova remnants, starburst-driven winds and inverse Compton scattering of FIR
photons by relativistic electrons. The soft X-ray spectrum can be modelled as thermal (black-
body) emission with temperature ∼ 0.5 keV (Rephaeli et al. 1995; Persic and Rephaeli 2002;
Persic et al. 2004).
It has been established, as a first approach, that the overall properties of star-forming galaxies are
dependent on two parameters: age and luminosity. Thus, the SED can be modelled with templates that
vary primarily with luminosity (Devriendt et al. 1999; Chary and Elbaz 2001; Dale and Helou 2002),
and stellar population synthesis models demonstrate how the characteristics of the galaxy evolve with
the age of the dominant star-forming episode (Engelbracht et al. 1998; Kewley et al. 2001; Asari et al.
2007). With the improvements in sensitivity and sophistication of MIR and FIR instrumentation it has
become apparent that metallicity constitutes a third critical parameter influencing the overall properties
of SB galaxies (Asari et al. 2007; Engelbracht et al. 2008).
1.2.2 Starburst models
A pre-requisite for star formation is the existence of giant molecular clouds which may form from
the agglomeration of small clouds or through magnetic, thermal or gravitational instabilities. Stars
form in such clouds, either spontaneously due to further gravitational instabilities and/or via a collapse
induced by cloud-cloud collisions, supernova explosions or radiation and wind pressure from pre-
existing star clusters (cf. McKee and Ostriker 2007 for a complete review about the current theory of
star formation).
In ’normal’ spiral galaxies the star formation is induced in the spiral arms through density waves which
compress the interstellar matter passing through them (Vogel et al. 1988; Kim et al. 2008). However
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this mechanism is slow at converting gas into stars (few Gigayears, i.e. several rotation periods in an
spiral galaxy) and inefficient: the ionizing radiation and supernovae destroy the molecular clouds thus
providing a negative feedback to the process (Larson 1987; Williams and McKee 1997; Krumholz et al.
2006; Price and Bate 2009). In contrast, SB in central regions convert gas more efficiently into star and
are of transient nature. They are associated with large concentrations of gas with high critical densities
for star formation and hence high star formation rates. It seems that in most occasions this gas is
generally captured during interactions and mergers (Whitmore et al. 1999; Lambas et al. 2003; Woods
et al. 2006; Overzier et al. 2008), although merger-driven starburst seem to be less important at high
redshift (Daddi et al. 2007; Shapiro et al. 2008), favouring other mechanisms like the fragmentation of
gas-rich disks, or the presence of large gas reservoirs (Daddi et al. 2008).
In circumnuclear SB the gas driven in should form a disk in the central kpc region (Barnes 2002) whose
mass could be a significant fraction of the dynamical mass. This large amount of gas (& 109 M) can
collapse further due to gravitational instability, cloud-cloud collisions and dynamical friction (Shlos-
man et al. 1990; Immeli et al. 2004). Clouds are supported by turbulent motions and shrink as the
turbulence dissipates. Star formation begins once a critical density is reached and turbulent energy
can be replenished by supernovae explosions. The resulting gas densities are higher than those in the
galactic disk by factors of ∼ 1000 due to the large tidal and Coriolis forces. When star formation starts,
therefore, it does so rapidly and with SFR ∼ 106 times larger and gas consumptions times ∼ 100 times
shorter than in the disk (Elmegreen 1994; Mihos and Hernquist 1996; Elmegreen 2004).
The later evolution of the burst depends on a number of parameters (Mihos and Hernquist 1996; Di
Matteo et al. 2008) including the structure of the progenitor galaxies, the ratio of dissipation time
to massive star lifetime and the gravitational potential. A low gravitational potential may result in
repetitive SB or expulsion of gas from the core. A high gravitational potential leads to a continually
increasing density and the formation of compact objects in which stellar collisions may result in a
super-massive star cluster or in stars which finally collapse into black holes (Loose et al. 1982; Barnes
and Hernquist 1991).
1.3 Infrared Galaxies
In 1983 the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) was launched, the first space telescope to perform a
survey of the entire sky in the infrared waveband. One of the most important results from the mid- and
far-infrared all sky surveys carried out by this mission was the detection of a new class of galaxy where
the bulk of the bolometric emission lies in the infrared range (Soifer et al. 1984). This population,
named ”Luminous Infrared Galaxies” (LIRG), becomes the dominant extragalactic population at IR
luminosities above 1011L, with a space density higher than all other classes of galaxies of comparable
bolometric luminosity (see Sanders and Mirabel 1996, for a complete review of these objects). At the
brightest end of this population distribution lie ultraluminous and hyperluminous infrared galaxies.
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1.3.1 Ultraluminous Infrared Galaxies
Ultraluminous Infrared Galaxies (ULIRG) are a class of galaxies with IR luminosity LIR ≥ 1012 L,
dominated by the emission in the infrared (IR) waveband. They are, together with optical quasars, the
most luminous objects in the local Universe. See Lonsdale et al. (2006a) for a complete review of these
objects.
A few luminous galaxies with IR emission comparable to their optical output were discovered by
the pioneers of IR astronomy (Low and Kleinmann 1968; Kleinmann and Low 1970; Rieke and Low
1972; Rieke and Lebofsky 1979), but it was thanks to the IRAS surveys that the first ULIRG came to
light: nine IRAS sources invisible or extremely faint on the Palomar Sky Survey plates, and exhibiting
IR-to-optical luminosity ratios ratios over 50 (Houck et al. 1985).
Since then, larger samples of ULIRG have been discovered. The Revised Bright Galaxy Sample
(RBGS; 625 IRAS galaxies brighter than 5.24 mJy at 60 µm- Sanders et al. 2003) contains 20 ULIRG,
and the complete flux-limited IRAS 1 Jy sample (Kim and Sanders 1998) contains 118 ULIRG drawn
from the IRAS Faint Source Catalog (FSC, Moshir et al. 1990). See Sanders and Mirabel (1996)
for a complete review of the IRAS legacy on ULIRG. The new generation of IR observatories like
Spitzer and AKARI have dramatically increased the number of known ULIRG (Serjeant et al. 2004;
Matsuhara et al. 2006).
The mechanism which powers these objects has been discussed since their discovery. All the diagnostic
studies concerning ULIRG have to deal with the great opacity of their nuclear regions, that precludes a
straight identification of the hidden power source. The compactness of the IR-emitting regions in lumi-
nous IR galaxies (cf. Condon et al. 1991) suggests two possible origins for the observed high ULIRG
luminosities: compact nuclear SB (see Sect. 1.2) and/or highly obscured AGN activity (see Sect. 1.1).
Over the last decade comprehensive observations from X-rays through radio band have produced a
consistent paradigm for local ULIRG, showing that they are mergers between gas rich dusty galaxies,
where the interaction triggers a sort of combination of dust-enshrouded SB and AGN. The emphasis
has now shifted to the determination of the dominant radiative mechanism and to the understanding of
the relationship between co-existing AGN and SB emission, being whether evolutionary (one evolves
into the other) or causal (one triggers the other somehow) or coincidental (a third element triggers both
phenomena).
The early, ground-based, optical/NIR imaging studies of ULIRG revealed that ∼ 70% − 90% were
interacting systems, with morphologies expected from the collision of two disk galaxies (Armus et al.
1987; Leech et al. 1994; Clements et al. 1996; Murphy et al. 1996). Observations from the Hubble
Space Telescope (HST) offered enhanced angular resolution and sensitivity. All studies carried-out
with this telescope are consistent with all local ULIRG showing signs of interactions and mergers
(Surace et al. 1998; Farrah et al. 2001; Bushouse et al. 2002). The largest imaging study of ULIRG
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(Veilleux et al. 2002), based on ground observations of the IRAS 1 Jy sample, is also consistent with
these results.
Mergers provide a plausible trigger to the huge IR luminosities of ULIRG. These events provide the
large amount of gas and dust needed to fuel and enshroud the power sources in ULIRG (irrespective of
whether they are SB, AGN, or both), and it is channelled into a small volume, most plausibly sited in
the nucleus of the resulting host galaxy.
The global view offered by multi-wavelength observations of local ULIRG obtained in the last decades
suggest that, at lower luminosities at least, they are dominated by SB emission. The majority of ULIRG
have optical and NIR spectra reminiscent of SB (Veilleux et al. 1999), but with a systematic increase
of Seyfert (1 or 2) optical spectra with increasing IR luminosity, reaching ∼ 50% at LIR > 1012.3 L
(Veilleux et al. 2002). However most ULIRG with Seyfert spectra also show evidence for ongoing or
recent star formation.
The modelling of the IR spectral energy distributions (SED) of ULIRG offers a consistent view. The
study of a sample of 41 local ULIRG (where only ∼ 10% have LIR > 1012.3 L) showed that all of
them seem to contain a luminous SB, whereas approximately half contain a luminous AGN. The mean
SB fraction is ∼ 80%, and in ∼ 90% the SB produces more than half of the total IR emission. The
fraction of purely AGN-powered ULIRG in the local Universe is less than 2% (Farrah et al. 2003).
The analysis through emission lines diagnostic techniques (Sturm et al. 2002) of high resolution mid-
infrared (MIR) spectra shows again that the infrared emission from most ULIRG is powered mostly by
star formation, with only ∼ 20% of ULIRG hosting an AGN with an IR luminosity greater than that of
the SB, but in ∼ 40% of ULIRG the AGN contribution in the MIR is significant (Farrah et al. 2007).
When a larger number of luminous ULIRG (those with LIR > 1012.3 L) are present in the analysed
samples, and more sensitive techniques to AGN emission are applied, the fraction of ULIRG harbour-
ing an AGN rises. The study of the continuum of low resolution MIR spectra of larger samples of
ULIRG (where more than half ULIRG have LIR > 1012.3 L) found signatures of AGN activity in
∼ 70% of ULIRG, but the main fraction of ULIRG luminosity is confirmed to arise from star for-
mation events (Nardini et al. 2008, 2009). The average AGN contribution to the total IR luminosity
is non-negligible (∼ 20 − 30%) and again is shown to increase with luminosity (Nardini et al. 2009,
2010).
Radio observations of neutral molecular gas, principally through CO (Downes and Solomon 1998;
Bryant and Scoville 1999), HCN (Gao and Solomon 2004) and OH masers (Baan et al. 1989; Darling
and Giovanelli 2002) emission demonstrated that ULIRG exhibit compact nuclear reservoirs of high-
density gas, with mass estimates of order 109 − 1010 M in HI and H2. These results are consistent
with the interpretation that star formation accounts for a substantial fraction of the FIR luminosity in
Luminous IR Galaxies.
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X-ray observations are also important not only because of the diagnostic ability of the X-ray to discrim-
inate between AGN and SB emission (Rieke 1988), but also because models of the X-ray background
(XRB) require substantial populations of highly-obscured AGN at redshifts ∼ 0.5 − 1.5, to reproduce
the observed XRB spectrum (Ueda et al. 2003; Gilli 2004; Gilli et al. 2007).
ULIRG are generally under-luminous in X-rays compared to classical AGN (Rieke 1988; Boller et al.
1998), requiring sensitive, high energy, observations to detect them. Recent ULIRG X-Ray surveys
with XMM-Newton (Franceschini et al. 2003), Chandra (Ptak et al. 2003; Teng et al. 2005) and
Suzaku (Teng et al. 2009) obtained X-ray luminosities typically of L2−10 keV < 1042 − 1043 erg s−1.
These luminosities represent < 1% of the IR luminosities in these systems, confirming that ULIRG
are much less luminous in X-rays than classical AGN. The soft X-ray emission from all systems is
dominated by extended, thermal emission with kT ∼ 0.7 keV associated with a SB origin, while the
hard X-ray emission is consistent with heavily absorbed AGN emission (Franceschini et al. 2003; Teng
et al. 2009). The observed high X-ray obscuring columns could explain the observed low flux levels.
X-ray data seem to be consistent with the vision of ULIRG as composite sources where the SB activity
is dominant.
LIRG and ULIRG are rare in the local Universe (Soifer et al. 1987). They account only for ∼ 6% to
the total IR luminous energy density, and about ∼ 3% of the total bolometric energy density (Soifer
and Neugebauer 1991). However large numbers of ULIRG are detected in deep-IR surveys, and are a
fundamental constituent of the high redshift galaxy population (Smail et al. 1997; Genzel and Cesarsky
2000; Franceschini et al. 2001). It has been proposed that ULIRG at high redshift could be at the origin
of present day massive elliptical and S0 galaxies (Franceschini et al. 1994; Lilly et al. 1999; Genzel
and Cesarsky 2000). A large fraction of stars in present day galaxies would have been formed during
these evolutionary phases.
As mentioned above, the debate about ULIRG is now more focused on the connection between AGN
and SB. Evolutionary schemes of all kinds and implications have been proposed, and extensive studies
comparing AGN and SB population have been carried out. We outline here only a few key points.
One popular scenario is an evolutionary sequence in which a major gas-rich galaxy merger first results
in a massive cool SB-dominated ULIRG, followed by a warm ULIRG phase as a QSO turns on inside
the dust cocoon and heats the surrounding dust, and then finally the QSO emerges in an optically bright
phase when it blows away the surrounding dust cocoon, and the resulting stellar system resembles a
spheroid (Sanders et al. 1988; Kormendy and Sanders 1992; Joseph 1999; Fabian and Iwasawa 1999;
Lı´pari et al. 2003).
The evolutionary scenarios have received a boost from several works performing high resolution hydro-
dynamic simulations of major gas-rich mergers (Di Matteo et al. 2005; Hopkins et al. 2005; Springel
and Hernquist 2005) motivated by linking the growth of spheroid masses and SMBH masses in order
to explain the observed correlations between SMBH mass and bulge mass or velocity dispersion of
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local spheroids (see Sect. 1.4). Accretion rates are predicted to be highest at late merger stages, when
the SMBH grows exponentially, followed by the most luminous optically-visible QSO phase when
the active QSO essentially explosively drives out all remaining material in the system (Hopkins et al.
2005). The period of high obscuration during the high accretion rate phase would correspond to an
obscured QSO phase, i.e. an AGN-powered ULIRG. Starburst events occur earlier in the lifetime of
the merger when gas is still plentiful, and a SB-ULIRG phase could occur when the gas is centrally
concentrated into a dense compact region at relatively late stages.
There are several works lending support to this evolutionary sequence (Canalizo and Stockton 2001;
Masegosa and Ma´rquez 2003; Stevens et al. 2005; Schweitzer et al. 2006; Netzer et al. 2007), but
further studies are needed to obtain a full understanding of the interplay between AGN and SB and
how it affects the co-evolution of SMBH and galaxy formation (see Sect. 1.4). The study of objects at
higher luminosities than ULIRG may add new insights on this subject.
1.3.2 Hyperluminous Infrared Galaxies
Hyperluminous Infrared Galaxies (HLIRG, Rowan-Robinson 2000) are defined as those infrared galax-
ies with LIR ≥ 1013 L. The first object of this family was discovered by Kleinmann et al. (1988) when
the IR source IRAS 09104+4109 was identified with a z = 0.44 galaxy, implying a total far infrared
(FIR) luminosity of 1.5 × 1013 L, a factor 3 higher than any other ultraluminous galaxy seen to that
date.
The programme carried out to identify IRAS FSC sources (Rowan-Robinson et al. 1991) lead to the
discovery of seven new objects with IR luminosities comparable to that observed in IRAS 09104+4109
(McMahon et al. 1999). This discovery brought to our knowledge an entirely new class of infrared
galaxies. Subsequent IR surveys and follow-up programs increased the number of known HLIRG
(Cutri et al. 1994; Dey and van Breugel 1995; Wilman et al. 1998; Irwin et al. 1998).
As in the case of ULIRG, the dichotomy between AGN and SB has been claimed to explain the emis-
sion mechanism of these objects. However the ULIRG paradigm described above is not so well-
grounded for these more luminous objects. Only a third of these sources has been found in interacting
systems (Farrah et al. 2002b), therefore in most HLIRG mergers cannot be the trigger of the power-
ful AGN and star formation activity needed to explain the observed luminosities. Rowan-Robinson
(2000) suggested that HLIRG could be, instead of a high-luminosity version of ULIRG, primeval or
very young galaxies. He argues that if the rest-frame FIR and sub-mm emission from HLIRG is due to
star formation, then the star formation rates would be the highest for any objects in the Universe. This
would strongly suggest that these galaxies are going through their maximal star formation periods,
implying that they are galaxies in the first stages of formation. An alternative possibility is that the IR
emission arises via some other mechanism (e.g. a transient IR luminous phase in QSO evolution not
triggered by interactions), HLIRG would then be an entirely different class of objects.
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The relative contribution of both components (AGN and SB) to the bolometric luminosity of HLIRG
is still in debate. Previous studies of small samples of HLIRG showed contradictory results, with some
authors suggesting that their IR emission arises predominantly from a SB (Frayer et al. 1998, 1999)
with SFR of the order 1000 Myr−1, while other authors suggested that HLIRG are powered by dusty
AGN (Granato et al. 1996; Evans et al. 1998; Yun and Scoville 1998). The analysis of the IR SED of
large samples of HLIRG reveals that about half of these sources are AGN dominated (Rowan-Robinson
2000; Verma et al. 2002). These results were however based on samples biased toward AGN.
Farrah et al. (2002a) built a sample of HLIRG unbiased toward AGN and they obtained sub-mm data of
these objects, introducing tight constraints on SB luminosity contribution in the IR SED analysis. They
found most HLIRG being AGN dominated, but with a significant contribution due to star formation in
all objects (& 20%).
Observations of individual HLIRG with Chandra and XMM-Newton show that the IR emission of
these objects could be powered by buried quasars through dust re-radiation. The nuclear source is
heavily obscured, reaching the CT limit (Iwasawa et al. 2001; Wilman et al. 2003; Iwasawa et al.
2005). It has also been suggested that a galaxy merger in an over-density region may be a necessary
condition for the formation of this class of sources (Iwasawa et al. 2005). However this suggestion is
in contradiction with the significant fraction of isolated HLIRG found by Farrah et al. (2002b).
Both SB and AGN activity seem to be therefore important to understand the properties of these
objects. Moreover, as HLIRG could represent the most vigorous stage of galaxy formation, with
SFR > 1000 Myr−1 in several objects, they are unique laboratories to investigate extremely high
stellar formation, and its connection to SMBH growth. Like ULIRG, HLIRG could be key objects to
understand the co-evolution between SMBH and galaxies.
1.4 Co-evolution of galaxy formation and SMBH growth
During the last decade a growing number of observations have revealed tight links and feedback loops
between the evolution of galaxies and the growth of SMBHs at their centres. In the local Universe,
most galaxy bulges host a SMBH (Magorrian et al. 1998; Kormendy and Gebhardt 2001; Ferrarese
and Ford 2005), and studies of their dynamical influence on the surrounding stars and gas have led to
the discovery of tight correlations between the SMBH mass and the bulge mass and stellar velocity
dispersion (Gebhardt et al. 2000; McLure and Dunlop 2002; Ha¨ring and Rix 2004).
Extensive programs of optical and NIR follow-up observations of X-ray selected AGN in the Chan-
dra and XMM-Newton era put on solid ground the evolution of the AGN luminosity function (Ueda
et al. 2003; Hasinger et al. 2005; Ebrero et al. 2009), which traces the growth of SMBHs during active
accretion phases, over a significant fraction of cosmic time. This evolution matches the mass function
of SMBHs in the local Universe (Yu and Tremaine 2002; Shankar et al. 2004; Marconi et al. 2006),
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Figure 1.5: Top: Accretion rate density of AGN calculated through the X-ray luminosity function
(from Ebrero et al. 2009). Bottom: Star formation history (from Heavens et al. 2004). SFR estimates
from: SDSS (large filled circles), Hα (open triangles), UV from Subaru (open squares), GOODS
(filled diamond), HST (open circles), CFRS (open diamonds), HDF (filled pentagons), galaxies (stars),
galaxies (filled triangle), sub-mm galaxies (filled galaxies).
suggesting that most galaxies in the Universe went through an AGN phase. Furthermore, lower lu-
minosity/lower mass AGN peak at a lower redshift than luminous QSO. Such an “anti-hierarchical”
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behaviour is analogous to that observed for star formation (Calzetti 1997; Connolly et al. 1997; Dick-
inson et al. 2003b; Heavens et al. 2004), usually referred to as “cosmic downsizing”. The peak activity
of luminous QSO occurs at z ∼ 2, where large galaxies were also forming most of their stars (see
Fig. 1.5), while moderately luminous AGN are more common at the current epoch, where stars are
forming in smaller galaxies, lending further support to the idea that the formation and evolution of
SMBHs and their host galaxies might be closely related.
While the SMBH/galaxy co-evolution is now an accepted scenario, the details of this joint evolu-
tion are not yet fully understood. In particular, the downsizing behaviour is in contradiction with the
cosmological models based on a Universe dominated by dark energy and cold dark matter (Λ-CDM
models). The latter models are in good agreement with state-of-the-art observations of Type Ia su-
pernovae, the cosmic microwave background and cluster of galaxies evolution (Spergel et al. 2003;
Komatsu et al. 2009). However they predict a “hierarchical” formation of galaxies, where low-mass
objects are formed first (Springel et al. 2005). This contradiction could be because feedback mecha-
nisms due to star formation and accretion onto SMBH and their interplay, are not yet properly treated
in these models (Fontanot et al. 2009).
The study of objects where violent episodic star formation (starburst) and AGN activity are both present
(e.g. ULIRG and HLIRG, see Sect. 1.3) offers an excellent opportunity to obtain a better understanding
of these processes. AGN and star formation processes occurs in environments enshrouded by large
amounts of gas and dust (see Sects. 1.1 and 1.2). X-ray and IR observations offer the needed penetrating
power to study these phenomena. While X-rays provide a largely uncontaminated view of the primary
AGN emission, measures of infrared emission yield detailed information about the levels of dust and
on-going star-formation surrounding AGN.
Infrared and X-ray observations are therefore essential to understand the phenomena of star formation
and AGN. Fortunately, nowadays powerful tools are available to observe the Universe in both energy
ranges, i.e. Chandra, XMM-Newton, Spitzer, AKARI or Suzaku. Different strategies can be employed
to investigate the IR/X-ray synergy on the study of the AGN-galaxy co-evolution, e.g. by multi-
wavelength surveys like GOODS, AEGIS or COSMOS (Dickinson et al. 2003a; Davis et al. 2007;
Scoville et al. 2007), or by targeted MIR observations of peculiar X-ray sources like X-ray absorbed
broad line QSO (Stevens et al. 2005; Page et al. 2007), by targeted X-ray observations of MIR/FIR-
emitting objects like ULIRG (Franceschini et al. 2003; Teng et al. 2005) and HLIRG (Wilman et al.
1998).
The Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP ) concordance cosmology has been adopted to
calculate luminosities throughout this thesis: H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1,Ωm = 0.27,ΩΛ = 0.73 (Komatsu
et al. 2009).
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1.5 Aims of this thesis
As discussed above, the nature of HLIRG is a highly debated subject. In particular, the emission
mechanisms active in these sources and their trigger are still unclear, together with the understanding
of the AGN and SB contribution to the overall emission, as well as their interplay.
The main objective of this thesis is to draw a comprehensive and consistent picture on HLIRG de-
rived from multi-wavelength observations. Thanks to the unprecedented capabilities of state-of-the-art
observatories we are able to characterize the properties of HLIRG in several wavelength ranges. We
will perform our HLIRG study in two complementary energy bands, X-ray and MIR, and we will also
study their broadband SED from radio to X-rays.
The comparison of X-ray and IR properties of HLIRG and ULIRG, as well as their broadband SED,
allows determining if these objects are truly two different populations. Moreover, through the study of
a large sample of HLIRG we can also ascertain whether all HLIRG share common properties or they
could be divided in different “flavours”.
In addition, we can apply different techniques to detect the signatures of AGN and SB emission at
several wavelengths and estimate the contribution of these processes to the bolometric output. Our
multi-wavelength approach can provide more conclusive evidence on which is the dominant mecha-
nism with respect to any other previous study restricted to a particular energy range.
Thanks to the penetrating power of X-ray and MIR observations, AGN activity can be detected even in
heavily enshrouded environments. Applying standard bolometric corrections is possible to estimate the
AGN bolometric luminosity and its relative contribution to the total output. Furthermore, by construct-
ing the individual SED, we can test if the bolometric corrections hold in these extremely luminous
sources.
X-rays and IR observations offer also a good window to study the star-formation processes going on in
these objects. We can estimate SB luminosities and SFR and check to what extent they are correlated
with the AGN activity, pointing or not toward a common physical link.
Summarizing, along this work we will tackle the following issues:
1. Characterize the properties of HLIRG in several energy ranges and study them from a global,
coherent point of view.
2. Disentangle the AGN and SB emission in HLIRG using different, complementary techniques
and estimate the relative contribution of each component to the total output.
3. Test if AGN and SB luminosities are in some way related along cosmic time.
4. Estimate the SFR of these objects through different proxies, checking if it is as extreme as has
been found by previous studies.
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5. Study the column density of neutral Hydrogen and the dust covering factor (the fraction of sky
covered by dust as seen from the nucleus) of HLIRG, which can offer some clues on the gas and
dust distribution of these objects.
6. Reproduce the broadband emission of HLIRG combining simple models of AGN and SB and
study any dependence of this emission with several properties of HLIRG like obscuration or
bolometric luminosity.
7. Check if HLIRG are a unique population or can be separated in several groups and, in that case,
explain the physical origin of that division.

Chapter 2
HLIRG samples
Throughout this chapter we describe different samples of known HLIRG (Sects. 2.1 and 2.2). Sec-
tion 2.3 explain the selection criteria we have applied to assemble the HLIRG samples that have been
analysed for this thesis. In Sect. 2.4 we give a brief description of each source.
2.1 Rowan-Robinson’s HLIRG Sample
The largest sample of known HLIRG was presented in Rowan-Robinson 2000, hereafter RR00. The
author define as HLIRG those galaxies with rest-frame infrared (1-1000 µm) luminosities in excess of
1013.0h−265 L (1013.22h−250 L). Forty-five sources selected from different catalogs are included in the
RR00 sample, which can be divided, accordingly to the original selection criteria, in four sub-samples:
1. Objects found from direct optical follow-up of unbiased surveys at far infrared or sub-mm wave-
lengths, such as the IRAS point source catalogue survey (Saunders et al. 1995), the 850 µm
SCUBA surveys or the follow-up of IRAS faint source survey (McMahon et al. 1999). A total
of thirteen HLIRG were identified through these methods.
2. Sources found from cross-correlation of known quasar (PG quasars, Sanders et al. 1989) and
radio galaxy (Texas radio survey, Dey and van Breugel 1995) lists with 60 µm catalogues, or
using warm IR colour selection (Cutri et al. 1994; Wilman et al. 1998). Twelve objects were
classified as HLIRG using this technique.
3. Sources selected ad-hoc from sub-mm observations of very high redshift quasars and radio-
galaxies (Omont et al. 1997; Hughes et al. 1997; McMahon et al. 1999). Fourteen HLIRG were
identified through this selection.
4. Known luminous IR galaxies with LIR < 1013.0h−265 L, but satisfying LIR > 10
13h−250 L. Six
sources are included in this sub-sample.
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The sub-sample 1 is a flux-limited sample, unbiased towards AGN; the sources in the sub-samples 2
and 3 have been selected in order to host an AGN, and therefore the sub-samples suffer from selection
effects. Since the RR00’s criterion to define a source as HLIRG is based only on its IR luminosity, we
expect a certain level of “contamination” from sources having a large IR luminosity which however
does not dominate the bolometric luminosity (e.g. very luminous QSO). Through the analysis of the
broadband SED we will be able to distinguish “bona fide” HLIRG from other classes of sources (see
Chapter 5).
From the surveys collected in sub-sample 1 the estimated number of HLIRG per square degree brighter
than 200 mJy at 60 µm is 0.0027-0.0043, which would imply that there are 100-200 hyperluminous
IRAS galaxies over the whole sky brighter than 200 mJy at 60 µm (RR00).
2.2 Farrah’s HLIRG Sample
Farrah et al. 2002a, hereafter F02, assembled a sample of 11 HLIRG as targets for sub-mm observations
with SCUBA. These objects were chosen from the RR00 sub-sample 1 described above and were
selected in a manner independent of obscuration, inclination or AGN content. Given the statistical
homogeneity and completeness of the parent samples, the F02 sample is therefore entirely free from
AGN bias and suitable for drawing global conclusions about the HLIRG population. Table 2.1 shows
the sources included in this sample.
Table 2.1: HLIRG in F02’s sample.
Name RAa Deca za Typeb
IRAS F00235+1024 00 26 06.7 10 41 27.6 0.58 NL
IRAS 07380-2342 07 40 09.8 -23 49 57.9 0.29 NL
IRAS F10026+4949 10 05 52.5 49 34 47.8 1.12 Sy1
IRAS F12509+3122 12 53 17.6 31 05 50.5 0.78 QSO
IRAS 13279+3401c 13 30 15.3 33 46 28.7 0.36 QSO
IRAS 14026+4341 14 04 38.8 43 27 07.2 0.32 Sy1
IRAS F14218+3845 14 23 55.5 38 31 51.3 1.21 QSO
IRAS F16124+3241 16 14 22.1 32 34 03.7 0.71 NL
ELAISP90 J164010+410502 16 40 10.2 41 05 22.1 1.10 QSO
IRAS 18216+6418 18 21 57.3 64 20 36.4 0.30 Sy1
IRAS F23569-0341 23 59 33.6 -03 25 12.8 0.59 NL
a Positions and redshifts are taken from the NASA Extragalactic Database.
b Spectral Type, taken from RR00 and NED. NL: Narrow Line object, Sy1: Seyfert 1
galaxy.
c New optical and MIR observations reject this source as HLIRG. See Sect. 2.2.1 below
for details.
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2.2.1 IRAS 13279+3401
The galaxy IRAS 13279+3401, included in RR00 and F02 samples, has been previously classified as a
QSO (RR00), and the IR luminosity estimated through the redshift presented in the literature (z = 0.36,
RR00) identified it as an HLIRG. However, we have now strong evidence showing that this source is a
much closer galaxy.
Figure 2.1(a) shows the optical spectrum of IRAS 13279+3401 obtained by the 2.5m Isaac Newton
Telescope with the Intermediate Dispersion Spectrograph instrument.1 We did not detect any type
I feature, indeed a QSO with z = 0.36 should present a broad Hβ emission line at ∼ 6600 Å. We
estimated a redshift z = 0.023 for this source with a standard galaxy template. The template was
redshifted matching its stellar absorption features with those of the observed spectrum.
The MIR spectrum of this source (see Fig. 2.1(b)), obtained by the Spitzer Space Telescope,2 was also
analysed. We estimated the redshift of the source using a SB template from Nardini et al. (2008).
We redshifted the template matching the most important spectral features and the estimate obtained is
z ∼ 0.02, which is consistent with our estimate from the optical spectrum. The IR luminosity derived
with this redshift is ∼ 3 × 1010 L, well below the HLIRG limit and even below LIRG luminosity.
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(a) Optical spectrum (2.5m INT). (b) MIR spectrum (Spitzer-IRS).
Figure 2.1: Optical (a) and MIR (b) spectra of IRAS 13279+3401 in the observer frame. The red
slashed line in the right panel is an SB template from Nardini et al. (2008).
1Observation performed on 2008-03-30 during service time. The 2.5m Isaac Newton Telescope and its service programme
are operated on the island of La Palma by the Isaac Newton Group in the Spanish Observatorio del Roque de los Muchachos
of the Instituto de Astrofı´sica de Canarias.
2Observation performed on 2005-02-07 for programme 3746, P.I. A. Verma.
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2.3 HLIRG samples assembled for this thesis
This section presents the HLIRG samples studied throughout this thesis. Each sample is composed of
sources extracted from the RR00 and F02’s samples and was selected fundamentally on the basis of
the availability of XMM-Newton (Sect. 2.3.1) and Spitzer (Sect. 2.3.2) data.
2.3.1 XMM-Newton HLIRG Sample
We built this sample selecting those HLIRG from the RR00 sample with public data available in the
XMM-Newton Science Archive (XSA), as of December 2004. We also included observations of five
sources from OBS-ID 030536 by our group (see next Chapter, Table 3.1). We then constrained the
resulting sample to those sources with redshift less than ∼2, to prevent strong biases due to the presence
of high-z QSO.
A total of thirteen objects compose this X-ray selected sample (see Table 2.2). There are seven sources
which are included in the first RR00’s sub-sample (six of them also included in the F02’s sample), four
sources are in the second sub-sample, one source is in the third and one is in the fourth one. Most of our
sources are therefore selected from sub-samples which are in principle not biased in favour of AGN.
However, selecting the sample by using the availability of XMM-Newton data probably introduces
a selection effect in favour of the presence of bright sources in X-rays and, hence towards AGN.
Moreover, estimating the completeness level of this sample is difficult, since it is not flux limited. As
stated above, the estimated number of HLIRG brighter than 200 mJy at 60 µm over the whole sky is
100-200. Thirteen of them are included in this sample, which is the largest sample of HLIRG studied
in X-rays.
Table 2.2 describes our sample. Column 3 shows the optical spectral classification as derived from the
literature: eleven sources in our sample present AGN characteristics. Seven of them are classified as
‘type 1’, and four of them as ‘type 2’. We have classified as QSO (instead of Seyfert) those objects with
intrinsic 2-10 keV luminosity > 1044 erg s−1 (see next Chapter, Table 3.3). A couple of sources have
been classified from the literature as “Narrow line” (NL) sources, i.e. sources showing narrow forbid-
den emission lines with line flux ratios associated to HII (star-forming) regions. Previous observations
suggest that all ‘type 2’ and one NL galaxy could present CT absorption in X-rays.
Several authors have analysed the IR SED of these HLIRG (RR00, F02, Verma et al. 2002) using
radiative transfer models (RTM) to reproduce their IR emission, e.g. the standard M82-like SB model
and the Arp220-like high optical depth SB model from Efstathiou et al. (2000) and the AGN dust
torus model from Rowan-Robinson (1995). These studies revealed that the IR SED can be modelled
by a combination of an AGN and an SB component. In Table 2.2, column 5 we report the relative
contribution of the AGN and SB component to the IR luminosity needed to fit the IR SED with these
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models. Nine objects show an AGN-dominated IR SED (i.e. the AGN contribution is greater than
50%) and three are SB-dominated (i.e. the SB contribution is greater than 50%).
2.3.2 Spitzer HLIRG Sample
Nine out of ten sources in F02 sample have been observed with the Infrared Spectrograph (IRS) on
board the Spitzer Space Telescope and the data were publicly available in the Spitzer Archive. However,
only five sources had complementary XMM-Newton data and just two of these five HLIRG were
detected (see Chapter 3). In order to study the relation between the X-ray and MIR emission for this
kind of sources, we included four sources from the XMM-Newton sample that have also public IRS
data.
Thirteen sources compose the Spitzer HLIRG sample (see Table 2.2). Accordingly to their optical
spectra, six are type 1 AGN (Seyfert 1 or QSO), four are type 2 AGN (Seyfert 2 or QSO2) and three
are NL objects. As presented above, the IR SED of these sources have been studied using RTM to
reproduce the AGN and SB emission (RR00, F02, Verma et al. 2002). Both components (AGN and
SB) are needed to model the IR emission of these HLIRG, being the AGN output dominant for most
sources (see Table 2.2, column 5).
Concerning to the objects in F02’s sample, six are type 1 AGN and three are optically classified as
narrow-line objects. Six out of nine show an AGN-dominated IR SED, accordingly to the analysis
using RTM.
2.4 Description of the sources
In this section we briefly describe the most relevant characteristics of each source included in the
samples presented above, based on the observations and analyses performed previously to this thesis.
IRAS 00182-7112
Using the optical emission lines ratios from Armus et al. (1989), and the diagnostic diagram from
Osterbrock (1989, chap. 12), we classified this source as a type 2 AGN. IR data from IRAS suggest
the presence of both AGN and SB components, the former being responsible for ∼ 35% of the IR
luminosity (RR00). New observations with Spitzer set this value up to ∼ 70%, based on the strength
of the 11.2 µm PAH feature (Spoon et al. 2004a). Both ISO and Spitzer data suggest the presence of
a deeply obscured nuclear power source (Tran et al. 2001; Spoon et al. 2004a). This result along with
X-ray observations (Nandra and Iwasawa 2007) points towards this source as a CT source.
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Table 2.2: HLIRG studied in this thesis.
Source Sample a Type b CT IR-Model c RA DEC z log LFIR d
X S F AGN / SB [erg s−1 cm−2]
IRAS 00182-7112 X X - QSO 2 X 0.35 / 0.65 RR00 00 20 34.7 -70 55 27 0.327 46.49
IRAS F00235+1024 X* X X NL X 0.5 / 0.5 F02 00 26 06.5 +10 41 32 0.575 <46.76
IRAS 07380-2342 X* X X NL - 0.6 / 0.4 F02 07 40 09.8 -23 49 58 0.292 46.56
IRAS 09104+4109e X X - QSO 2 X 1 / 0 RR00 09 13 45.4 +40 56 28 0.442 <46.42
IRAS F10026+4949 - X X Sy1 - 0.8 / 0.2 F02 10 05 52.9 +49 34 42 1.120 <47.07
PG 1206+459 X - - QSO - 1 / 0 RR00 12 08 58.0 +45 40 36 1.158 47.20
PG 1247+267 X - - QSO - 1 / 0 RR00 12 50 05.7 +26 31 08 2.038 47.70
IRAS F12509+3122 X X X QSO - 0.6 / 0.4 F02 12 53 17.6 +31 05 50 0.780 <46.86
IRAS 12514+1027 X X - Sy2 X 0.4 / 0.6 RR00 12 54 00.8 +10 11 12 0.3 46.18
IRAS 14026+4341 X* X X QSO 1.5 f - 0.6 / 0.4 F02 14 04 38.8 +43 27 07 0.323 46.26
IRAS F14218+3845 X - X QSO - 0.2 / 0.8 F02 14 23 55.0 +38 32 14 1.21 47.80
IRAS F15307+3252 X X - QSO 2 X 0.7 / 0.3 V02 15 32 44.0 +32 42 47 0.926 <47.07
IRAS F16124+3241 - X X NL - 0.4 / 0.6 F02 16 14 22.1 +32 34 04 0.71 <46.46
IRAS 16347+7037 X - - QSO - 0.8 / 0.2 F02b 16 34 28.9 +70 31 33 1.334 47.42
ELAISP90 J164010+410502 - X X QSO f - 0.7 / 0.3 F02 16 40 10.1 +41 05 22 1.099 <46.67
IRAS 18216+6418e X X X QSO 1.2 - 0.6 / 0.4 F02 18 21 57.3 +64 20 36 0.297 46.49
IRAS F23569-0341 - X X NL - 0.05 / 0.95 RR00 23 59 33.6 -03 25 13 0.59 <45.79
a X: sources from the XMM-Newton sample. Asterisk marks those sources observed but not detected with XMM-Newton; S: sources from the Spitzer sample;
F: sources from the F02’s sample;
b NL: narrow-line objects; Sy2: Seyfert 2 galaxy. Compton-thick candidates are labelled as CT. Spectral classification from Rowan-Robinson (2000), except
IRAS F00235+1024 (Verma et al. 2002), IRAS 14026+4321 (Wang et al. 2006) and IRAS 18216+6418 (Ve´ron-Cetty and Ve´ron 2006). IRAS 00182-7112 has
been classified as type 2 source using the optical emission lines from Armus et al. (1989) and the diagnostic diagrams from Osterbrock (1989, chap. 12).
c Fraction of the IR emission originating in AGN and/or SB. Data from: (RR00) Rowan-Robinson 2000, (F02) Farrah et al. 2002a, (V02) Verma et al. 2002,
(F02b) Farrah et al. 2002b.
d FIR luminosity calculated through IRAS fluxes as in Sanders and Mirabel (1996).
e Source in cluster.
f Not detected in X-rays. We use the optical data to classify this source as QSO.
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IRAS F00235+1024
This galaxy is optically classified as a NL galaxy (Verma et al. 2002). HST images reveal an object
that is clearly strongly interacting (Farrah et al. 2002b). Its IR emission cannot be modelled solely by
a pure SB or a pure AGN model (Verma et al. 2002). Sub-mm observations with SCUBA suggest a
comparable contribution (∼ 50%) of the AGN and SB components to the bolometric luminosity. The
modelling of its IR emission suggested strong obscuration which could arise from viewing an AGN
dust torus almost edge-on, through intervening absorption by cooler dust (F02). Moreover, XMM-
Newton observations suggest CT absorption for this object (Wilman et al. 2003).
IRAS 07380-2342
This galaxy is a NL object. Its IR emission can be reproduced by a combination of SB and AGN
models, with the AGN component providing ∼ 60% of the total IR luminosity. The SB component is
dominant at wavelengths > 45 µm (F02).
IRAS 09104+4109
This galaxy lies in a rich cluster of galaxies (Kleinmann et al. 1988) and is radio-loud with a radio jet
(Norman et al. 2002). It is considered a dust-enshrouded type 2 QSO (Tran et al. 2000; Franceschini
et al. 2000) and optical spectropolarimetry has revealed hidden broad emission lines (Hines et al.
1999). There is no evidence of a SB component in its IR SED (RR00), which is consistent with the
non detection of CO (Evans et al. 1998) and the absence of cold dust (Deane and Trentham 2001) in
this source.
There is a controversy on the X-ray absorption levels shown by this object, which has been usually
classified as a CT AGN on the basis of BeppoSAX and Chandra observations (Franceschini et al.
2000; Iwasawa et al. 2001). However Piconcelli et al. (2007), using XMM-Newton data, states that its
X-ray spectrum is consistent either with a transmission model (i.e. Compton-thin absorption) or a pure
reflection model (i.e. CT absorption). The estimates by Piconcelli et al. (2007) of the equivalent width
of the observed Fe Kα emission line (< 1 keV) seem to favour the former interpretation, although
some CT AGN with equivalent widths below 1 keV have been observed before (Ueda et al. 2007,
Severgnini et al. 2010, in preparation). On the other hand, the strong emission above 10 keV detected
by BeppoSAX (Franceschini et al. 2000) favour the CT model. Piconcelli et al. (2007) argues that the
BeppoSAX data, given its low angular resolution (∼1◦), could be contaminated by other hard X-ray
sources or, alternatively, that this source could be a “changing-look” quasar, i.e. the gas column density
changed from CT to Compton-thin level during the five years between BeppoSAX and XMM-Newton
observations.
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IRAS F10026+4949
This object has been optically classified as a Sy1 galaxy (RR00). HST observations show moderate
morphological disturbance and multiple very close companions suggesting that the object is in ongoing
interactions. Its IR emission can be reproduced with an AGN model, providing ∼ 80% of the total IR
luminosity, plus an SB component.
PG 1206+459
This source has been classified as a QSO through its optical spectrum, without evidence of optical
obscuration. The IRAS 12-60 µm data and the ISO 12-200 µm data for this galaxy are well reproduced
by an AGN model (Haas et al. 1998), and there is no evidence of SB emission (RR00).
PG 1247+267
The ISO data of this QSO (Haas et al. 2000) can be reproduced with an AGN dust torus model, and
there is no evidence for a SB component (RR00).
IRAS F12509+3122
In this QSO the AGN and SB components are both needed to properly model the IR emission. The
majority (∼ 60%) of the emission is provided by the AGN, but the SB dominates at wavelengths
> 50 µm (F02). The HST image of this galaxy shows no signs of interaction (Farrah et al. 2002b).
IRAS 12514+1027
This object has been classified as a Seyfert 2 galaxy, based on its optical spectrum. It has been observed
in the IR by IRAS and in X-rays by ROSAT and XMM-Newton. The IR data suggest a ∼ 40%
AGN contribution and a ∼ 60% SB contribution to the bolometric luminosity (RR00). XMM-Newton
observations suggest that its X-ray emission is absorbed by CT material (Wilman et al. 2003).
IRAS 14026+4341
The optical spectrum of this source was classified as a broad absorption line (BAL) QSO by Low
et al. (1989). However, new observations classify it as a type 1.5 object (Wang et al. 2006). Optical
spectropolarimetry shows that the observed polarization is due to dust scattering (Hines et al. 2001).
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Its IR emission is reproduced using a composite model, with the AGN providing ∼ 60% of the total IR
output (F02).
IRAS F14218+3845
This source presents a type 1 QSO optical spectrum. HST observations suggest that this galaxy is
not involved in ongoing interactions. The IR data suggest that its IR luminosity is dominated by SB
emission (Farrah et al. 2002b). An AGN is also needed to completely reproduced its IR emission,
contributing ∼ 20% to the total luminosity, and dominating the emission at rest-frame wavelengths
< 30 µm (Verma et al. 2002, F02).
IRAS F15307+3252
This source presents a type 2 UV/optical spectrum (Cutri et al. 1994), and optical spectropolarimetry
indicates the presence of a dust-enshrouded quasar (Hines et al. 1995). This result along with previous
X-ray observations (Fabian et al. 1996; Ogasaka et al. 1997; Iwasawa et al. 2005) classified it as CT
candidate. The HST image of this object shows an interacting system (Farrah et al. 2002b). The IR
emission of IRAS F15307+3252 can be reproduced by a composite model, where the AGN emission is
dominant (∼ 70%), though a strong SB is needed (∼ 30%), in order to explain its FIR emission (Verma
et al. 2002).
IRAS F16124+3241
This NL galaxy show no detectable polarized broad lines in its optical spectrum, suggesting that the IR
emission may be powered by a young SB rather than a dust obscured AGN (Tran et al. 1999). However
to reproduce completely its IR SED both AGN and SB components are needed (F02).
IRAS 16347+7037
This galaxy presents a near-IR spectrum consistent with a type 1 QSO (Evans et al. 1998). The IR data
from IRAS and ISO could be reproduced with an AGN model (Haas et al. 1998; Farrah et al. 2002b),
rejecting any significant SB contribution. The non-detection of CO is also consistent with the absence
of star formation activity (Evans et al. 1998). HST observations show no signs of interaction in this
galaxy.
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EJ1640+41
This radio-quiet QSO was discovered (Morel et al. 2001) as part of the European Large Area ISO
Survey (ELAIS, Oliver et al. 2000). The IR emission of this galaxy can be reproduced with a composite
model, with the AGN providing ∼ 70% of the total IR luminosity. Its soft X-ray emission, detected by
ROSAT, is consistent with an unabsorbed AGN (Morel et al. 2001).
IRAS 18216+6418
IRAS 18216+6418, a giant elliptical (cD) galaxy in the center of a rich (Abell 2) cluster, is a type 1
QSO, one of the most luminous at low redshift. Its IR SED is reproduced with a mixed model, with an
AGN component, providing ∼ 60% of the IR emission, and a SB component (RR00; F02).
IRAS F23569-0341
This NL galaxy (Clements et al. 1999) was detected at 60 µm by IRAS, but ulterior observations of ISO
(Verma et al. 2002) and SCUBA (F02) could not confirm this detection. RR00 reproduced the IR SED
of this source with a pure SB model.
Chapter 3
An XMM-Newton Study of HLIRG
3.1 Motivation
X-ray studies are an essential tool to study star formation and AGN phenomena ocurring in HLIRG
(see Chapter 1, Sect. 1.4) and hence useful to unravel the relative contribution of SB and AGN emission
to the bolometric luminosity in this kind of sources. Observations in the X-ray range can give us a first
clue on which is the dominant process and allow to study the possible interplay between SB and AGN,
as well as how their relative contribution varies with cosmic time.
In this chapter we present an X-ray study of HLIRG, for which we have considered the X-ray selected
HLIRG sample, made of thirteen sources observed by the X-ray observatory XMM-Newton (see Chap-
ter 2, Sect. 2.3.1).). In order to compare the X-ray properties of HLIRG with other similar classes of
objects, we have included two samples in our study. On one hand, we chose a sample of ten ULIRG
studied in X-rays by XMM-Newton (Franceschini et al. 2003). This sample is flux-limited at 60 µm
and complete to S 60 µm ≥ 5.4 Jy. On the other hand, we have selected all the HLIRG (six) from
the Stevens et al. (2005) sample of high redshift X-ray Compton-thin absorbed QSO. These sources
have been observed in X-rays by ROSAT (Page et al. 2001) and by XMM-Newton (Page et al. 2010,
submited), and by SCUBA in the sub-mm band (Stevens et al. 2010).
This chapter is structured as follows: Sect. 3.2 describes the XMM-Newton observatory; data reduction
and spectral analysis of each source are described in Sect. 3.3; results are discussed in Sect. 3.4 and
Sect. 3.5 summarizes the conclusions we obtained from this study. This study has been published in
an international journal as Ruiz et al. (2007).
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3.2 The XMM-Newton X-ray observatory
The XMM-Newton observatory is the second cornerstone of the Horizon 2000 science programme of
the European Space Agency (ESA) and was launched on the 10th of December of 1999. The satellite
is in a 48-hour elliptical orbit allowing continuous monitoring of selected targets up to about 40 hours.
XMM-Newton carries six science instruments. The three co-aligned X-ray telescopes onboard XMM-
Newton have the largest effective area achieved so far, 0.15 m2 at 1 keV and 0.05 m2 at 5 keV. Each
telescope has its own Point Spread Function (PSF, the distribution of light of a point-like source in the
focal plane), which has a minor energy dependence but a strong dependence with the off-axis position.
On the focal plane of each telescope there is an European Photon Imaging Camera (EPIC) instru-
ment. XMM-Newton carries two different technologies of CCD detectors: Metal-Oxide Semiconduc-
tor (MOS) and p-n junction (pn), which was specially developed for XMM-Newton. There are two
cameras (MOS1, MOS2) constituded each one by 7 individual MOS CCD arrays (600 × 600 pixel
each, Turner et al. 2001) and one camera (pn) containing 12 pn CCDs (64 × 200 pixel each, Stru¨der
et al. 2001).
The EPIC cameras can perform imaging over a 30 arcmin diameter field of view, and are sensitive
to photons with energies from 0.1 to 15 keV providing moderate energy resolution (resolving power
E/∆E ∼ 20 − 50). The angular resolution is determined by the PSF of their mirror modules (the pixel
size of the EPIC cameras is much smaller than the PSF). The FWHM of the PSF is 6 arcsec, allowing
to obtain X-ray source positions with accuracies of ∼ 1 − 3 arcsec.
The EPIC cameras can be operated in different observing modes (Kendziorra et al. 1997, 1999; Kuster
et al. 1999). Each camera is equipped with three aluminized filters with different thicknesses (named
thick, medium and thin filters) to block IR, visible and UV radiation and reduce the contamination of
the observations (the EPIC CCDs are also sensitive to those energies).
The telescopes with MOS cameras in their focal planes have a grating assembly (RGA) that split about
40% of the incoming X-rays to a Reflection Grating Spectrometer (RGS, den Herder et al. 2001).
About 44% of the incoming light reaches the MOS cameras, while the remaining ∼ 16% is absorbed
by the supporting structures of the RGA. The RGS instruments perform high resolution dispersive
spectroscopy (E/∆E ∼ 200 − 800) of bright sources in the soft energy band.
XMM-Newton also carries aboard the Optical Monitor (OM, Mason et al. 2001), a 30 cm Ritchey-
Chretien telescope feeding a compact image-intensified photon-counting detector. The detector oper-
ates in the UV and the blue region of the optical spectrum (170 to 550 nm). The OM is co-aligned with
the X-ray telescopes to allow simultaneous UV/optical/X-ray observations.
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Table 3.1: Description of the XMM-Newton observations.
Source Net. exp. time [ks] Ext.radius [arcsec] Source countsa Obs. date Filter
pn MOS1 MOS2 pn MOS1 MOS2 pn MOS1 MOS2
IRAS 00182-7112 9.1 - - 19 - - 134 ± 15 - - 2003-04-17 Thin
IRAS F00235+1024 14.4 - - 35 - - < 30 - - 2001-01-10 Thin
IRAS 07380-2342 4.7 11.4 11.6 30 40 40 < 45 - - 2005-10-13c Medium
IRAS 09104+4109b 9.2 12.6 12.5 20 20 20 5544 ± 75 2245 ± 47 2332 ± 48 2003-04-27 Medium
PG 1206+459 5.9 6.9 6.9 26 32 29 731 ± 32 188 ± 16 193 ± 16 2002-05-11 Thin
PG 1247+267 19.4 25.5 26.6 35 35 35 5132 ± 74 1646 ± 42 1694 ± 43 2003-06-18 Medium
IRAS F12509+3122 11.9 14.6 14.1 25 25 25 508 ± 24 156 ± 13 139 ± 13 2005-12-11c Thin
IRAS 12514+1027 16.7 20.0 18.2 22 40 40 105 ± 22 28 ± 13 7 ± 12 2001-12-28 Thin
IRAS 14026+4341 - 6.6 5.6 - 35 35 - < 30 < 27 2005-11-26c Thin
IRAS F14218+3845 11.5 15.2 15.1 30 34 31 550 ± 29 185 ± 17 176 ± 16 2003-08-01 Medium
2.3 7.3 7.0 30 30 30 91 ± 14 109 ± 20 79 ± 18 2005-06-07c Medium
IRAS F15307+3252 9.4 11.5 12.0 22 40 40 97 ± 21 30 ± 12 42 ± 13 2002-07-30 Medium
IRAS 16347+7037 12.9 15.6 15.8 30 56 48 11172 ± 106 3546 ± 67 3785 ± 66 2002-11-23 Medium
IRAS 18216+6418b 0.5 2.9 3.3 20 20 20 - 7402 ± 86 8481 ± 92 2002-10-16 Thin
a Total source counts in the 0.2-10 keV band.
b Chandra data are also used in the study of this source. See Sect. 3.3.3 for details.
c Data from OBS-ID 030536.
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3.3 X-ray data reduction and analysis
3.3.1 Data reduction
Table 3.1 presents the most relevant information about the XMM-Newton observations. The data have
been processed using the Science Analysis System (SAS) version 6.1.0, and have been analyzed using
the standard software packages (FTOOLS and XSPEC) included in HEAsoft 5.3.1.
We reprocessed the EPIC pn and MOS Observation Data Files (ODFs) to obtain new calibrated and
concatenated event lists, using the SAS tasks EMPROC and EPPROC, including the latest calibration files
at the time of reprocessing.
The new event files were filtered to avoid intervals of flaring particle background, and only events
corresponding to pattern 0-12 for MOS and 0-4 for pn were used (Ehle et al. 2005). The events with
energy above 12 keV and below 0.2 keV were also filtered out. The source spectra were extracted
from circular regions, whose radii were chosen in each case to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N),
and to avoid the CCD gaps. The background spectra were taken in circular source-free regions near
the object, also avoiding CCD gaps. We generated our own redistribution matrices and ancillary files
(correction for the effective area) using the SAS tasks RMFGEN and ARFGEN.
XMM-Newton detected ten out of thirteen sources (∼ 80%) with different S/N quality. In cases where
the S/N ratio was poor, the MOS and pn spectra were co-added (Page et al. 2003). All spectra were
rebinned to have ≥ 25 counts per energy channel, except IRAS 00182-7112 (≥ 15 counts) and PG
1206+459 (≥ 20 counts). The resulting EPIC spectra (see Fig. 3.1) reveal heterogeneous spectral
properties for these objects (see Table 3.3 and Sect. 3.3.5).
3.3.2 Non-detected sources
We have estimated upper limits to the luminosity of those sources not detected by XMM-Newton. We
estimated the count rate which would correspond to 3σ fluctuations of the background in a circular
region of the pn-EPIC images, centered in the source coordinates. To convert between count rate
and physical units a simple model was chosen: a power law1 with photon index Γ = 2 and Galactic
absorption.
3.3.3 Cluster emission subtraction
Two sources of our sample, IRAS 09104+4109 and IRAS 18216+6418, reside in clusters. They present
soft extended emission from the intra-cluster medium (ICM). To take into account this residual fore-
ground in the subsequent spectral analysis, we added an XSPEC thermal component to the spectral
1 dN
dεdt ∝ ε
−Γ
, where N are the number of photons and ε is the energy of the photons.
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Table 3.2: Chandra observations description.
Source Instrument Grating Exp. time. Obs. date
[ks]
IRAS 09104+4109 ACIS-S None 9.17 1999-11-03
IRAS 18216+6418 ACIS-S LETG 171.82 2001-01-18
model (zbremss or, if emission lines are significant, mekal). Two parameters characterize this model:
temperature and normalization.
We estimated the temperature of the cluster by extracting an X-ray spectrum in an annular region
around the source and fitting it with a thermal bremsstrahlung model. The normalization was obtained
re-normalizing the flux from the annulus to that from the source circular region. If we assume NR ∝ S R,
where NR is the normalization of the X-ray spectrum in region R and S R is the surface brightness of
the region R, we have
NC = NA ×
S C
S A
, (3.1)
where A is the annular region and C is the source circular region. Therefore we can use the X-ray
surface brightness profile of the cluster, integrating it over both regions to obtain the normalization 2.
We determined the brightness profile using public Chandra data (see Table 3.2). The angular resolution
of Chandra is higher than of XMM-Newton (∼ 0.6 arcsec compared to ∼ 6 arcsec of XMM-Newton),
allowing to extract a better profile. Assuming an isothermal ICM, the radial profile of a cluster can be
well-fitted using a β-model3 (Sarazin 1986; Mushotzky 2004). This profile was then convolved with
the XMM-Newton PSF, before integrating it over the regions of interest.
3.3.4 Spectral analysis
Our aim is to estimate the AGN and SB contribution to the total X-ray emission. As described in
Chapter 1, Sect. 1.1, the X-ray spectrum emitted by an AGN can be typically modelled with four
components: an underlying absorbed power law, a reflection component, an iron Kα emission line and
a soft excess above the power law at energies below ∼ 1 keV.
The power law component is associated with the direct X-ray emission of the central engine of the
AGN, where the optical/UV photons emitted by the accretion disk are converted in X-ray photons
by high energy electrons surrounding the disk through inverse Compton scattering (see Chapter 1).
Several observational results show that the typical photon index of this power law in unobscured AGN
is Γ ' 1.5 − 2 (Nandra and Pounds 1994; Reeves and Turner 2000; Mateos et al. 2005a, 2010).
2The background spectrum of the annular region was extracted in a circular region free of sources away from the cluster
emission. We used the XMM-Newton “blank fields” (Read and Ponman 2003) to extract the background spectrum of the
source.
3S (r) = S 0(1 + (r/r0)2)−3β+0.5
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The soft excess component, common in type 1 AGN (Reeves and Turner 2000; Piconcelli et al. 2005),
can be reproduced with a thermal model, with an expected temperature remarkably constant around
0.1-0.3 keV (Piconcelli et al. 2005; Gierlin´ski and Done 2006) and the ratio between its 0.5-2 keV
luminosity and the luminosity of the power law component in the same band is found in the range
∼ 0.15 − 1.45 (Piconcelli et al. 2005). Several alternative models have been proposed for the origin of
this soft excess, such as a relativistically blurred photoionized disk reflection (Ross and Fabian 1993;
Crummy et al. 2006) or ionized absorption in a wind from the inner disc (Gierlin´ski and Done 2004,
2006). It has also been shown that the analysis of the high resolution XMM-Newton RGS spectra is
important to understand the nature of the soft excess emission (Bianchi et al. 2006). We have only
used thermal models in this work for simplicity, since more detailed models are not warranted by the
quality and low spectral resolution of the data.
The SB emission can be modeled with a power law with a typical photon index Γ ' 1.0 − 1.4 (White
et al. 1983; Dahlem et al. 1998; Persic and Rephaeli 2002), or with a thermal model with temperature
0.5− 1.0 keV (Iwasawa 1999; Franceschini et al. 2003). The soft X-ray-to-bolometric luminosity ratio
for an SB is ∼ 10−4, as found by Iwasawa (1999) for a sample of four prototype powerful FIR SB
galaxies. This factor can be used to estimate the bolometric luminosity of the SB component of the
sources.
All sources were analyzed using the following scheme. First we fitted the data with a power law model
plus Galactic absorption4 (see Table 3.3, column 3). We added intrinsic absorption (XSPEC zpha
model) where it was statistically significant5 .
We compared this model with a power law reflected from neutral material (modeled with the XSPEC
pexrav6, Magdziarz and Zdziarski 1995). When two models had the same number of parameters (and
hence the F-test is not useful), the fit with the lowest χ2 was taken as our baseline model. However,
when the χ2 from two models were comparable, we adopted as our baseline fit the one with less
uncertainty in the determination of the model parameters.
We then checked for any significant additional component: iron emission line (modeled with zgauss at
∼ 6.4 keV) and/or soft excess. We fitted the latter with different thermal models (blackbody: zbbody;
bremsstrahlung: zbremss, Kellogg et al. 1975; bremsstrahlung with emission lines: mekal, Mewe
et al. 1985; Kaastra and Mewe 1993). We introduced the thermal component to parameterize the
starburst emission and/or the AGN soft excess emission.
In those cases where Γwas out of the range expected for AGN or SB, this parameter was fixed to 2, and
we tried to fit again the spectrum with two alternative models: an absorbed power law and a reflection
4All models referred to in this Chapter implicitly include a multiplicative Galactic absorption component fixed at the
Galactic NH value from Dickey and Lockman (1990).
5To this end we used the F-test, accepting additional spectral components only when they improved the fit with a signifi-
cance ≥ 3σ.
6We kept fixed all the parameters of the pexrav model to the standard values except the photon index of the incident
power law, the reflection scaling factor and the normalization.
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model (pexrav). In both cases, additional intrinsic absorption and thermal emission models were also
added (if needed) to improve the fit.
The best fit model for each source is given in Table 3.3. We calculated the luminosity for each compo-
nent in the hard and soft X-ray bands, corrected by Galactic and intrinsic absorption. A more detailed
description of the analysis and the results for each source is presented in Sect. 3.3.5.
We estimated upper limits on the luminosity (see Table 3.3, column 11) for a thermal component in the
X-ray spectra of those sources where it was not significant. To this end, we fixed all parameters to their
best fit values. We added a thermal component (zbremss) with a fixed temperature, kT = 0.6 keV (the
mean temperature of the ULIRG thermal component from Franceschini et al. 2003), and we calculated
the 2σ confidence interval for the normalization parameter, which was then used to estimate the upper
limit of the luminosity.
3.3.5 Source by source analysis
IRAS 00182-7112
This type 2 QSO was detected by the EPIC-pn camera only. We modeled its spectrum with a reflection
component, using the pexrav model (Magdziarz and Zdziarski 1995). The photon index is fixed to 2
and a pure reflection component is assumed. This implies a lower limit to the column density of the
absorber material (NH > 1025 cm−2). We marginally detect a narrow emission line at 6.75+0.08−0.11 keV
(significance within 2 − 3σ), consistent with He-like Fe line (this energy is also consistent at 2σ level
with neutral Fe 6.4 keV line).
ISO and Spitzer IR data suggest the presence of a deeply obscured nuclear power source (Tran et al.
2001; Spoon et al. 2004a). This is qualitatively consistent with our X-ray analysis results. The X-rays
detected by XMM-Newton are consistent with the reflected emission from the AGN, with an iron Kα
fluorescent emission from the reflecting material. The equivalent width of this line, 0.8 ± 0.6 keV, is
consistent with the CT hypothesis, but the poor quality of the spectrum prevents us from reaching any
stronger conclusion. Assuming that the direct X-ray emission is completely absorbed by CT material,
we estimate that the intrinsic 2-10 keV luminosity of the AGN responsible for the reflection component
is 6.3 × 1044(2pi/Ωre f l) erg s−1, where Ωre f l < 2pi is the solid angle subtended by the reflector at the
illuminating source.
Our X-ray analysis of this source points towards an AGN with CT obscuration. The analysis of the
broadband SED of this source which we perform in Chapter 5 is also consistent with the presence of a
highly obscured AGN in this galaxy and its MIR spectrum (see Chapter 4) shows signatures of strong
obscuration.
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Table 3.3: XMM-Newton spectral analysis results. Fluxes and luminosities in CGS units. All errors are quoted at 90% confidence level for one parameter
of interest (i.e. ∆χ2 = 2.71) throughout this chapter.
Source Model a NH b Γ kT EW χ2/ν ∆χ2 log S X c log L d
(keV) (keV) LSXPL LSXTH LHXPL LHXTH
IRAS 00182-7112 D + E 4.24 2, Ec = 9+21−4 - 0.8 ± 0.6 5.0/9 10.7 -12.8 44.9 <41.9 44.8 <40.7
IRAS F00235+1024 - 5.07 2 - - - - <-14.5 <42.2 - <42.4 -
IRAS 07380-2342 - 64.3 2 - - - <-13.7 <41.7 - <42.5 -
IRAS 09104+4109 (B)e + A + E 1.82 1.62 ± 0.07 - 0.38+0.10
−0.11 374/324 42 -11.7 44.2 <43.0 44.5 <41.8
+BeppoSAX: (B)e + B + D + E ′′ 1.2+0.3
−0.2 3.1
+0.4
−0.3 0.2
+3.4
−0.1 330/326 53
′′ 44.7 44.2 45.3 44.2
PG 1206+459 A 1.31 1.7 ± 0.9 - - 72/67 - -12.5 45.8 <44.0 45.1 <42.8
PG 1247+267 A + C 0.90 1.98+0.05
−0.07 0.49
+0.23
−0.17 - 235/281 30 -12.3 45.9 45.5 45.9 44.0
IRAS F12509+3122 A + B 1.24 1.38+0.11
−0.12 0.21 ± 0.03 - 38/30 80 -12.9 43.8 43.8 44.3 40.2
IRAS 12514+1027 B + F × A f 1.67 2 0.35+0.17
−0.07 - 5/15 15 -14.2 43.2 42.2 43.3 39.7
IRAS 14026+4341 - 1.19 2 - - - - <-13.7 <42.5 - <42.6 -
IRAS F14218+3845 A 0.93 2.24 ± 0.12 - - 70/75 - -13.1 44.7 <43.8 44.6 <42.5
IRAS F15307+3252 A 2.03 2.1 ± 0.4 - - 16/22 - -13.6 45.4g <43.1 45.5g <41.9
IRAS 16347+7037 C + A 4.48 1.77 ± 0.13 1.53 ± 0.18 - 561/547 26 -11.7 45.8 45.7 46.0 45.4
IRAS 18216+6418 (C)e + C + A 4.04 1.57+0.10
−0.12 0.49
+0.09
−0.08 - 329/332 151 -10.7 45.2 45.1 45.6 43.6
aXSPEC models: A: power law, B: mekal, C: zbremss, D: pexrav, E: zgauss (emission line), F: zpha (intrinsic absorption).
bGalactic neutral hydrogen column density (in units of 1020 atoms cm−2), from Dickey and Lockman (1990).
cObserved frame 0.5-10 keV flux.
dLogarithm of the rest-frame intrinsic X-ray luminosity: SX: Soft X-ray (0.5-2 keV) band; HX: Hard X-ray (2-10 keV) band; PL: Power law component; TH: Thermal (soft
excess) component.
eThis component models the cluster contribution.
fIntrinsic NH = 4+20−3 × 1023 cm−2.
gLuminosity corrected assuming Panessa et al. (2006) results. See Sect. 3.3.5 for details.
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(b) IRAS 09104+4109: pn, MOS1, MOS2
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(c) PG 1206+459: pn, MOS1, MOS2
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(d) PG 1247+267: pn, MOS1, MOS2
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(e) IRAS F12509+3122: pn, MOS1, MOS2
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(f) IRAS 12514+1027: pn+MOS1+MOS2
Figure 3.1: XMM-Newton X-ray spectra and residuals of the detected sources from the HLIRG sam-
ple. The solid line is the best fit model. Continues in the next figure.
IRAS F00235+1024
XMM-Newton observed this NL SB galaxy for 26 ks, but it was not detected by the EPIC cameras.
Wilman et al. (2003), assuming a thermal mekal model (kT = 0.5 keV), estimate an upper limit to the
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(g) IRAS F14218+3845: pn+MOS1+MOS2 (two obser-
vations)
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(h) IRAS F15307+3252: pn+MOS1+MOS2
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(i) IRAS 16347+7037: pn, MOS1, MOS2
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(j) IRAS 18216+6418: MOS1, MOS2
Figure 3.1: Continued.
0.5-2 keV luminosity of 2.8 × 1042 erg s−1, consistent with our result in this band. The reported upper
limit to the hard X-ray luminosity (∼ 1.9 × 1044 erg s−1) is also consistent with our estimate.
The model able to reproduce the IR SED of this source suggest that roughly half of its bolometric
luminosity is originated in an AGN (F02). The analysis of its MIR spectrum (Chapter 4) and broadband
SED (Chapter 5) also suggest that a dust-enshrouded AGN resides in this galaxy. CT absorption could
then explain the low X-ray emission of this source.
IRAS 07380-2342
This NL object was not detected by XMM-Newton and we estimated upper limits as described in
Sect. 3.3.2. Its MIR spectrum (Chapter 4) and broadband SED (Chapter 5) suggest that the non-
detection is probably due to strong absorption.
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IRAS 09104+4109
The type 2 QSO IRAS 09104+4109 resides in a rich cluster (Kleinmann et al. 1988). The X-ray soft
extended emission from the ICM was already detected by ROSAT (Fabian and Crawford 1995). We
subtracted this foreground as explained in Sect. 3.3.3.
The source spectra were extracted from circular regions of 20′′ radii for all detectors, and the cluster
spectra from an annular region between 20′′ and 90′′ (constrained to the CCD where the source is
located). The cluster emission was fitted with a mekal model. The temperature is kT = 5.5 ± 0.4 keV,
and the metal abundance is 0.30±0.12 Z, which is consistent with the mean Fe abundance for clusters
with a temperature greater than 5 keV (Baumgartner et al. 2001). We obtained the radial brightness
profile using Chandra data: a β-model with a core radius r0 = 4′′.6 ± 0′′.6 and β = 0′′.576+0
′′ .018
−0′′ .016. The
cluster emission represents 62% of the total 0.5-10 keV luminosity.
The spectrum of the source was fitted with a power law with a Fe Kα broad (σ = 0.27 ± 0.09 keV)
emission line at 6.61+0.08
−0.10 keV. This broad line could be explained as a complex of neutral and ionized
narrow lines merged due to the low resolution of the detector.
Although IRAS 09104+4109 is classified as a type 2 QSO, the XMM-Newton data did not reveal any
intrinsic absorption feature. However, the Chandra observation of this source suggested a column
density of 3 × 1023 cm−2 (Iwasawa et al. 2001). Also, BeppoSAX detected this object at energies
greater than 10 keV, pointing to non-thermal quasar emission emerging from a thick absorbing torus
(Franceschini et al. 2000), with NH ∼ 7 × 1024 cm−2. On the other hand, Piconcelli et al. (2007) found
that the XMM-Newton spectrum of this source is consistent either with a transmission model (i.e
Compton-thin absorption) or a pure reflection model (i.e. CT absorption), although the low equivalent
width of the iron emission line they found seem to favour the Compton-thin hypothesis (see Chapter 2,
Sect. 2.4). However CT sources showing iron lines with equivalent width below 1 keV have been
observed (Ueda et al. 2007).
Our combined analysis of the BeppoSAX and XMM-Newton data sets (which will be taken as the best
fit for this source in what follows) shows that a reflection-only model is needed to explain the complete
spectrum in the 0.2 to 50 keV range. This implies a lower limit NH > 1025 cm−2 to the column density
of the absorber, which it is consistent with Iwasawa et al. (2001), where a similar analysis of this source
is done with BeppoSAX and Chandra observations. Assuming Γ = 1.4, which is in the flatter side of
the photon index distribution of quasars (Reeves and Turner 2000), they found that a cold reflection
model without transmitted component fits well the complete data. This model gives an intrinsic hard
X-ray luminosity of 2 × 1045(2pi/Ωre f l) erg s−1 for the AGN. The estimated bolometric luminosity of
this source is then ∼ 3.5 × 1013 L.
We have also found in our combined analysis a new thermal component, but its temperature (kT ∼
3 keV) is too high to be associated with SB or AGN emission. Since there is no evidence of an
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SB component in the IR SED of this source (RR00), this thermal component is probably due to an
incomplete subtraction of the cluster emission. Previous results indicate that a strong cooling flow of
the ICM is taking place in the core of the cluster (Fabian and Crawford 1995; Allen and Fabian 1998;
Ettori and Fabian 1999; Iwasawa et al. 2001), so the isothermal ICM hypothesis we have assumed
could underestimate the cluster luminosity in the central region.
We confirm that IRAS 09104+4109 is affected by CT absorption, and that the X-ray emission detected
below 10 keV by XMM-Newton is only due to a reflection continuum from cold matter. Its broadband
SED (see Chapter 5) is also consistent with an obscured AGN. The MIR spectrum of this object is
dominated by synchrotron emission and hence does not show any absorption features (see Chapter 4).
PG 1206+459
The XMM-Newton observation of this QSO is contaminated by background flares at the beginning and
at the end of the observation. The final effective exposure is ∼ 7 ks. The spectra continuum has been
modelled with a power law. We have not detected significant intrinsic absorption or soft excess. The
lack of absorption in the X-ray spectra is consistent with the optical and IR evidence (Haas et al. 1998,
RR00). The X-ray spectrum of this object is therefore consistent with having a pure AGN origin.
Tha analysis of the broadband SED of this galaxy is also consistent with a pure AGN with no SB
contribution (see Chapter 5).
PG 1247+267
The X-ray spectrum of this QSO has been modelled with a power law and a thermal component. A
pexrav model is formally the best fit (χ2/ν = 224/282) of these data. However, the photon index
obtained (Γ ∼ 2.3) with this model is slightly larger than that expected for an AGN. Moreover, the
reflection scaling factor (∼ 4) is sensibly larger than that typically expected for type 1 sources (within
0 and 1). No other reflection features have been found in the X-ray spectrum. Therefore, we have
adopted the power law plus thermal component as our best fit.
The temperature of the thermal component (kT = 0.48+0.23
−0.17 keV) is consistent with the typical temper-
ature of an SB galaxy. However, the bolometric luminosity that we can estimate through the soft X-ray
emission for this SB is ∼ 1049 erg s−1, much higher than the RR00 estimate (< 5.2 × 1046 erg s−1).
Therefore, the soft excess component is too luminous to have a pure SB origin. Furthermore, its soft
excess-to-power law soft X-ray luminosity ratio is ∼ 0.4, which is typical for soft excess observed in
AGN.
We can conclude that the X-ray spectrum of this source is consistent with being dominated by an AGN.
The analysis of the broadband SED of this galaxy agrees with this result (see Chapter 5).
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IRAS F12509+3122
A significant fraction (∼ 50%) of the observation time of this QSO is affected by high background.
The pn and MOS spectra can be fitted by a power law model and a thermal component with kT =
0.21± 0.03 keV, at a lower energy than that expected for a standard SB, but consistent with soft excess
originating in an AGN. The thermal-to-power law luminosity ratio is ∼ 1.2, in the range of AGN soft
excess. All these evidences clearly suggest that this X-ray spectrum is AGN-dominated. The study of
the full SED of this source also reveals that the SB contribution to the total X-ray emission is negligible
(Chapter 5).
IRAS 12514+1027
This Seyfert 2 galaxy was also observed by ROSAT (Wilman et al. 1998), but only XMM-Newton
has been able to detect its X-ray emission. Wilman et al. (2003) considered only the pn spectrum,
modelled with a reflection component (pexrav, with fixed Γ = 2) and a thermal component (mekal,
kT = 0.31+0.13
−0.05 keV) corrected by intrinsic absorption (NH = 1.3+0.9−0.7 × 1021 cm−2). The resulting χ2/ν
is 8.5/12.
In our analysis, the three EPIC spectra were co-added (see Sect. 3.3.1). We modelled the spectrum
with an absorbed power law with a photon index fixed to 2, and a thermal component.
The temperature of the thermal component is kT = 0.35+0.17
−0.07 keV, consistent with that usually observed
in SB galaxies. The soft component-to-power law luminosity ratio is slightly lower than that associated
with an AGN. The 0.5-2.0 keV luminosity of this soft component is 1.5×1042 erg s−1, which implies a
bolometric luminosity for the SB of ∼ 1.5 × 1046 erg s−1. The IR luminosity of the SB estimated from
the analysis of the IR SED of the source is ∼ 5 × 1046 erg s−1 (RR00). This thermal component seems
to have an SB origin.
The optical, IR and X-ray data point to a CT AGN and an SB of comparable bolometric luminosities.
Our study of the MIR spectrum and broadband SED of this HLIRG is consistent with this result (see
Chapters 4 and 5).
IRAS 14026+4341
The XMM-Newton observation of this QSO 1.5 is heavily contaminated by background flares. All the
pn data are affected by a count rate background greater than 15 counts per second. The MOS data have
a brief interval free of flares, but the source was not detected. We estimated upper limits as described
in Sect. 3.3.2.
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Table 3.4: Infrared fluxes and luminosities of the sample.
Flux density (Jy)a IR log L (erg s−1)
Source Rb 12µm 25µm 60µm 100µm Modelc LFIRd LIRd LIR,RR LAGNIR,RR L
S B
IR,RR
IRAS 00182-7112 17.738 <0.06025 0.133±0.010 1.20±0.08 1.19±0.12 S+A 46.49 <46.72 <46.93 <46.48 46.74
IRAS F00235+1024 >21.5 <0.173 <0.193 0.43±0.06 <0.94 S+A <46.76 <47.27 46.74 46.44 46.45
IRAS 07380-2342 16.869 0.48±0.03 0.80±0.08 1.17±0.09 3.5±0.3 A+S 46.56 47.08 46.97 46.79 46.48
IRAS 09104+4109 17.819 0.13±0.03 0.334±0.013 0.53±0.04 <0.44 A <46.42 <46.99 <46.92 46.84 <46.15
PG 1206+459 e 15.135 0.21±0.04 <0.113 0.26±0.05 0.35±0.07 A 47.20 <47.94 <47.80 47.78 <46.57
PG 1247+267 e 14.621 <0.126 <0.113 0.24±0.05 0.17±0.03 A 47.70 <48.39 <47.94 47.91 <46.76
IRAS F12509+3122 16.590 <0.106 0.10±0.03 0.22±0.04 <0.675 A+S <46.86 <47.37 47.00 46.76 46.62
IRAS 12514+1027 17.654 <0.0632 0.190±0.016 0.71±0.06 0.76±0.15 S+A 46.18 <46.51 46.63 46.27 46.39
IRAS 14026+4341 15.651 0.12±0.03 0.285±0.014 0.62±0.06 0.99±0.24 A+S 46.26 46.70 46.54 46.34 46.11
IRAS F14218+3845 >21.5 <0.0969 <0.075 0.57±0.06 2.10±0.17 S+A 47.80 <48.06 46.86 46.15 46.76
IRAS F15307+3252 19.131 <0.065 0.071±0.019 0.23±0.04 <0.71 A+S <47.07 <47.46 47.22 47.05 46.73
IRAS 16347+7037 e 13.979 0.059±0.010 0.122±0.004 0.27±0.05 0.35±0.07 A+S 47.42 47.86 47.81 47.73 47.04
IRAS 18216+6418 13.403 <0.238 0.445±0.012 1.24±0.05 2.13±0.17 A+S 46.49 <46.89 46.78 46.54 46.37
a Observed by IRAS (from NED).
b UK-R magnitude (SuperCOSMOS Sky Survey).
c AGN (A) and/or starburst (S) components needed to fit the IR SED (as in Table 2.2, col. 5). First letter indicates the dominant component.
d Infrared luminosities in the 40 − 500 µm (FIR) and 1 − 1000 µm (IR) bands, computed using IRAS fluxes (Sanders and Mirabel 1996).
e 60 and 100 µm fluxes are ISO data from Haas et al. (2000).
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IRAS F14218+3845
The QSO IRAS F14218+3845 was observed by XMM-Newton in two occasions. The second observa-
tion was heavily affected by high radiation background. We checked that no significant variability was
present in the flux state of the source between the two observations so we could co-add the six spectra
of the different observations to increase the S/N ratio. The spectrum was modeled with a power law.
No significant soft excess or intrinsic absorption was found.
The IR data suggest that this HLIRG is an SB dominated source (Verma et al. 2002; Farrah et al.
2002a), but our analysis of its XMM-Newton X-ray spectrum did not reveal any SB features. Using
the upper limit estimated (see Table 3.3) for a thermal component, the total SB luminosity is less than
6× 1047 erg s−1, which is consistent with the SB luminosity estimated by Farrah et al. (2002a) through
IR and sub-mm data (6× 1046 erg s−1). Although an SB component cannot be excluded, the data point
to an AGN-dominated X-ray emission. The analysis of its full SED (see Chapter 5) shows that an SB
component is needed to reproduce the IR emission of this HLIRG, but the SB contribution to the total
X-ray emission is negligible.
IRAS F15307+3252
Previous observations with ROSAT and ASCA detected no X-ray emission from this QSO 2 (Fabian
et al. 1996; Ogasaka et al. 1997). We detected a faint X-ray emission in the XMM-Newton public data.
The observation of this source is affected by high background flares. The three EPIC extracted spectra
were coadded to increase the S/N ratio. We fitted this spectrum using a power law. We were not able
to find any absorption feature or thermal emission.
XMM-Newton has observed IRAS F15307+3252 on two more occasions, but the data were still pri-
vate when we carried out this analysis. Iwasawa et al. (2005), using the complete data set, found a
prominent Fe Kα line at ∼ 6.5 keV, indicating the presence of a CT AGN. This is in agreement with
optical spectropolarimetry data indicating the presence of a dust-enshrouded quasar (Hines et al. 1995).
The estimate of the AGN bolometric luminosity using the observed emission line luminosity is also
consistent with previous results (Yun and Scoville 1998; Aussel et al. 1998; Verma et al. 2002; Peeters
et al. 2004). The hard X-ray emission detected by us is probably reflected radiation, because of CT
obscuration. Panessa et al. (2006) found that the ratio between the intrinsic and the observed X-ray
luminosity in CT Seyfert galaxies is ∼ 60. We have corrected our estimate X-ray luminosity by this
factor. The resulting hard X-ray luminosity (∼ 3.2 × 1045 erg s−1) is consistent with the estimate given
by Iwasawa et al. (2005) (LX > 1 × 1045 erg s−1), using the luminosity of the iron emission line.
Iwasawa et al. (2005) also found extended soft emission, with kT = 2.1+0.6
−0.4 keV. They identify this
extended emission with hot gas associated with a relatively poor cluster around this object. Although
no galaxy cluster has been found associated with this source, HST observations show a moderate
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galaxy over-density (Farrah et al. 2002b). Moreover, its bolometric luminosity to temperature relation
would be similar to that typical of poor clusters (Fukazawa et al. 2004).
In summary, the X-ray spectrum of this source is consistent with the emission originating in a CT
AGN. The presence of an obscured AGN is also pointed out by its MIR spectrum (see Chapter 4) and
its broadband SED (see Chapter 5).
IRAS 16347+7037
The spectrum of the QSO IRAS 16347+7037 was modelled with a power law and a thermal component.
No intrinsic absorption was detected.
The XMM-Newton spectrum is consistent with a type 1 AGN spectrum, as the optical (Evans et al.
1998) and IR (Haas et al. 1998; Farrah et al. 2002b) observations suggest. Previous X-ray data from
ASCA were also consistent with the XMM-Newton data, and there was no evidence of iron Kα emission
feature or any absorption edge (Nandra et al. 1995).
The soft excess has L(0.5−2.0 keV) = 5.6×1045 erg s−1. This would imply an SB bolometric luminos-
ity three orders of magnitude greater than the SB luminosity calculated with the IR data (Farrah et al.
2002b, see Table 3.4). Therefore this component is unlikely to be associated with an SB. Moreover, its
thermal-to-power law luminosity ratio is consistent with a soft excess from the AGN.
Our analysis points towards a pure AGN origin for the X-ray emission, which is also in agreement with
the broadband SED analysis of this galaxy, where no SB emission is found (see Chapter 5).
IRAS 18216+6418
The pn data of this QSO 1.2 were heavily affected by pile-up, so we used only the MOS data. The
source spectra were extracted from a 20′′ radius circular region in both MOS detectors. This QSO is
located in a rich cluster, and ROSAT detected the ICM thermal emission (Saxton et al. 1997; Hall et al.
1997). We subtracted the soft X-ray emission from the cluster, as explained in Sect. 3.3.3.
The MOS cameras operated in small-window mode, so we considered the pn image to model the cluster
(the pile-up only affects the central region of the source). We extracted a spectrum from an annular
region between 20′′ and 80′′ (constrained to the CCD where the source is located). The resulting
temperature of the zbremss model was kT = 2.3+1.0
−0.6 keV. We also used the Chandra radial X-ray
brightness profile published by Fang et al. (2002), (core radius of 17′′.6 ± 0′′.17, β = 0′′.74+0′′ .05
−0′′ .03),
to renormalize the cluster model (see Sect. 3.3.3). The cluster X-ray emission is 32% of the total
0.5-10 keV luminosity.
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The source spectrum best fit is a power law (Γ = 1.57+0.10
−0.11) with a soft thermal component. A pexrav
model is formally the best fit (χ2/ν = 321/333) of this spectrum. As discussed for PG 1247+267, the
steeper photon index (Γ ∼ 2.3) and the extremely large reflection scaling factor  1 (R ∼ 15) led us to
adopt the former model as our best fit.
The photon index of the power law is not consistent with previous X-ray observations with ASCA
(Γ = 1.75 ± 0.03, Yamashita et al. 1997) and Chandra (Γ = 1.761+0.047
−0.052, Fang et al. 2002).
In Fig.3.1(j) a systematic effect in the ∆χ2 spectrum can be seen above 5 keV. This may be due to
a bad extraction of the cluster emission or to the use of the blank-field background. Ignoring data
above 4.5 keV we obtain a steeper photon index (Γ = 1.68 ± 0.11), compatible with previous X-ray
observations.
A thermal component is also detected, with a temperature of 0.49+0.09
−0.08 keV, consistent with SB emis-
sion. However, if this emission were to be associated with the SB, the bolometric luminosity of the
SB would be three orders of magnitude higher than the luminosity calculated using the IR data (Far-
rah et al. 2002a). The soft component-to-power law luminosity ratio is in the range of that typically
observed in AGN.
Ginga (Kii et al. 1991), ASCA (Yamashita et al. 1997) and Chandra (Fang et al. 2002; Yaqoob and
Serlemitsos 2005) detected iron emission features in this HLIRG. Jime´nez-Bailo´n et al. (2007) detected
a Fe-K emission line with a complex structure in the XMM-Newton pn spectrum of this source. We also
detected an emission line in the 6-7 keV rest frame band, but the significance of the detection (< 2σ)
was below our adopted threshold, and therefore we have not considered it further. We estimated a 3σ
flux upper limit to a broad (σ = 0.1 keV) line component at 6.4 keV of < 3 × 10−5 photons cm−2 s−1,
consistent with the value ∼ (3 ± 1) × 10−5 photons cm−2 s−1 obtained with Chandra data (Fang et al.
2002).
The X-ray spectrum of this object is therefore consistent with a pure AGN origin. The study of the full
SED of this source detect an SB component needed to reproduce its FIR emission, but the SB emission
in the X-ray range is negligible compared to the AGN (see Chapter 5).
3.4 Discussion
Franceschini et al. (2003), studying the X-ray emission of ULIRG, define that the X-ray emission
of a ULIRG is AGN-dominated if it presents either: a) a high X-ray luminosity, L(2 − 10 keV) >
1042 erg s−1; b) a heavily obscured hard X-ray component with NH > 1022 cm−2 (very flat or inverted
hard X-ray spectra); or c) a Fe-K emission complex at ∼ 6.4 keV with equivalent width & 1 keV
(iron fluorescent emission from material illuminated by the AGN). The ten detected HLIRG from our
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sample present at least one of the three characteristics above, thus showing an AGN-dominated X-ray
spectrum.
This result is in agreement with the trend noted by Veilleux et al. (2002) for ULIRG: the fraction
of sources with Seyfert characteristics increase with LIR (from ∼ 25% among ULIRG with LIR <
1012.3 L to ∼ 50% among those with LIR > 1012.3 L). However, we must keep in mind that our
sample is not complete, and could be slightly biased towards the presence of an AGN. Taking into
account only those sources that belong to the RR00 sub-sample 1, which is not biased in favour of
AGN (see Chapter 2, Sect. 2.1), we found that five out of seven objects (∼ 70%) harbour an AGN. The
other two sources were not detected by XMM-Newton.
Five objects from our full sample (four type 2 objects and one NL object) are probably CT, as reported
in the literature. Our analysis of the XMM-Newton data of two of them (IRAS 00182-7112, IRAS
12514+1027) is consistent with the CT hypothesis, as well as our combined analysis of BeppoSAX
and XMM-Newton data for IRAS 09104+4109. A heavily obscured environment could also explain
the non-detection of a fourth one (IRAS F00235+1024). We have found no absorption features in the
last one (IRAS F15307+3252), but as explained in Sect. 3.3.5, ulterior XMM-Newton observations
suggest the presence of a CT obscured AGN (Iwasawa et al. 2005).
3.4.1 Comparison with IR emission
We calculated the FIR (40-500 µm) luminosities (LFIR) of these HLIRG using the IRAS fluxes (see
Table 3.4) as in Sanders and Mirabel (1996). In Fig. 3.2 we plotted the 2-10 keV luminosities of their
power law component versus their FIR luminosities. We included the ULIRG sample from Frances-
chini et al. (2003) and the high-z QSO from Stevens et al. (2005) for comparison. No significant
correlation between the 2-10 keV and the FIR luminosity is found in HLIRG, although it must be kept
in mind that this sample is not complete in any sense.
We estimated the expected X-ray luminosity for a standard AGN, given its FIR luminosity. To this end,
we calculated the 2-10 keV-to-FIR luminosity ratio typical of nearby bright QSO, using their average
SED. Since the original Elvis et al. (1994) sample was biased towards bright sources in X-rays, we
employed the Risaliti and Elvis (2004) new data on QSO SED. Using this corrected SED, the ratio of
the 2-10 keV band to bolometric luminosity changes significantly by a factor 2, from ∼ 0.03 to ∼ 0.015.
The X-ray luminosity derived from the IR luminosity using the latter ratio is plotted in Fig. 3.2 with a
thick solid line. The top area between thin lines (“AGN zone”) is the dispersion of the SED, calculated
with the 90 percentile distribution (Elvis et al. 1994).
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Figure 3.2: 2-10 keV X-ray luminosity of the power law component versus FIR luminosity. Filled
symbols represent sources where we have detected X-ray absorption (models D or F in Table 3.3). The
top thick solid line and area between the thin solid lines (“AGN-zone”) indicate the X-ray luminosity
expected for an AGN of a given FIR luminosity (90% dispersion, Elvis et al. 1994; Risaliti and Elvis
2004). The bottom thick solid line (“SB-line”) indicates the X-ray luminosity expected for an SB of a
given FIR luminosity (Persic et al. 2004; Kennicutt 1998). See Sect. 3.4 for details.
We can also calculate a relationship between FIR and X-ray luminosity for SB galaxies. The SFR of
an SB can be estimated by its FIR luminosity (Kennicutt 1998) through
SFRFIR ∼
LFIR (erg s−1)
2.2 × 1043
M yr−1, (3.2)
and by its 2-10 keV X-ray luminosity (Persic et al. 2004) by
SFRX ∼
L2−10 keV (erg s−1)
1039
M yr−1. (3.3)
Assuming equal SFR, the 2-10 keV to FIR luminosity ratio is
L2−10 keV
LFIR
∼ 4.5 × 10−5. (3.4)
This relation is shown in Fig. 3.2 as the lower solid line (“SB line”).
Most HLIRG and all high-z QSO are in the “AGN-zone”, but all towards higher IR-to-X-rays flux ratios
(see Sect. 3.4.2), while only the AGN-dominated ULIRG and two HLIRG (IRAS 12514+1027 and
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IRAS F14218+3845) seem to be composite sources: their X-ray luminosity is too high to be produced
only by an SB (above the “SB-line”), and their FIR luminosity is too high to be produced only by an
AGN (to the right of the “AGN-zone”). The SB-dominated ULIRG are, as expected, concentrated near
the “SB-line”. The upper limits for the X-ray-undetected HLIRG (IRAS F00235+1024, IRAS 07380-
2342 and IRAS 14026+4341) seem to indicate that their hard X-ray emission should come only from
SB activity, but a heavy obscured environment could also explain the low X-ray luminosities of these
sources. In fact, the analysis of their MIR spectra reveals that all of them harbour an AGN (see
Chapter 4), so its X-ray emission could be depressed by heavy absorption. However, one of them
(IRAS 14026+4341) is an optical QSO, where little or no absorption is expected. Nevertheless, optical
QSO from Stevens et al. (2005) show significant absorption in X-rays (21 < log NH < 22 cm−2).
XMM-Newton observations of these high-z HLIRG suggest highly ionized winds with 22.5 < log NH <
23.5 cm−2 (Page et al. 2007, Page et al. 2010, submited) to explain this absorption. Further sensitive
data on isotropic indicators (such as FIR or MIR or high energy emission beyond 10 keV) are needed
to investigate the seemingly contradictory nature of this HLIRG (see Chapters 4 and 5).
Note that if the Elvis et al. (1994) X-ray-to-FIR ratio is used instead of the Risaliti and Elvis (2004)
ratio, only three HLIRG (IRAS 09104+4109, IRAS 16347+7037 and IRAS 18216+6418) would lie
on the “AGN-zone”, and the rest would be considered as composite AGN/SB sources. This confirms
the relevance of the Risaliti and Elvis (2004) correction.
3.4.2 Origin of the IR “excess”
Figure 3.2 shows that the HLIRG FIR emission is systematically above the Risaliti and Elvis (2004)
estimate for a standard local QSO of the same X-ray luminosity (i.e., the sources are located to the
right of the thick upper line in the plot). This FIR excess could be associated with the SB activity in
HLIRG. Alternatively, this could also hint to a possible difference between the SEDs of standard QSO
and AGN in HLIRG. In this line, it has been shown that the shape of the QSO SED is probably related
to the luminosity (Marconi et al. 2004; Hopkins et al. 2007).
We attempted to unravel the origin of this FIR excess. We estimated the AGN contribution to the total
IR luminosity of the HLIRG in two independent ways, in order to know if the excess comes from SB
activity, or from an intrinsic difference in the AGN SED.
On one hand, RR00 modeled the IR SED of all sources in this sample with RTM and estimated the
contribution of the AGN dust torus (LAGNIR,RR) and of the SB to the total IR luminosity (1-1000 µm,
LIR,RR) (Table 3.4, columns 9 and 10 respectively). For the sources IRAS F00235+1024, IRAS 07380-
2342, IRAS F12509+3122, IRAS 12514+1027, IRAS 13279+3401, IRAS 14026+4341, IRAS F14218+3845,
IRAS F15307+3252 and IRAS 16347+7037, instead of using the AGN relative contributions estimated by
RR00, we included the results of F02; Verma et al. (2002); Farrah et al. (2002b), where new IR and
sub-mm data were used (see Table 2.2).
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Figure 3.3: AGN to total-IR luminosity ratio, calculated by RR00, versus AGN (estimated through
our X-ray data) to total (computed with the IRAS fluxes) IR luminosity ratio. The dotted line means
equal values for the ratios. In the case of upper limits we plot as error bars the dispersion of X-ray-to-
IR luminosity ratio from Elvis et al. (1994). IR estimates for IRAS F00235+1024, IRAS 07380-2342,
IRAS F12509+3122, IRAS 12514+1027, IRAS 14026+4341 and IRAS F14218+33845 were taken
from F02; for IRAS F15307+3252, from Verma et al. (2002) results; for IRAS 16347+7037 they were
from Farrah et al. (2002b). Symbols as in Fig. 3.2.
On the other hand, assuming that the power law X-ray luminosity is associated with an AGN with a
standard SED (Risaliti and Elvis 2004) we can apply the IR-to-2-10 keV luminosity ratio, similarly to
that shown in Fig. 3.2 and obtain an independent estimate of the expected IR luminosity of the AGN
(LAGNIR,(X)). We can also obtain an independent estimate of the total IR luminosity, LIR, for each source
through their IRAS fluxes as in Sanders and Mirabel (1996).
Figure 3.3 compares the relative contribution of the AGN to the total IR luminosity calculated through
RTM, to our estimate obtained from X-ray data (we included only the X-ray detected sources). The
dotted line corresponds to the 1:1 relation, i.e. an agreement between the two estimates. Most of the
sources have lower limits on the abscissae because their 12 and 25 µm IRAS fluxes are upper limits
(see Table 3.4).
Our estimates of the AGN relative contribution for all sources are formally consistent with those of
RR00. However, there seems to be a systematic overestimate of the IR AGN component from RR00
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Figure 3.4: LX (0.5-10 keV) of the soft excess component versus LX (2-10 keV) of the power law
component. Asterisks represent SB galaxies from Franceschini et al. (2003). The dotted line is a
correlation obtained by Franceschini et al. (2003) for SB-dominated ULIRG. The dash-dotted line is
a correlation for the SB-dominated ULIRG and the SB galaxies samples calculated by us. The soft
excess in IRAS 09104+4109 is probably associated with cluster emission (see Sect. 3.3.5 for details).
Symbols as in Fig.3.2.
with respect to the X-ray measurements.
The values of LAGNIR,(X)/LIR plotted in Fig. 3.3 are independent of the SB luminosity, so this disagreement
is probably due to the IR-to-X-ray ratio used to estimate the AGN IR luminosities through the X-ray
luminosities. This favors the hypothesis of an intrinsic difference between the standard QSO SED and
the AGN component of the HLIRG SED. This difference could be explained by the high luminosity of
HLIRG compared to the local quasars used to estimate the Elvis et al. (1994) SED. It has been observed
that αOX (i.e. the ratio between optical and X-ray luminosities) of QSO depends on the bolometric
luminosity (Strateva et al. 2005; Steffen et al. 2006) and hence there is a dependence between the
luminosity and SED shape of AGN (Hopkins et al. 2007). This topic is discussed in further detail in
Chapter 5.
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3.4.3 Soft X-ray excess
Fig. 3.4 is a luminosity-luminosity plot of the soft X-ray excess versus power law components. In
IRAS 09104+4109, IRAS F12509+3122, PG 1247+267, IRAS 16347+7037 and IRAS 18216+6418
the soft excess component is too luminous to come solely from an SB (see Sect. 3.3.5 for a detailed
description of each source). In the case of IRAS 09104+4109 the soft excess is probably due to an
incomplete subtraction of the cluster emission, while in the remaining four sources is probably of the
same origin as in luminous QSO (Piconcelli et al. 2005).
An X-ray thermal component associated with SB emission has been observed in all ULIRG from
Franceschini et al. (2003). However, only in one out of thirteen HLIRG we have found a soft X-ray
emission whose origin could be associated with SB activity. However this cannot lead to reject the
existence of star formation processes in these sources. If SB and AGN contributions to the bolometric
output are roughly equal, and the AGN X-ray emission is not absorbed, then the SB X-ray emission
is around two orders of magnitude lower than the AGN emission in the soft X-ray band. Hence the
XMM-Newton sensitivity could be insufficient to detect such a faint SB component. Only newer X-ray
observatories, like the International X-rat Observatory (IXO, White and Hornschemeier 2009), could
reach the sensitivity needed in such conditions.
The above HLIRG with AGN-like soft excess emission follow the correlation found for SB-dominated
ULIRG by Franceschini et al. (2003) (dotted line in Fig. 3.4). To increase the statistics and to test if
this correlation holds at lower IR luminosities, we included a sample of lower luminosity SB galaxies
(Franceschini et al. 2003, and references therein).
The thermal emission of SB galaxies and SB-dominated ULIRG is originated in diffuse thermal plasma
heated by supernova explosions and the power law is emitted by X-ray binaries. In AGN-dominated
ULIRG the power law is a mixture of X-ray binaries and the AGN emission, and the thermal emission
is associated with SB phenomena. Finally, for all but one of our sources both the thermal and the
power law is emitted by the AGN. In spite of the different physical origins, somehow the ratio of both
components manages to stay constant over eight orders of magnitude.
We calculated a non-parametric correlation coefficient (generalized Kendall’s Tau7) for the SB galaxies
and the SB-dominated ULIRG, finding a significance level8 of 99.98% (> 3σ) for this correlation.
The correlation slope is consistent with that obtained by Franceschini et al. (2003) for SB-dominated
ULIRG only.
We also investigated the relationship between the X-ray soft excess component luminosity and the FIR
luminosity (Fig. 3.5), both presumably related to star formation, finding no clear correlation. Using
the generalized Kendall’s Tau test, the significance level of the possible correlation is 96.66% (< 3σ).
7We employed the ASURV software for this test (Isobe et al. 1985, 1986).
8Note that even excluding the isolated source in the bottom left corner, this correlation remains almost unchanged.
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Figure 3.5: LX (0.5-10 keV) of the soft excess component versus FIR luminosity. The soft excess in
IRAS 09104+4109 is probably associated with cluster emission (see Sect. 3.3.5 for details). Symbols
as in Fig.3.2.
3.4.4 Cosmic evolution
We also tested a possible cosmological evolution in the sample. We estimated the SFR for each source
using its IR luminosity (Kennicutt 1998). Their SFR and 2-10 keV-to-IR-luminosity ratio versus red-
shift are plotted in Fig. 3.6. Cosmic star formation shows a large decline between z ∼ 2 and the present
day (Franceschini et al. 1999), so we expect an increment of the SFR of HLIRG up to z ∼ 2. Higher
SFR at higher redshift is observed in the upper panel of Fig. 3.6. However the sources follow the lower
envelope, which is the IRAS FSC sensitivity limit (solid line in Fig. 3.6), clearly indicating a selection
effect. Therefore, we cannot draw conclusions about the dependence of SFR with redshift.
As shown in the bottom panel of the Fig. 3.6, the ratio of hard X-ray-to-FIR luminosity remains roughly
constant with z. This holds even if we subtract the FIR luminosity emitted by the AGN, calculated using
the X-ray PL luminosity as in Fig. 3.3.
We have seen that the IR emission is consistent with an AGN origin, but if we assume that the IR excess
shown in Fig. 3.2 is associated with the SB activity, Fig. 3.6 shows that its evolution must be similar
to that of the X-ray emission. This, in turn, suggests that the presence of an SB and the occurrence of
AGN activity through accretion onto a super-massive black hole are physically related. This result is in
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Figure 3.6: Symbols as in Fig.3.2. Top: SFR derived from FIR luminosity (Kennicutt 1998), ver-
sus redshift. The dotted line represents the SFR limit corresponding to the HLIRG definition. The
solid line is the SFR for a source with IRAS fluxes equals to the IRAS FSC sensitivity limits (Moshir
et al. 1990). Bottom: 2-10 keV power law-X-ray-to-FIR luminosities ratio versus redshift. The area
between the dotted lines represent the expected ratio for a quasar (with 90% of dispersion) with a
standard SED (Elvis et al. 1994; Risaliti and Elvis 2004).
agreement with the coeval black hole/stellar bulge formation hypothesis (Granato et al. 2004; Stevens
et al. 2005; Di Matteo et al. 2005).
3.5 Conclusions
We performed a systematic X-ray study of a sample of thirteen HLIRG using XMM-Newton data from
the public archive and our own private data. We modelled the X-ray spectra of each source, finding
very heterogeneous spectral properties, with all X-ray detected HLIRG of the sample (ten sources)
having AGN-dominated X-ray spectra.
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The hard X-ray luminosity of most X-ray detected HLIRG (eight out of ten) is consistent with emis-
sion originated in an AGN. Only two HLIRG (IRAS 12514+1027 and IRAS F14218+3845) seem to
show a composite AGN/SB nature: their X-ray luminosity is too high to be produced only by an SB,
and their IR luminosity is too high to be produced by only an AGN. The remaining three HLIRG
(IRAS F00235+1024, IRAS 07380-2342 and IRAS 14026+4341) are undetected in X-rays.
There are five Compton-thick candidate sources in our sample, including all the type 2 AGN (four)
and one SB object still undetected in X-rays. We found evidence for X-ray absorption in three of the
type 2 AGN and our analysis supports the Compton-thick nature of these sources. Through the study
of their MIR spectra we were able to confirm the presence of highly obscured AGN in these sources
(see Chapter 4).
We detected five HLIRG with soft excess emission. Four sources present luminosities consistent with
type 1 AGN soft excess. While all ULIRG from Franceschini et al. (2003) present a soft X-ray thermal
component associated with an SB, only in one HLIRG we did find a soft excess probably associated
with SB emission. However we cannot reject the presence of an SB component which can be faint in X-
rays but significantly important for the bolometric output. We need data in other spectral windows (e.g.
MIR observations) and alternative techniques of analysis to detect the SB emission (see Chapters 4 and
5).
We have also seen that the hard X-ray luminosity associated with the AGN is systematically below that
expected for a local QSO (Elvis et al. 1994; Risaliti and Elvis 2004) of the same IR luminosity. This
could be explained by an intrinsic difference between the SED of the AGN component in HLIRG and
the SED of local QSO. A different explanation could be that the IR luminosity of these objects have a
strong IR contribution from SB, larger than in “normal” QSO. Our analysis seem to favour the former
hypothesis, but more conclusive evidence is needed: in Chapter 5 we carry out a detailed study of the
broadband (from radio to X-rays) SED of these HLIRG to obtain a better understanding of this issue.
We have also found that the hard-X-ray-to-FIR luminosity ratio remains constant with z, suggesting
that the AGN and SB phenomena are physically connected in HLIRG.
Chapter 4
Analysis of Spitzer-IRS spectra of HLIRG
4.1 Motivation
In Chapter 3 we used X-ray spectroscopy to disentangle the AGN and SB emission of HLIRG. We
found X-ray thermal emission associated with SB for just one source. If this component actually exists
in the remaining sources, the much brighter AGN emission probably dilutes the X-rays originated in
star-forming processes.
We also found strong evidence that a significant fraction of these objects is heavily obscured, reaching
the Compton Thick level (hydrogen column, NH > 1024 cm−2), as previous studies for some of them
suggested (Wilman et al. 2003; Iwasawa et al. 2005), allowing, in the best case, only the detection of
reflected X-ray emission. To avoid these problems and to obtain an independent and complementary
view of these objects we need to move to another spectral window.
In this chapter we present a study of a sample of HLIRG in the Mid-Infrared (MIR), within the wave-
length range 5-8 µm. This spectral range is very efficient in detecting AGN emission and less affected
by absorption than the X-rays. The studied sample, the Spitzer HLIRG sample (see Chapter 2), is
composed of thirteen HLIRG observed with the IRS instrument onboard Spitzer, nine of them also
observed by XMM-Newton.
Several diagnostic methods are available to unravel the AGN and SB activity through the MIR spectra,
e.g. the study of high-ionization emission lines and the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) fea-
tures (Laurent et al. 2000; Spoon et al. 2007), or the analysis of the continuum around 4 µm (Risaliti
et al. 2006). The MIR continuum of pure AGN and pure SB show small dispersion shortward of 8 µm
(Netzer et al. 2007; Brandl et al. 2006), allowing the use of universal templates to reproduce the AGN
and SB emission in sources where both physical processes are present. Hence, we can decompose the
AGN and SB components of composite sources modelling the continuum of their MIR spectra with
these templates.
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The SB/AGN continuum spectral decomposition has been used successfully on ULIRGs (Nardini et al.
2008; Risaliti et al. 2010; Nardini et al. 2009, 2010) to disentangle the emission of both components.
A significant number of HLIRG has been observed with the Infrared Spectrograph (IRS, Houck et al.
2004) on board Spitzer, allowing good quality spectra to apply this diagnostic technique. The key
reason for using the continuum emission at λ ' 5−8 µm as a diagnostic is the difference of the 3 µm to
bolometric ratios between AGN and SB (approximately two orders of magnitude larger in the former).
This makes the detection of the AGN component possible even when the AGN is heavily obscured
and/or bolometrically weak compared to the SB. However this difference of the bolometric ratios is
lower than that showed in the X-ray range, which can reach three or four orders of magnitude (see
Chapter 5, Fig. 5.7), allowing the detection of the SB emission even in AGN dominated sources.
This chapter is outlined as follow. Section 4.2 describes the Spitzer IR telescope. The IRS data re-
duction is explained in Sect. 4.3. In Sect. 4.4 we briefly explain the decomposition process and the
results obtained. Section 4.5 present results obtained through the MIR spectral analysis and Sect. 4.6
summarizes our conclusions.
4.2 The Spitzer Space Telescope
The Spitzer Space Telescope (Werner et al. 2004) is the fourth and final element in NASA’s family
of Great Observatories. Spitzer was launched on the 25th of August of 2003 into an Earth-trailing
heliocentric orbit.
The Observatory carries an 85-centimetre cryogenic telescope and three cryogenically cooled science
instruments capable of performing IR imaging and spectroscopy in the 3.6 to 160 µm range. While
the Spitzer cryogenic lifetime requirement was 2.5 years of normal operations, the actual cryogenic
lifetime was 5 years and a half. The cryogen was depleted on May 15, 2009.
On the focal plane of the telescope there are three science instruments. Wide field, broadband imaging
is the main purpose of the Infrared Array Camera (IRAC), working in the 3.6-8 µm range, and the
Multiband Imaging Photometer for Spitzer (MIPS), working in the 24-160 µm. The spectroscopic
functions of the observatory are carried out mainly by the Infrared Spectrograph (IRS) in the 5-40 µm
range. In addition, MIPS has a low resolution spectroscopic mode between 55-95 µm.
4.2.1 Infrared Array Camera
IRAC (Fazio et al. 2004) is a four-channel camera able to perform IR imaging in four bands (3.6, 4.5,
5.8, and 8 µm) simultaneously over a 5.2 × 5.2 arcmin field of view (FOV). 3.6 and 5.8 µm channels
view the same telescope field, and 4.5 and 8 µm channels view a different adjacent field simultaneously.
IRAC provides diffraction-limited imaging internally; image quality is limited primarily by the Spitzer
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telescope. The angular resolution of the four detectors is ∼ 1.5 arcsec. The median 1σ sensitivity
for the four IRAC channels is 0.60 µJy, 1.2 µJy, 8.0 µJy and 9.8 µJy, respectively, for 100 seconds of
integration with low background.
4.2.2 Infrared Spectrograph
The IRS (Houck et al. 2004) instrument provides Spitzer with low and moderate resolution spectro-
scopic capabilities from 5.2 to 38.0 microns. The IRS is composed of four separate modules, with
two modules providing R∼ 60 − 120 spectral resolution over 5.2-38.0 µm and two modules providing
R∼ 600 spectral resolution over 9.9-37.2 µm. The median 1σ continuum sensitivity for the IRS low-
resolution modules is about 0.05 mJy and about 2mJy for the high-resolution modules, in 512 seconds
of integration with low background.
IRS can operate in several different observation modes. The “staring mode” is the basic “point and
shoot” operating mode of the IRS. In this configuration, science targets are placed on one or more of
the IRS slits (corresponding to the diverse wavelength ranges and spectral resolutions) for a specified
integration time. The total integration time is divided in “ramps” and “cycles”. The ramp duration is
the time between the first and last non-destructive reads of the detector, and the number of cycles is
the number of times a given spectrum is repeated before moving on to the next slit or the next target.
Standard staring mode successively places the target at two different slit locations for each requested
slit and cycle to provide redundancy against cosmic rays and detector artifacts.
4.2.3 Multiband Imaging Photometer for Spitzer
MIPS (Rieke et al. 2004) is an instrument with capabilities for imaging and photometry in broad
spectral bands centred nominally at 24, 70, and 160 µm, and for low-resolution spectroscopy between
55 and 95 µm. The instrument contains 3 separate detector arrays with an angular resolution of 6, 18,
and 40 arcsec, at 24, 70 and 160 µm respectively. The sensitivity of MIPS is highly dependent of the
IR sky background. For low background level the 1σ sensitivity is 16.1 MJy/ster, 5.15 MJy/ster, and
6.53 MJy/ster at 24, 70 and 160 µm respectively (for extended sources). All three arrays view the sky
simultaneously. The 24 µm camera provides roughly a 5 arcmin square FOV. The 70 micron camera
provides a FOV that is roughly 2.5 by 5 arcmin. The 160 µm array projects to the equivalent of a 0.5
by 5 arcmin FOV.
4.3 Data reduction
All sources from the Spitzer HLIRG sample has been observed by the IRS onboard Spitzer in low
resolution mode (see Table 4.1). We have used public IRS spectra (data obtained in standard staring
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Table 4.1: Description of the Spitzer observations.
Sources Program ID Exposure (s) Date
IRAS 00182-7112 666 94.4 2003-11-14
IRAS F00235+1024 3746 94.4 2005-08-11
IRAS 07380-2342 3746 12.6 2005-03-23
IRAS 09104+4109 1018 73.4 2003-11-29
IRAS F10026+4949 82 14.7 2004-04-17
IRAS F12509+3122 3746 62.9 2005-06-06
IRAS 12514+1027 105 94.4 2005-02-06
IRAS 14026+4341 61 102.8 2005-05-22
IRAS F15307+3252 105 243.8 2004-03-04
IRAS F16124+3241 105 243.8 2005-03-19
EJ1640+41 3640 243.8 2005-08-13
IRAS 18216+6418 82 31.5 2004-04-17
IRAS F23569-0341 3746 243.8 2004-12-13
mode using the two low-resolution modules) from the Spitzer Archive. For our purpose the co-added
images provided by the Spitzer Science Centre (SSC) are a good starting point. A co-added image is
obtained as the average over multiple telescope pointings. Each snapshot of these images has been
processed by the pipeline (version S15.3), that among other basic operations includes the linearisation
and the fitting of the signal ramp, the dark subtraction and the flat-fielding (see IRS Pipeline Handbook,
SSC 2005). Since each observation in staring mode consists of two exposures with different position of
the source along the slit (see Sect. 4.2.2), the images have been background-subtracted by differencing
the two observations in the nodding cycle.
The software SPICE was used for the extraction and the wavelength and flux calibration of the spectra,
following the standard procedure for point-like sources (see IRS Data Handbook, SSC 2008). The
spectra have been also de-redshifted to rest frame.
4.4 SB/AGN spectral decomposition
The MIR spectra of pure AGN and pure SB show little dispersion below the 9.7 µm silicate feature.
This allow us the use of universal AGN/SB templates to parametrize the observed energy output of
HLIRG in the wavelength range of the IRS shortward 8 µm.
Following the Nardini et al. 2008, hereafter N08, model for ULIRGs:
f obsν = f int6
[
α6 u
AGN
ν e
−τ(λ) + (1 − α6) uSBν
]
, (4.1)
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where α6 is the AGN relative contribution to the intrinsic flux density at 6 µm ( f int6 ) while uAGNν and
uSBν are the AGN and SB templates normalized at 6 µm. This model has only three free parameters:
α6, the optical depth of the AGN at 6 µm (τ(6 µm)) and the flux normalization.
Additional high-ionization emission lines and molecular absorption features (due to ices and aliphatic
hydrocarbons), whenever present, were fitted using Gaussian profiles.
The SB template used in our model was calculated by N08. This template is calculated from the mean
MIR spectra of the five brightest sources among pure SB in their ULIRG sample. The SB emission
present little spectral dispersion below 8 µm (see Fig. 4.1(a)).
The AGN emission is well reproduced using a power law with a fixed spectral index: fλ ∝ λ0.8. The
spectral index was calculated using the mean SED of the brightest PG QSO in the 3-8 µm band from
Netzer et al. (2007) (see Fig. 4.1(b)).
The AGN component in this model was corrected with an exponential attenuation to take into account
the reddening of the NIR radiation due to any compact absorber in the line of sight. The optical depth
follows the conventional law τ(λ) ∝ λ−1.75 (Draine 1989). The SB template does not need a similar
correction because the possible effects of obscuration were already accounted in the observational
template.
The modelling and fitting program Sherpa (Freeman et al. 2001), included in the software package
CIAO 3.4 (Fruscione et al. 2006), was used to implement our model and analyse the spectra.
(a) SB MIR template. (b) Mean AGN MIR spectra.
Figure 4.1: (a) Mean SB MIR spectra estimated by Brandl et al. (2006) (dashed red line) and N08
(solid blue line). The shaded grey area is the 1σ dispersion in the N08 spectra. Figure from N08. (b)
Average MIR spectra of PG-QSO. Figure from Netzer et al. (2007). The vertical long-dashed green
lines enclose the fitting region.
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One of our HLIRG was barely detected by Spitzer and for three sources our model could not be properly
applied (see below for a further discussion on these objects), but the rest of them (nine sources) were
well fitted by our model (see Fig. 4.2 and Table 4.2).
The 6 µm emission of these HLIRG is largely dominated by the AGN component (α6 > 0.9), which
also dominates along the 5-8 µm spectral range (see Fig. 4.2). IRAS F00235+1024 and particularly
IRAS F16124+3241 are the only two sources where SB and AGN components are comparable, but
even here the AGN emission is above that of the SB. Most sources optically classified as type I AGN
show minor absorption, while all sources classified as NL or type II objects shows high absorption or
broad absorption features (see Table 4.2).
4.4.1 Notes on particular sources
IRAS 00182-7112
This CT QSO2 shows a heavily absorbed spectrum and the continuum cannot be well estimated, so
our model is not a good approximation in this case. The MIR spectrum shows no signs of SB activity
within the 5-8 µm range, since the PAH features are totally suppressed, and it is very similar to the MIR
spectra of deeply obscured AGN (e.g., NGC 4418, NGC 1068). This result, in addition to evidence
from other wavelength regions (e.g., strong iron Kα emission line with equivalent width ∼ 1 keV in the
X-ray spectrum, see Chapter 3, Sect. 3.3.5), suggests that the power source hiding behind the optically
thick material could be a buried AGN. The broadband SED of this source is also consistent with a CT
source (see Chapter 5).
Spoon et al. (2004a) present a detailed study of these data: their analysis of the strong absorption and
weak emission features in the 4-27 µm spectrum suggest the existence of a dense warm gas cloud
close to the nucleus of the source. There is also evidence of star formation activity away from the
absorbing region, being responsible for up to 30% of the IR luminosity of the system. As stated
above, the high obscuration of this source suggest that the results obtained from our model are not
reliable. Nevertheless, the SB contribution to the IR luminosity we obtained for this source (∼ 20%,
see Sect. 4.5.2 below) is consistent with the Spoon et al. (2004a) estimate.
IRAS 09104+4109
This is a radio-loud QSO 2 (Norman et al. 2002) and the MIR spectrum is probably dominated by
synchrotron emission, modifying the shape of the AGN emission. Since our AGN template just models
the reprocessed emission by dust, our model is inadequate for this object.
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Table 4.2: Parameters of the best fit model.
Sources a χ2/d.o.f. f int6 b α6 b τ(6 µm) b Additional features
Jy
IRAS 00182-7112* 87 / 65 0.104+0.006
−0.005 0.992 ± 0.003 0.73 ± 0.06 two broad bumps and two absorptions lines
IRAS F00235+1024 64 / 69 0.090+0.018
−0.016 0.983
+0.006
−0.008 2.64 ± 0.19 -
IRAS 07380-2342 16 / 78 0.217+0.019
−0.017 0.992
+0.007
−0.008 0.50 ± 0.08 -
IRAS 09104+4109* 30 / 71 0.186+0.008
−0.007 0.997 ± 0.003 0.70 ± 0.04 one emission line
IRAS F10026+4949 26 / 141 0.133+0.042
−0.009 > 0.993 0.50
+0.23
−0.06 -
IRAS F12509+3122 17 / 82 0.028 ± 0.002 0.964+0.012
−0.014 0.10 ± 0.08 -
IRAS 12514+1027 26 / 66 0.062+0.004
−0.025 0.969
+0.016
−0.010 0.05
+0.05
−0.04 one broad gaussian in absorption, one emission line, two absorption lines
IRAS 14026+4341 19 / 77 0.075+0.004
−0.003 0.976 ± 0.006 0.06 ± 0.05 -
IRAS F15307+3252 72 / 86 0.034 ± 0.002 0.967+0.009
−0.010 0.52 ± 0.06 -
IRAS F16124+3241 9 / 79 0.008+0.005
−0.003 0.90
+0.05
−0.10 1.4
+0.5
−0.6 -
EJ1640+41 51 / 124 0.018+0.003
−0.002 > 0.992 0.17
+0.13
−0.10 -
IRAS 18216+6418* 31 / 75 0.149+0.007
−0.010 0.991
+0.006
−0.009 < 0.04 one broad gaussian in absorption
a Sources where our model is not reliable are marked with asterisk.
b All errors are quoted at 90% confidence level for one parameter of interest (i.e. ∆χ2 = 2.71) throughout this chapter.
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Figure 4.2: Rest-frame MIR spectra of HLIRG obtained with the IRS instrument onboard Spitzer.
Solid red line is our best fit model, the blue dashed line is the AGN component and the green dotted
line is the SB component.
IRAS 18216+6418
Our model did not fit well the spectrum of this QSO. The continuum seems to be flatter than the adopted
power law. We could obtain a better fit by adding a broad Gaussian absorption feature, but nothing
seems to justify this addition (τ(6 µm) ∼ 0 and this object is a type I AGN). The flatter continuum
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Figure 4.2: Continued.
could be caused by synchrotron contamination1 or could simply be the natural dispersion around the
template: a flatter AGN slope has been detected in ∼ 10% of ULIRG (Nardini et al. 2010).
1This source is a radio quiet AGN but with many properties of radio loud sources (F02), e.g. its radio emission is
significantly higher than that estimated by an standard AGN SED (see Fig. 5.7(c)).
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IRAS F23569-0341
This source was barely detected by Spitzer and the extracted spectrum had a very poor S/N ratio, so we
excluded it from the subsequent analysis. The submillimeter bolometer SCUBA was not able to detect
this object either (Farrah et al. 2002a).
4.5 Results
The 5-8 µm spectra of most ULIRG show signatures of AGN activity, but the relative contribution of
the AGN emission at 6 µm spans over a broad range, from complete SB-dominated to complete AGN-
dominated output (N08, Nardini et al. 2009, 2010). Our spectral decomposition, on the other hand,
clearly states that MIR spectra of HLIRG are dominated by the nuclear AGN emission reprocessed by
the dusty torus. This is consistent with previous studies showing that the fraction of ULIRG harbouring
an AGN and the relative contribution of this component increase with IR luminosity (Veilleux et al.
2002; Nardini et al. 2010).
This result is also in agreement with our conclusions obtained in other energy ranges (see Chapters 3
and 5). Moreover, based on the completeness and non AGN bias of the F02’s sample (see Chapter 2),
our analysis is a strong direct evidence that all HLIRG harbour an AGN.
4.5.1 Star formation rate from PAH emission
Many studies have shown the tight correlation between the presence of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydro-
carbon (PAH) features in the MIR spectrum and the presence of SB activity (Genzel et al. 1998;
Rigopoulou et al. 2000; Brandl et al. 2006). The PAH emission arises in the photo-dissociation re-
gion that lies between the HII region of an SB and the surrounding molecular cloud where the stars
are formed. The PAH spectral features are, in addition, very uniform, especially below 8 µm (cf.
Fig. 4.1(a) or Fig. 2 from Sargsyan and Weedman 2009).
The MIR spectra of our sources are strongly dominated by the AGN emission, so we cannot obtain
a reliable direct measure of the PAH emission. Instead, we estimated this emission through the SB
component obtained with the spectral fitting. We estimated the peak flux of the PAH emission at 7.7
µm using our SB template normalized with the best-fit parameters:2
f SBλ (7.7 µm) = f int6 (1 − α6) uSBν (7.7 µm). (4.2)
2uSBν (7.7 µm) was estimated interpolating the SB template of N08 at 7.7 µm.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the SFR estimated through PAH emission and through IR SED modelling
using RTM (F02). Open circles mark those sources where our model is inaccurate.
After converting these fluxes into luminosities, we estimated the star formation rate (SFR) of these
HLIRG using the relation obtained by Sargsyan and Weedman (2009):
log SFRPAH = log
[
λLSBλ (7.7 µm)
]
− 42.57 ± 0.2, (4.3)
for SFR in solar masses per year and λLλ(7.7 µm) in ergs per s. Our estimates of 7.7 µm fluxes
includes both the PAH emission and the underlying SB continuum due to dust emission, but Eq. 4.3 is
calibrated respect to the total 7.7 µm flux, including both components too. In any case, the continuum
contribution is typically just ∼ 10% of the total (Sargsyan and Weedman 2009).
We compared our SFR estimates with those obtained by F02 using radiative transfer models (RTM)
to reproduce the IR SED of these objects, and we found consistent results (see Fig. 4.3). Despite
most being AGN dominated objects (see Sect. 4.5.2 below), we still found SFR between ∼ 500 −
1000 M yr−1.
Figure 4.4 shows the SFR we calculated versus the total (a) and SB (b) IR luminosity. We estimated
the SB luminosity as:
LSBIR = (1 − αIR) LIR, (4.4)
where LIR is the total IR emission calculated through the IRAS fluxes (Sanders and Mirabel 1996) and
αIR is the fractional contribution of the AGN to the total IR luminosity (see Sect. 4.5.2 below).
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Figure 4.4: SFR estimated using the 7.7 µm PAH emission versus the (a) total and (b) starburst IR
luminosities.
We did a generalized Kendall’s Tau test3 to check any possible correlation between these quantities.
There is a tight correlation between SFR and SB luminosity (the probability that both quantities are
correlated is 99.9% > 3σ) as expected from several theoretical results (Kennicutt 1998; Draine and Li
2001, 2007, and references therein).
Total IR luminosity and SFR show a weaker, but slightly significant, correlation (the probability is
98.1% > 2σ). This slight correlation and the high SFR suggest that SB emission could be a significant
contributor to the IR output (see Sect. 4.5.2).
4.5.2 AGN contribution to the IR luminosity
We defined the 6 µm to IR bolometric ratio as:
R =
ν6 f int6
FIR
, (4.5)
where FIR is the total IR flux estimated through IRAS fluxes as in Sanders and Mirabel (1996). The
hypothesis that the IR flux is almost coincident with the total bolometric one is typically a fair as-
sumption in ULIRG, but in principle we cannot adopt this hypothesis for our sources. The study of
the HLIRG’ broad band SED performed in Chapter 5 reveals that an important number of sources
classified as HLIRG emits a significant fraction of their bolometric luminosity outside the IR range.
Therefore we limited our analysis to the IR luminosity only.
We can derive a connection between R and our parameter α6:
R =
RAGN RSB
α6 RSB + (1 − α6) RAGN
, (4.6)
3We used the ASURV software for this test (Isobe et al. 1986).
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Figure 4.5: 6 µm-to-bolometric flux ratio (R) versus α6. Red-slashed line is our best fit for the relation
between R and α6 given by Eq. 4.6. Blue-solid line is the best fit obtained by N08 for a sample of
ULIRG.
where RAGN and RSB are the equivalents of R for pure (unobscured) AGN and pure SB, as defined in
Eq. 4.5. We fitted the relation between R and α6 for our sample of HLIRG considering RAGN and RSB
as free parameters, and we found RAGN = 0.34± 0.04,RSB = (1.1 ± 0.3)× 10−2. In spite of our limited
sample and the range of α6, these results are in good agreement with those by N08 for a larger sample
of ULIRG, who found RAGN = 0.32+0.11
−0.08,R
SB =
(
1.17+0.09
−0.07
)
× 10−2. Fig. 4.5 shows R versus α6 for our
sample of HLIRG, including our fit and the one obtained by N08.
Using α6 and the values of RAGN and RSB shown above,4 we estimated the fractional AGN contribution
(αIR) to the IR output of each source:
αIR =
FAGNIR
FIR
=
α6
α6 + (RAGN/RSB)(1 − α6)
. (4.7)
Figure 4.6 compares the αIR estimates obtained through our MIR decomposition with those calculated
through the IR SED modelling using radiative transfer models (RTM) by Verma et al. 2002, RR00,
F02. Our estimates seem to be consistent with those obtained through RTM for most sources. Apart
from the three sources where our model is not suitable, we found that the IR luminosity of seven out of
nine HLIRG is AGN dominated. Moreover, the SB contribution is significant for all sources, spanning
4Calculations were done with the N08 values. Their sample is significantly larger and α6 spans over all the range of
possible values, so we considered their fit results more accurate.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the AGN contribution to the IR luminosity estimated through MIR spectral
decomposition and through RTM. Blue squares are type I AGN and red triangles are type II AGN and
SB. Open circles mark those sources where our model is inaccurate.
from ∼ 15% − 60% (considering the error interval). Using only the sources from F02’s sample, the
mean SB contribution is ∼ 30%, close to 35% obtained by F02. This significant SB contribution is
consistent with the correlation found between SFR and IR luminosity and the high SFR estimated (see
Sect. 4.5.1). Our analysis confirms the idea that star formation and accretion into SMBH are both
crucial phenomena to understand the properties of these extreme objects.
4.5.3 Covering Factor
An important physical parameter to unveil the distribution of dust in the nuclear environment of an
AGN is the covering factor (CF), i.e. the fraction of sky covered by dust viewed from the central
engine of the AGN. The CF is also critical to understand the fraction of direct nuclear emission that
is absorbed by dust and re-emitted in the IR range and hence has a significant role in the bolometric
luminosity corrections of AGN.
We estimated the CF of HLIRG and compared it to the average CF of AGN in the samples employed
to estimate average AGN SED and the standard bolometric corrections (Elvis et al. 1994; Risaliti and
Elvis 2004; Richards et al. 2006; Hopkins et al. 2007).
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Table 4.3: AGN luminosities used to calculate the CF and final estimates of this parameter.
Sources LX a LDIRAGN
b λ Lλ(6 µm) c LTHAGN d CF e
erg s−1 erg s−1 erg s−1 erg s−1
IRAS 00182-7112 (6.6+2.9
−1.8) × 1044 (4.2+2.2−1.3) × 1046 (1.8 ± 0.1) × 1046 (5.8+0.2−0.1) × 1046 1.4+0.6−0.8
IRAS F00235+1024† < 1.6 × 1044 < 6.3 × 1045 (6.1 ± 1.2) × 1046 (1.9+0.8
−0.6) × 1047 > 30
IRAS 07380-2342† < 2.0 × 1044 < 8.4 × 1045 (2.9 ± 0.3) × 1046 (9.3+3.3
−2.5) × 1046 > 11
IRAS 09104+4109 (2.0+2.6
−4.0) × 1045 (1.9+3.1−0.4) × 1047 (6.8 ± 0.3) × 1046 (2.1+0.7−0.5) × 1047 < 1.6
IRAS F12509+3122 (1.8 ± 0.2) × 1044 (7.3 ± 0.9) × 1045 (3.9 ± 0.3) × 1046 (1.2+0.4
−0.3) × 1047 16.8+6.3−4.9
IRAS 12514+1027 (0.2+4.5
−0.1) × 1044 (0.04+1.41−0.03) × 1046 (8.8 ± 0.6) × 1045 (2.7+1.0−0.7) × 1046 < 141
IRAS 14026+4341† (3.0 ± 1.8) × 1044 (1.4+1.0
−0.9) × 1046 (1.27 ± 0.07) × 1046 (4.0+1.4−1.0) × 1047 2.8+2.0−2.1
IRAS F15307+3252 (3.1+0.7
−0.8) × 1045 (3.4+0.9−1.0) × 1047 (8.1 ± 0.7) × 1046 (2.5+0.9−0.7) × 1047 0.7 ± 0.3
IRAS 18216+6418 (3.7 ± 0.4) × 1044 (4.3 ± 0.5) × 1047 (2.1 ± 0.1) × 1046 (6.6+2.3
−1.7) × 1046 0.15+0.06−0.04
a Absorption corrected X-2-10 keV luminosity as estimated in Chapter 3. In sources marked with †a factor of 60 (Panessa et al. 2006) has been
applied to transform its observed X-ray luminosity to intrinsic X-ray luminosity.
b Primary, unabsorbed AGN luminosity.
c Absorption corrected AGN luminosity at 6 µm.
d Reprocessed AGN luminosity.
e Covering factor.
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Figure 4.7: CF versus the AGN MIR luminosity (λLλ(12.3µm)). Green dashed line is the CF estimated
for the average QSO SED from Hopkins et al. (2007).
The CF can therefore be obtained as the ratio between the thermal reprocessed luminosity of the AGN
and the direct (above ∼ 1 µm), unobscured AGN luminosity (Maiolino et al. 2007; Rowan-Robinson
et al. 2009). The thermal luminosity can be estimated through the continuum MIR emission of the
sources. Assuming that the IR AGN luminosity is dominated by the reprocessed emission and using
the best-fit parameters obtained in our MIR spectral decomposition, the thermal emission of the AGN
can be estimated as:
LTHAGN ∼
α6 λ Lλ(6 µm)
RAGN
. (4.8)
Since X-ray emission is a primary product of the central engine of AGN, X-ray luminosity is usually a
good proxy to estimate the direct AGN emission (Maiolino et al. 2007; Rowan-Robinson et al. 2009).
We have applied the X-ray-to-bolometric luminosity ratio estimated by Marconi et al. (2004):
log
LDIRAGN
LX
= 1.54 + 0.24L + 0.012L2 − 0.0015L3, (4.9)
where LDIRAGN is the direct intrinsic bolometric AGN luminosity (optical-UV and X-ray luminosities),
L = log
(
LDIRAGN/L
)
− 12 and LX is the intrinsic (i.e. absorption corrected) 2-10 keV luminosity.
Therefore we could estimate the CF of those HLIRG in our sample with both MIR and X-ray data (nine
out of thirteen objects). We used the intrinsic X-ray luminosities estimated in Chapter 3. The sources
IRAS F00235+1024 and IRAS 07380-2342 are affected by CT absorption (see Chapters 3 and 5) so
the upper limits on their X-ray luminosities have been increased by a factor of 60, the average ratio
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between intrinsic and observed X-ray luminosities in CT sources (Panessa et al. 2006). The galaxy
IRAS 14026+4341 was not detected in our X-ray analysis, but it has a counterpart in the 2XMMi
catalogue (Watson et al. 2009). We estimated its 2-10 keV luminosity through the fluxes of the 2XMMi
catalogue and since this object seems to be an X-ray absorbed QSO (see Chapter 5, Sect. 5.4.4) we
applied the same correction described above to calculate its intrinsic X-ray luminosity.
Table 4.3 shows the derived AGN luminosities calculated to estimate the CF and final estimates of this
parameter, and CF versus AGN luminosity at 6 µm is plotted in Fig. 4.7.
A significant fraction (five out of nine) of these sources show a CF consistent (within errors) with ∼ 1
(including two upper limits), greater than the CF found in the average SED of local QSO5 (CF∼ 0.5).
This result and the presence of heavy X-ray absorption showed by most of these sources (all but one
source, IRAS 14026+4341, show signatures of CT absorption in their X-ray emission) point towards
large amounts of gas and dust enshrouding their nuclear environment as it has been found in ULIRG
(Spoon et al. 2004b; Verma et al. 2005; Yan et al. 2010).
We found one source with CF ∼ 0.2. This source, IRAS 18216+6418, is a QSO with no sign of X-ray
or MIR obscuration. The low CF is consistent with previous studies finding a decrease in the CF of
QSO with increasing luminosity (Maiolino et al. 2007; Treister et al. 2008). The decrease could be
explained by “torus receding” models (Lawrence 1991; Maiolino et al. 2007; Hasinger 2008): low-
luminosity AGN are surrounded by a dust torus of obscuring material covering a large fraction of
the central source. High-luminosity AGN would be able to clean out the environment ionizing the
surrounding medium or blowing it away through outflowing winds. Hence the opening angle of the
torus would be larger and the covered solid angle would be lower (assuming that the height of the torus
is not luminosity dependent).
The remaining three sources show CF>> 1, values with no physical meaning. Two of them were not
detected in X-rays (see Chapter 3) and their broadband SED suggest that this low X-ray emission is
due to high obscuration (see Chapter 5). Hence their direct AGN emission is probably underestimated.
Observational and theoretical results predict even larger correction factors between the observed and
intrinsic X-ray luminosity of CT AGN, depending on the amount of absorption and on the viewing
angle with respect to the obscuring torus (Haardt et al. 1994; Iwasawa et al. 1997). Applying the
largest correction factors, of the order of ∼ 1000, we obtain CF consistent with unity.
The remaining source, IRAS F12509+3122, is a QSO with no evidence of X-ray obscuration (see
Chapter 3) but its X-ray emission is significantly below the predicted by the average QSO SED from
Hopkins et al. (2007) given its IR luminosity (see Chapter 5, Fig. 5.7(c)). Hence the direct AGN
emission of this source is also underestimated. As reported above, the low X-ray luminosity of
IRAS F12509+3122 cannot be related to X-ray absorption. An increase has been observed in the
5The average CF was estimated through a direct integration of the Richards et al. (2006) and Hopkins et al. (2007) average
AGN SED. The direct AGN emission was calculated integrating the SED at wavelengths shortward 1 µm, and the thermal
emission integrating the SED at wavelengths longward 2 µm.
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X-ray bolometric correction of AGN with Eddington ratio (λEdd = LBOL/LEdd), from κX ∼ 15 − 30 for
λEdd . 0.1 to κX ∼ 70 − 120 for λEdd & 0.2 (Vasudevan and Fabian 2009). Using the SDSS spectra
of IRAS F12509+3122 and the McLure and Jarvis (2002) relation between black hole mass and MgII
emission line’s width we estimated λEdd ∼ 0.5 for this object. This high Eddington ratio suggests that
the X-ray bolometric correction for this source could be higher than that obtained in Eq. 4.9. Further
studies are needed to check how the Eddington ratio influences the X-ray luminosity of HLIRG.
4.6 Conclusions
We have studied low resolution MIR spectra of thirteen HLIRG observed by Spitzer, nine of them also
observed by XMM-Newton. Using the AGN/SB spectral decomposition technique developed by N08
we modelled their 5-8 µm spectrum and estimated the contribution of each component to the total IR
luminosity.
We have also found that all HLIRG in the sample harbour an AGN that clearly dominates the MIR
spectrum. Given the completeness of the F02 sample, this is a strong evidence suggesting that all
HLIRG harbour an AGN. In terms of IR contribution our results suggest that most sources are domi-
nated by the AGN output, but all of these AGN dominated HLIRG also show a significant SB activity,
with a mean SB contribution of ∼ 30%. The SFR estimated through the PAH features in the spectra
are also very high for all sources, i.e. within ∼ 200 − 2000 Myr−1. These results agree with previous
results obtained by modelling the IR SED of HLIRG with radiative transfer models (RR00; F02; Verma
et al. 2002), providing further support to the assumptions of these detailed models. The large mean
AGN contribution we found (∼ 70%) is consistent with previous studies of ULIRG pointing toward an
increase of the AGN emission with increasing luminosity (Veilleux et al. 2002; Nardini et al. 2010).
Our study confirms the crucial role of both AGN and SB to explain the properties of these extreme
sources.
Using X-ray and MIR data we were able to estimate the CF of these HLIRG finding that a significant
fraction (five out of nine) have CF∼ 1. Most of these sources with large CF also show heavy absorption
in X-rays and high optical depth or absorption features in their MIR spectrum. This strongly suggests
that the nuclear environment of these sources is heavily enshrouded by large amounts of gas and dust,
as has been observed in ULIRG.
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5.1 Motivation
In Chapter 3 we presented a systematic X-ray study of the XMM-Newton HLIRG Sample. We found
that the X-ray emission of most sources is consistent with an AGN origin. However HLIRG showed a
systematic IR excess over the IR luminosity usually expected for a local QSO (Elvis et al. 1994; Risaliti
and Elvis 2004). We mentioned several hypotheses to explain this excess, like X-ray obscuration or SB
IR emission, but we concluded that the most plausible explanation is an intrinsic difference between
the SED of AGN in HLIRG and the SED of local QSO.
On the other hand, X-ray thermal emission associated with SB is found for just one source, while
all ULIRG show a SB component in their X-ray spectra (Franceschini et al. 2003). If this component
actually exists, the much brighter AGN emission probably dilutes the X-rays originated in star-forming
processes. Studying the MIR spectra of HLIRG (see Chapter 4) we were able to detect the SB emission
of these sources and estimate the relative contribution of the AGN and SB emission to the total IR
output.
To complement the above studies, a proper study of the SED of these objects is desirable. Several stud-
ies of HLIRG SED have been published in the literature (RR00; F02; Verma et al. 2002), but they were
always limited to the IR energy range only. These studies apply a two component model (AGN+SB)
to model the IR emission, using radiative transfer models (RTM) for the AGN dust torus (Efstathiou
and Rowan-Robinson 1995; Rowan-Robinson 1995) and the SB (Efstathiou et al. 2000) components.
RR00 studied a sample of 45 HLIRG, finding a continuum distribution in the relative contribution of
the AGN and SB components, from pure SB to pure AGN, with most objects showing a composite
nature. On the other hand, F02 selected a complete sample of HLIRG in a manner independent of
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obscuration, inclination or AGN content and included sub-mm data,1 finding that all HLIRG in the
sample were composite objects.
We present here a study of HLIRG SED with two majors advances compared with the earlier studies
commented above: (a) we have greatly enlarged the wavelength range, from radio to X-rays, and (b) we
have significantly increased the number of photometric data. However, as a self consistent analytical
model able to reproduce the whole SED in so broad frequency ranges would be very complex to
compute (and beyond the scope of this thesis), we have compared our constructed SED with empirical
AGN and SB templates.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 explains how we built the SED and the data used
to this end, and Sect. 5.3 the methods we have employed to model the SED. Results are presented
in Sect. 5.4 and compared with previous studies of HLIRG in Sect. 5.5. Section 5.6 report these
results and summarizes our conclusions. The work presented in this chapter has been published in an
international journal as Ruiz et al. (2010b).
5.2 Data compilation
Our goal is to construct a well-sampled SED for each object in a broad frequency range, from radio
to X-rays. For this purpose, we have carefully searched in the literature and in several astronomical
databases. See Appendix A for a complete description of the origin of the photometry data for each
HLIRG.
All the data included in the SED (presented in Tables A.1-A.13, see Appendix A) were converted
to monochromatic flux density units, corrected for the Galactic absorption and blue-shifted to rest-
frame. We corrected each SED for the line-of-sight Galactic absorption, using in the IR, optical and
UV the Fitzpatrick (2004) extinction curves (AV extinction and color excess E(B-V) for each source
were obtained from NED), and in X-rays using the Galactic neutral hydrogen map from Dickey and
Lockman (1990).
5.2.1 Radio
Most of the HLIRG in the sample have at least one observation in the radio range. These data come
from different observations by the Very Large Array (VLA), the Australia Telescope Compact Array
(ATCA), the 30 m telescope of the Institut de Radioastronomie Millime´trique (IRAM - Institute of
Millimetric Radioastronomy) and other radio-telescopes.
1Starburst models predict larger sub-mm emission than AGN models, hence the addition of sub-mm data in the SED
analysis introduce a tight constraint on the SB luminosities (F02).
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5.2.2 Infrared
Our sources have been frequently observed in the IR band. There are photometric data from IRAS
(Point Source Catalog, Joint IRAS Science Working Group 1988; Faint Source Catalog, Moshir et al.
1990) or ISO for all the objects. Most of them were also observed with the Submillimetre Common-
User Bolometer Array (SCUBA) in the sub-mm band, and have NIR data from the 2 Micron All Sky
Survey2 (2MASS, Cutri et al. 2003).
In addition, there are public Spitzer MIR data available for several sources: IRAC photometric data
and IRS spectra (see Chapt. 4, Sect. 4.2). We reduced and analysed the IRAC data3 performing our
own photometric measurements for the SED construction. We re-binned the IRS spectra in broad
bands, avoiding known emission and absorption features (a further analysis of these MIR spectra was
presented in Chapter 4).
5.2.3 Optical and UV
Most of the optical data were obtained from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey-Data Release 54 (SDSS-
DR5, Adelman-McCarthy et al. 2007) and SuperCOSMOS Sky Survey5 (SSS). A few data in the V
and B bands were taken from the XMM-Newton Optical Monitor (OM).
We have only a few data in the UV range, most from the OM. The remaining data come from IUE and
FUSE observations.
5.2.4 X-ray
In the X-ray band the XMM-Newton spectra studied in Chapter 3 are available. We re-binned each
X-ray spectrum in just a few bands6. In addition, the X-ray and the OM data come from simultaneous
observations, allowing us to check any variability effect.
5.2.5 Overall description of the SED
Figure 5.1 shows the SED we built for our sources. We divided the sources into two classes according
to their optical spectral classification. On one hand we grouped the objects classified as type I AGN
2http://www.ipac.caltech.edu/2mass/
3The software SPICE was used for the reduction of IRAC data, following the standard procedure for point-like sources
(see IRAC Data Handbook, SSC 2006).
4http://www.sdss.org/dr5
5http://www-wfau.roe.ac.uk/sss/
6Through our X-ray data reduction we did not detect the source IRAS 14026+4341. Even so, this source has a counterpart
in the 2XMMi catalog (Watson et al. 2009). We have considered the five energy band fluxes as in the 2XMMi catalog.
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(a) Class A HLIRG. (b) class B HLIRG.
Figure 5.1: Rest-frame spectral energy distributions of the sample. Fluxes are shifted for clarity.
(a) log FX/FIR (b) log Fopt/FIR
Figure 5.2: Distribution of (a) X-ray-to-IR and (b) Optical-to-IR flux ratios for class A (blue) and class
B (pink) HLIRG.
(named class A sources) and on the other hand the objects classified as type II AGN and SB (named
class B sources).
From a purely phenomenological point of view, class A and B sources seem to show different SED
shapes. Class A objects have an SED approximately flat from the FIR to the optical range (the typ-
ical shape of quasars’ SED), while class B objects show a prominent broad IR bump dominating the
emission over the rest of the spectrum.
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To check if the above distinction holds quantitatively, we compared the distribution of X-ray-to-IR and
optical-to-IR flux ratios for class A and class B sources. We estimated the monochromatic fluxes at
three different rest-frame wavelengths, in the IR (30 µm), optical (4400 Å) and X-rays (2 keV) through
a linear interpolation of the SED (these points lie in well-sampled regions of the SED, so these are
reasonable estimates of the continua at those energies). Figure 5.2 show the distribution of the X-ray-
to-IR (FX/FIR) and optical-to-IR (Fopt/FIR) flux ratios for the class A (blue histogram) and class B
(pink histogram) sources. The distributions seem to be different for both classes of HLIRG. By using
a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, the probability that class A and class B samples come from different
parent populations is 92.6% (< 2σ) for the FX/FIR distribution and ∼ 99.7% (. 3σ) for the Fopt/FIR
distribution.
This rough analysis of the SED properties is clearly limited, but the results seem to support our classi-
fication of HLIRG in two classes. We suggest that since the SED classification is directly related to the
optical spectra classification, the distinct SED shape of HLIRG could be explained by different levels
of obscuration in the line of sight and/or the relative contribution of the SB emission to the total output.
5.3 SED fitting
Once all the SED were built, our aim was to check for AGN and/or SB emission in these sources and
estimate the contribution of these components to the total output. We fitted all SED by using the χ2
minimization technique with a simple model based on representative templates (see below, Sect. 5.3.1
for details). The fitting procedure and the SED templates were implemented with the modelling and
fitting tool Sherpa (Freeman et al. 2001), included in the CIAO 3.4 software package (Fruscione et al.
2006).
Our fiducial model comprises two additive components, one associated to the AGN emission and the
other associated to the SB emission. We can express this model as follows:
Fν = FBOL
(
α uAGNν + (1 − α) uSBν
)
, (5.1)
where FBOL is the total bolometric flux, α is the relative contribution of the AGN to FBOL, Fν is the
total flux at the frequency ν, while uAGNν and uSBν are the normalized AGN and SB templates (i.e., the
value of the integral over the whole range of frequencies is unity for each SED template). This model
contains only two free parameters, FBOL (the normalization) and α. The bolometric luminosity can be
therefore estimated as:
LBOL = 4piD2LFBOL, (5.2)
where DL is the luminosity distance.
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The model we adopted to fit the SED is somehow rough and does not provide a precise description
of the SED features, so we expect a poor fit in terms of χ2 value. However, the entire SED shape,
from the radio to soft gamma rays, depends on a large number of physical parameters which produce
different SED shapes even among the same class of sources (AGN, SB, etc.). Moreover, the impact
of the different individual physical quantities on the overall SED and, perhaps most importantly, the
effect of their interplay and interaction on the overall SED shape is far from being robustly settled
from a theoretical point of view. The development of an analytical or semi-analytical model would
be of great importance, but given that such models are difficult to build and likely not unique, they
clearly are beyond the scope of this work. We propose instead the simpler template-fitting approach to
distinguish, as a zeroth-order approximation, the relative component contribution (AGN and/or SB) to
the overall bolometric luminosity of each source.
We chose the fit with the lowest reduced χ2 as our “best fit” model. As stated above, the expected
value of χ2/d.o.f. >> 1 even for these best fits. Nevertheless, this quantity vary significantly for most
sources between the different combination of templates we tested during the χ2 minimization process.
In those objects where different types of templates gave similar χ2 values, we chose the template most
consistent with previous results in the literature.
Our templates were chosen to minimize the contribution of the host galaxy’s non-SB stellar emission
(Sect.5.3.1), but there could still be a remnant of this emission in the templates. Therefore, by adding
two different templates we could have summed twice this stellar emission. We checked this effect
adding a stellar template to the model7. The normalization of this component was free and negative,
in order to subtract the “second” stellar contribution. The addition of the new component did not
change the final results of the SED fitting, so we can reject the possibility of any important stellar
contamination in our templates.
5.3.1 Templates
The templates we employed to model the SED of our sources are empirical SED both from average
samples and from individual “representative” SB and Seyfert (Sy) galaxies in the local universe (see
Table 5.1).
To reproduce the AGN contribution we used six AGN templates:
1. Two mean SED of radio-quiet local unobscured QSO Fig. 5.3(a): a luminosity-independent SED
(Elvis et al. 1994; Richards et al. 2006) and a luminosity-dependent one (Hopkins et al. 2007).
The latter template is similar to the standard SED of QSO from Elvis et al. (1994), but the
value of αOX depends on the bolometric luminosity (Steffen et al. 2006), and the X-ray emission
beyond 0.5 keV is modelled by a power law (Γ = 1.8) with a cut-off at 500 keV and a reflection
7The SED of the elliptical galaxy M87 was employed to model the stellar emission.
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(a) AGN I templates. (b) AGN II templates.
Figure 5.3: AGN templates. (a) The top blue line is the standard SED for radio quiet quasar (AGN1,
Richards et al. 2006). The group below is the luminosity dependent SED for quasar (AGN1-L, Hopkins
et al. 2007), plotted for several bolometric luminosities (the top red line is for 1010 L and the bottom
black line is for 1016 L). (b) Listed downwards: NGC 5506 (AGN3, NH = 3×1022 cm−2), NGC 4507
(AGN4, NH = 4 × 1023 cm−2), Mnk 3 (AGN5, NH = 1.4 × 1024 cm−2), NGC 3393 (AGN6, NH >
1 × 1025 cm−2). The SED fluxes are shifted for clarity. See Sect. 5.3.1 for details.
(a) SB templates. (b) Composite templates.
Figure 5.4: SB and composite templates. (a) Pure SB templates, listed downwards: NGC 5253,
NGC 7714, M82, IRAS 12112+0305. (b) Composite templates (AGN + SB), listed downwards:
NGC 1068, Mrk 231, IRAS 19254-7245, IRAS 22491-1808. The SED fluxes are shifted for clarity.
See Sect. 5.3.1 for details.
component generated with the PEXRAV model (Magdziarz and Zdziarski 1995). Therefore this
template has two parameters: normalization (the bolometric flux of the AGN) and redshift. For
a given flux and redshift, the bolometric luminosity is calculated and, hence, the value of αOX.
The first parameter was left free to vary, while the second was fixed according to the redshifts
obtained in the literature.
2. Four Seyfert 2 (obscured AGN) sources (Fig. 5.3). These objects have column densities varying
from 1022 cm−2 (Compton thin objects) to greater than 1025 cm−2 (Compton thick objects). They
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Table 5.1: SED templates.
Name Source Description
AGN1 ... Luminosity independent average SEDa of QSO
AGN1-L ... Luminosity-dependent average SEDb of QSO
AGN3 NGC 5506 Sy2, NH = 3 × 1022cm−2
AGN4 NGC 4507 Sy2, NH = 4 × 1023cm−2
AGN5 Mnk 3 Sy2, NH = 1.4 × 1024cm−2
AGN6 NGC 3393 Sy2, NH > 1 × 1025cm−2
SB1 NGC 5253 Young and dusty SB
SB2 NGC 7714 Young and unobscured SB
SB3 M82 Old SB
SB4 IRAS 12112+0305 SB-dominated ULIRG
CP1 NGC1068 Composite template: AGN: ∼ 50%
CP2 Mnk 231 Composite template: AGN: ∼ 70%
CP3 IRAS 19254-7245 Composite template: AGN: ∼ 45%
CP4 IRAS 22491-1808 Composite template: AGN: ∼ 70%
a Richards et al. 2006.
b Hopkins et al. 2007.
were selected from a sample of Seyfert 2 galaxies with minimal SB contribution (Bianchi et al.
2006). The AGN templates show two bumps, in the FIR and in the NIR-optical, except the
AGN3 template, which only presents a broad IR bump. The differences between them are the
relative height of these bumps, the position of their peaks and the ratio between the optical and
X-ray fluxes.
To represent the SB emission we chose a set of four SB galaxies well observed in the full spectral range
(Fig. 5.4(a)). We tried to cover a broad range of burst ages, dust contents and SFR. These physical
properties are reflected in the SED showing different levels of obscuration, width and wavelength
peaks.
1. NGC 5253 is a low-metalicity star-forming dwarf galaxy. Its nucleus is the site of a highly
obscured and extremely young (< 10 Myr) burst of star formation (Beck et al. 1996), with a
SFR∼ 8 Myr−1.
2. NGC 7714 is a young unobscured SB (Brandl et al. 2004) with SFR=6 Myr−1 and a burst age
between 3-5 Myr (Gonzalez-Delgado et al. 1995).
3. M82 is an evolved SB galaxy with SFR∼ 10 Myr−1 (Strickland et al. 2004).
4. IRAS 12112+0305 is a bright ULIRG powered by SB and with severe limits to any AGN
contribution (Imanishi et al. 2007; Nardini et al. 2008). The estimated SFR for this object is
∼ 600 Myr−1 (Franceschini et al. 2003).
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All of them show two bumps, peaking in the FIR and in the NIR-optical. The main difference between
the templates is the relative height between these bumps and their widths.
We included four “composite” SED templates built from sources which harbour both an AGN and a
SB (Fig. 5.4(b)):
1. NGC 1068 is a type 2 Seyfert galaxy which harbours a heavily buried AGN (NH > 1025 cm−2,
Matt et al. 1997) and also an intense SB (Telesco et al. 1984). The bolometric luminosity of
this object is roughly evenly divided between the two component, the SB emission dominates
longward of 30 µm and the AGN dominates shortward of 20-10 µm.
2. Mrk 231 is an ULIRG (LIR = 3.2 × 1012) optically classified as a broad absorption line QSO
(Berta 2005) with a massive young nuclear SB, which is responsible for 25%-40% of the nuclear
bolometric luminosity (Davies et al. 2004).
3. IRAS 19254-7245, the “superantennae”, is a double-nucleated ULIRG optically classified as a
Sy2 galaxy with intense star formation. The AGN contribution to the total output is ∼ 40 − 50%
(Berta et al. 2003).
4. IRAS 22491-1808 is a Sy2 ULIRG (Berta 2005) where the AGN emission is ∼ 70% of the
bolometric luminosity (Farrah et al. 2003).
We fitted these composite templates to those HLIRG where the initial AGN+SB model was insufficient
to reproduce the data (see Sect. 5.4.2).
We obtained the photometric data for the templates with the VOSED8 and VOSpec9 software. These
utilities use Virtual Observatory (Quinn et al. 2004) tools to extract photometric and spectral data from
several astronomical archives and catalogues. The templates were completed with data from the NED
database in wavelength ranges where VOSED and VOSpec provided no data. These objects have been
repeatedly observed at all frequency ranges, particularly in the NIR and optical bands. We rejected
some redundant data and tried to extract only the nuclear emission to avoid as much contamination
from the host galaxy as possible. For this purpose we chose only those data with a roughly constant
aperture within the nucleus of the galaxy.
5.4 Results
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the SED10 and the best-fit model selected for each object, and Table 5.2
summarizes the results of our analysis. See Sect. 5.4.4 for comments on some particular sources.
8http://sdc.laeff.inta.es/vosed
9http://esavo.esa.int/vospec
10Several photometric points are upper limits. The most conservative approach was chosen for the fit. We set the point to
zero and the upper error bar to the upper limit value.
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5.4.1 Class A HLIRG
We found that our simple two-component SED model is a fair approximation for six out of seven of
these HLIRG (see Fig. 5.7). They are well fitted with type I AGN templates, consistent with their op-
tical classification, and an additional SB component in three objects. The AGN component dominates
the bolometric output in four out of these six sources, while two objects present a powerful SB com-
ponent ((IRAS F12509+3122 and IRAS F14218+3845) responsible for 60%-70% of the bolometric
luminosity. The seventh object (IRAS 14026+4341), optically classified as a QSO, is the only source
not well-fitted with a type I AGN template, probably because is an X-ray absorbed QSO (see Sect. 5.4.4
for further details).
Our analysis reveals three sources with an SB-dominated SED (IRAS F12509+3122, IRAS 14026+4341
and IRAS F14218+3845), one AGN-dominated (IRAS 18216+6418) source with a significant SB con-
tribution and three sources which seem to be extremely luminous quasars with no particular differences
from the local ones, judging from their SED and X-ray spectra (see Sect. 3.3.5).
A noticeable result for the class A HLIRG is that the AGN1 template over-predicts the X-ray flux of
these sources, as found in our previous X-ray analysis. These discrepancies in the X-ray band cannot
be related to variability effects, because the OM data, simultaneous to the X-ray observations, match
well with other optical and UV data obtained at different epochs. When we modelled these objects
with the luminosity dependent AGN1-L SED template, we found a significant improvement in the fit
in terms of χ2 for most sources (four out of six, an SB-dominated and three pure AGN sources) and the
X-ray emission is better predicted. This result is consistent with the known αOX luminosity relationship
(Strateva et al. 2005; Steffen et al. 2006; Kelly et al. 2008).
We must also note that the IR-to-bolometric ratio of these sources is within ∼ 40 − 70%, which
means that an important fraction of their bolometric output is not emitted in the IR range. Hence,
strictly speaking, they should not be considered as HLIRG11, particularly those with a completely
AGN-dominated SED, where less than 50% of their bolometric luminosity is emitted in the IR. This
“contamination” can be expected given the selection criteria of the RR00 parent sample (see Chapter 2),
which simply selected those known sources with total observed LIR > 1013 L.
5.4.2 Class B HLIRG
We found that these sources are fitted with a dominant SB component and, in most cases, a minor AGN
contribution (< 10%). But our model presents some problems for class B HLIRG that we did not find
in class A objects (see Fig. 5.1(b)):
11As members of the LIRG family, bona fide HLIRG should present a bolometric luminosity dominated by the IR emission.
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1. The level of obscuration in the observed X-ray spectra is higher than that expected from the
AGN templates.
2. Most sources show an excess in the MIR-NIR band not modelled by these templates, i.e. the
width of the IR bump seems to be broader than the bumps in the SB templates.
3. The peak of the template does not match the IR peak of the SED in several sources.
In order to improve the fit quality for the class B sources, we repeated the SED fitting with a set of
templates from composite sources (see Sect. 5.3.1), where both AGN and SB emission are signifi-
cant. By using these composite templates, we found that the statistical quality of our fits was signif-
icantly improved for all but one case (IRAS F15307+3252). For most objects, the χ2 obtained with
any of the composite templates is significantly lower than the χ2 obtained with any combination of
pure AGN and pure SB templates. CP1 is the best-fit for three out of six sources (IRAS 00182-7112,
IRAS F00235+1024 and IRAS 07380-2342), consistent with their spectral classification (type II AGN)
and X-ray obscuration level (Compton-Thick). Another two sources are best-fitted with the CP2 tem-
plate (IRAS 09104+4109 and IRAS 12514+1027). We also selected the CP1 template as the best-fit
model for the last source (IRAS F15307+3252) despite, in a purely statistical sense, no significant
improvement was found (see Sect. 5.4.4 for further explanations).
The galaxy IRAS F00235+1024 is the only source that still shows a significant IR excess with respect
to its best-fit template, which suggest that the SB contribution may be larger in this source than in the
CP1 template (∼ 50%).
5.4.3 Fitting without X-ray data
In order to check to what extent X-ray data influenced the SED fitting results, we excluded X-ray data
from the SED fitting procedure. Class A sources were still well represented by the same models (see
Table 5.2, columns labelled as “no X-rays”), while class B galaxies were preferentially fitted with an
AGN3 template (Compton thin model) and an SB component. Moreover, the AGN contribution grows
significantly in most sources, specially in the class B sources. When X-rays are included, a severe
limit is imposed and the AGN contribution falls dramatically. This shows that X-rays are important to
obtain an accurate model with our technique and, hence, a better estimation of the contribution of each
component to the total output.
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Table 5.2: Best fit models for the HLIRG’s SED.
Source z Type CTa Best Fit modelb log LBOLc AGN / SBd
all datae no X-rays f composite temp.g
Model α Model α
Class A HLIRG
PG 1206+459 1.158 QSO - AGN1-L - 1 AGN1 - 1 AGN1-L 48.4 1 / 0
PG 1247+267 2.038 QSO - AGN1-L - 1 AGN1 - 1 AGN1-L 49.2 1 / 0
IRAS F12509+3122 0.780 QSO - AGN1-L SB1 0.3 AGN1 SB4 0.5 AGN1-L+SB1 47.7 0.3 / 0.7
IRAS 14026+4341 0.323 QSO - - SB2 0 AGN1 SB2 0.3 SB2 46.7 0.3 / 0.7
IRAS F14218+3845 1.21 QSO - AGN1 SB1 0.4 AGN1 SB1 0.3 AGN1+SB1 47.2 0.4 / 0.6
IRAS 16347+7037 1.334 QSO - AGN1-L - 1 AGN1 - 1 AGN1-L 48.9 1 / 0
IRAS 18216+6418 0.297 QSO - AGN1 SB3 0.8 AGN1 SB3 0.8 AGN1+SB3 47.4 0.8 / 0.2
Class B HLIRG
IRAS F00235+1024 0.575 NL-SB X - SB3 0 - SB3 0 CP1 46.7 ∼0.5 / ∼0.5
IRAS 07380-2342 0.292 SB - AGN4 SB1 0.06 AGN3 SB1 0.3 CP1 47.0 ∼0.5 / ∼0.5
IRAS 00182-7112 0.327 QSO 2 X AGN3 SB4 0.06 AGN3 SB3 0.3 CP1 46.6 ∼0.5 / ∼0.5
IRAS 09104+4109 0.442 QSO 2 X AGN4 SB4 0.09 AGN3 SB1 0.8 CP2 47.3 ∼0.7 / ∼0.3
IRAS 12514+1027 0.32 Sy2 X AGN5 SB4 0.06 AGN3 SB2 0.9 CP2 46.7 ∼0.7 / ∼0.3
IRAS F15307+3252 0.926 QSO 2 X AGN1 SB3 0.03 AGN3 SB1 0.8 CP1 47.9 ∼0.5 / ∼0.5
a Compton Thick candidates.
b The best fit adopted to estimate the bolometric luminosity and the AGN and SB fraction is marked in bold fonts.
c Bolometric luminosity in CGS units.
d Fraction of the bolometric luminosity originated in AGN and SB. Calculated through the parameter α of the best fit model.
e Best fit using our original set of templates.
f Best fit not using X-ray data.
g Best fit including the templates of composite sources.
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5.4.4 Notes on particular sources
IRAS 14026+4341
This source is optically classified as a type I AGN (Rowan-Robinson 2000), in agreement with the
SDSS classification, and MIR Spitzer data also suggest an AGN in this object (see Chapt. 4), but our
best-fit is obtained with the SB2 template. The X-ray data impose a severe constraint, rejecting the
AGN templates which predict a higher emission in the X-ray band. If we fit again this SED without
X-ray data (see Sect. 5.4.3) we find that the best fit is obtained with the combination of AGN1 and SB2
templates.
The X-ray emission of this source seems to be affected by absorption (see Fig. 5.7(d)): it is not detected
in the soft X-ray band (0.5-2 keV) and its 2XMMi hardness ratio (HR3 ∼ −0.2)12 is consistent with an
X-ray absorbed AGN (Della Ceca et al. 2004). This indicates IRAS 14026+4341 as an X-ray absorbed
QSO. The X-ray absorption in these objects is caused by ionized gas, in which there is no dust, and
hence its optical/UV emission is not obscured (Page et al. 2010, in preparation). These objects are
often embedded in ultraluminous SB galaxies (Page et al. 2007), and they have been pointed out as
a transitional phase in an evolutionary sequence relating the growth of massive black holes to the
formation of galaxies (Stevens et al. 2005; Page et al. 2007).
Under these circumstances, we selected as our best fit the model resulting from fitting the SED without
X-ray data. We must note, however, that both models (pure SB or AGN+SB) poorly fit the data between
∼ 1 − 100 µm. The observed IR excess, which is maybe related to the X-ray emission absorbed and
reprocessed in the IR, cannot be reproduced by AGN1 template (an unabsorbed template).
IRAS F15307+3252
This object was optically classified as a QSO 2 (Rowan-Robinson 2000) and there is strong evidence in
X-rays favouring a heavily obscured AGN (Iwasawa et al. 2005). However we found that its SED best-
fit in terms of χ2 is obtained with an SB template with minor AGN1 contribution. The CP1 template is
also a fair fit, but with a slightly worse χ2.
Previous analyses of the IR emission of this HLIRG (Deane and Trentham 2001; Verma et al. 2002)
suggest that the SB contribution is considerably lower than we found with a pure SB template. Hence
we selected the CP1 as “best fit”, which is also consistent with its optical classification, to estimate the
AGN and SB contribution to the bolometric luminosity.
12HR3 = CR(2.0−4.5 keV)−CR(1.0−2.0 keV)CR(2.0−4.5 keV)+CR(1.0−2.0 keV) , where CR is the count rate in the given 2XMMi energy band.
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Table 5.3: IR and X-ray luminosities (CGS units).
Source log LtotIR
a log LAGNIR
a log LSBIR
a log LtotIR,RTM
b log LAGNIR,RTM
b log LSBIR,RTM
b log LAGNX
c NH d
[cm−2]
Class A HLIRG
PG 1206+459 48.0 48.0 0 47.8 47.8 < 46.7 45.11+0.02
−0.04 -
PG 1247+267 48.8 48.8 0 47.9 47.9 < 46.8 45.93+0.02
−0.03 -
IRAS F12509+3122 47.6 46.8 47.5 47.0 46.8 46.6 42.26+0.05
−0.05 -
IRAS 14026+4341e 46.5 45.8 46.5 46.5 46.3 46.1 42.7+0.2
−0.5 -
IRAS F14218+3845 47.1 46.5 46.9 46.9 46.1 46.8 44.60+0.03
−0.03 -
IRAS 16347+7037 48.5 48.5 0 47.7 47.7 < 46.8 46.00+0.07
−0.09 -
IRAS 18216+6418 47.1 46.9 46.6 46.8 46.6 46.4 45.6+0.04
−0.05 -
Class B HLIRG
IRAS F00235+1024 46.7 46.4 46.4 46.7 46.4 46.4 < 42.2 > 1025
IRAS 07380-2342 47.0 46.7 46.7 47.0 46.8 46.5 < 41.7 -
IRAS 00182-7112 46.6 46.3 46.3 46.7 < 46.5 46.7 44.82+0.16
−0.14 > 10
25
IRAS 09104+4109 47.3 47.1 46.8 46.8 46.8 < 46.2 45.30+0.36
−0.09 > 10
25
IRAS 12514+1027 46.7 46.5 46.2 46.5 46.2 46.2 43.3+1.4
−0.7 (4+20−3 ) × 1023
IRAS F15307+3252 47.9 47.6 47.6 46.9 46.6 46.7 45.49+0.09
−0.11 > 10
25
a IR luminosities (1-1000 µm) estimated using our SED fitting.
b IR luminosities (1-1000 µm) estimated by the analysis of the IR SED using RTM (Rowan-Robinson 2000; Farrah et al. 2002a).
c Absorption corrected 2-10 keV luminosities.
d Intrinsic absorption estimated using X-ray spectra.
e The X-ray luminosity of this source has been calculated from 2XMMi fluxes (Watson et al. 2009), and it is not corrected from absorption.
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5.5 Comparison with previous results
5.5.1 X-ray emission
We can estimate the expected X-ray luminosity of the AGN and SB components for each source in our
sample with the parameters obtained in our SED analysis, and compare them with the X-ray luminosi-
ties calculated through XMM-Newton observations.
We have seen that the AGN SED of these sources is better modelled with a luminosity dependent
template. Hence we employed the relation obtained by Sani et al. (private communication)13 for
ULIRG to estimate the intrinsic 2-10 keV luminosity for a given AGN bolometric luminosity:
L2−10
LBol
= 0.043
( LBol
1045
)−0.357
. (5.3)
Figure 5.5: Bolometric versus observed, absorption-corrected 2-10 keV AGN luminosities. Blue
squares are class A HLIRG, red triangles are class B HLIRG. The blue dotted line reflects the ratio
between these luminosities as in Eq. 5.3.
13This ratio is obtained from the Steffen et al. (2006) relation between X-ray and 2500 Å luminosities and then linking the
2500 Å luminosity with the bolometric one through the Elvis et al. (1994) SED.
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Figure 5.5 shows those sources detected in X-rays and with an AGN component in their SED model.
We plotted the bolometric luminosity of the AGN component versus the intrinsic (absorption corrected)
2-10 keV luminosity, as calculated in Chapter 3.
Most sources are scattered along the Eq. 5.3 estimate. This scatter is probably related to the intrinsic
dispersion in X-ray luminosities of AGN, i.e. for a given bolometric luminosity there is a broad range
of possible X-ray luminosities (Steffen et al. 2006).
There are, however, three sources with X-ray luminosities much lower than that estimated by Eq. 5.3
(PG 1206+459, IRAS F12509+3122 and IRAS 14026+4341). We calculated the X-ray luminosity
of IRAS 14026+4341 using the 2XMMi X-ray fluxes, so it is not corrected by intrinsic absorption.
Hence this large discrepancy between the prediction and the observed luminosity is likely another sign
of X-ray absorption (see Sect. 5.4.4).
For the other two sources we did not find any sign of X-ray absorption (see Chapter 3). This effect
could in principle be due to an overestimate of the AGN contribution to the bolometric luminosity. If
we assume that the difference between the bolometric luminosity calculated with the SED fitting and
that estimated with Eq. 5.3 is completely caused by star formation, we find that the SB contribution to
the total output should be larger than 90% in these two sources. Such a powerful SB must be clearly
reflected in the SED shape, but we did not find this kind of deviation in the SED analysis of these
sources. The X-ray weakness of these HLIRG therefore cannot be related to the underestimate of the
SB contribution to the bolometric output or to X-ray absorption. They seem to be intrinsically weak
X-ray sources (Leighly et al. 2001, 2007).
5.5.2 IR SED: comparison with previous works
The IR (1 − 1000 µm) SED of our sources has been previously studied: Rowan-Robinson (2000),
Farrah et al. (2002a) and Verma et al. (2002) modelled it using radiative transfer models (RTM). We
estimated the IR luminosities of our models, integrating the SED between 1− 1000 µm, and compared
their results with ours.
The IR luminosities estimated through our SED fitting and the ones estimated using the radiative trans-
fer models match fairly well (see Fig. 5.6(a)) for many sources. For three objects (PG 1247+259,
IRAS F15307+3252 and IRAS 16347+7037), our luminosity estimation is almost an order of magni-
tude greater than the RTM estimation, probably because our best-fit models overestimate the FIR/sub-
mm emission (see Figs. 5.7(b), 5.7(b) and 5.8(b)). This spectral emission is probably better recovered
by using RTM. Nevertheless, in spite of this large disagreement in luminosities, our AGN contribution
estimates are consistent with those obtained through RTM for these objects, as Fig. 5.6(b) shows.
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(a) Total IR luminosities.
(b) AGN to total IR luminosity ratios.
Figure 5.6: (a) Total IR luminosity estimated using our templates (LIR) and using radiative transfer
models (LRTMIR ). (b) AGN to total IR luminosity ratios estimated through our model (RAGN) and using
radiative transfer models (RRTMAGN). Blue squares are class A HLIRG, red triangles are class B HLIRG.
The red dotted lines mean equal values.
The latter plot shows that our AGN contribution estimates for most sources are roughly consistent
with those obtained through RTM. We can conclude that our simple model based on templates is a fair
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method to obtain an overall estimate of the AGN and SB relative contribution to the IR output.
5.6 Discussion and conclusions
In this chapter we built and analysed the multi-wavelength SED (from radio to X-rays) of a sample of
13 HLIRG, previously studied in detail in X-rays. We assembled the SED using public data in several
astronomical databases and in the literature, and we modelled them through templates.
These broadband SED can be roughly well fitted by templates, and their best fits are consistent with
the optical classification of most sources (9 out of 13). Among class A sources we found three objects
fitted with pure type 1 luminosity-dependent AGN templates. They seem to be very luminous quasars
and, since most of their bolometric output is not emitted in the IR band, should not be considered as
“bona fide” HLIRG. The remaining four class A HLIRG require in addition to a type 1 AGN template
(only one of these require a luminosity-dependent AGN template), an SB component which is in three
cases dominant with respect to the AGN.
On the other hand we found that class B sources cannot be fitted with a simple combination of pure
AGN and pure SB templates: a composite (i.e. AGN and SB activity are both significant) template
is needed. This suggests that there should be some feedback between the accretion process and star
formation that changes the shape of the SED in a way that cannot be imitated just by combining a
pure SB and a pure AGN components. The main observational imprint of this feedback seems to be an
excess in the SED around ∼ 10 µm with respect to the predicted emission of a pure AGN and a pure
SB combined model.
Our division between class A and class B sources is based on the optical spectral classification, and
since all objects show a significant AGN emission, the SED shape differences between the two groups
could be an inclination effect as in the unified model of AGN (Antonucci and Miller 1985): those
HLIRG where we have a direct view of the nucleus are luminous QSO and show a class A SED,
while those HLIRG seen through the molecular torus and/or other obscuring material show a class B
SED. The comparable mean SB contribution of class A (excluding the pure AGN sources) and class B
sources is consistent with this hypothesis. Within this scenario, all types of “bona fide” HLIRG belong
to the same class of sources, seen at different inclination angles.
Farrah et al. (2002a) proposed however that HLIRG population is comprised of (1) mergers between
gas rich galaxies, as found in the ULIRG population, and (2) young active galaxies going through their
maximal star formation periods whilst harbouring an AGN.
The NH distribution we found in the X-ray study seems to favour the two-population hypothesis. In a
pure inclination scenario we would expect a broad range of X-ray absorption, from not at all absorbed
to heavily absorbed sources. Yet we found only objects with no significant intrinsic absorption (all
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but one class A sources) or CT-absorbed objects (all class B sources). Since AGN observed in ULIRG
usually show heavy absorption in X-rays (Franceschini et al. 2003; Ptak et al. 2003; Teng et al. 2005), in
principle class B sources could represent the high-luminosity tail of the ULIRG population distribution.
The study of the host galaxy morphology and environment of HLIRG also supports the two-population
hypothesis. Farrah et al. (2002b) found in a sample of nine HLIRG observed by HST both strongly
interactive systems and objects with no clear signs of ongoing interactions. Five sources of this sample
are also included in ours: IRAS F00235+1024 and IRAS F15307+3252 (class B objects) show signs
of strong interactions, while IRAS F12509+3122, IRAS F14218+3845 and IRAS 16347+7037 (class
A objects) are isolated systems. This result favour our suggestion that class B HLIRG could be objects
at the extreme bright end of the ULIRG population distribution.
Hence, while class B HLIRG share common properties with ULIRG (high levels of X-ray obscuration,
strong star formation, signs of mergers and interactions), class A HLIRG seem to be a different class
of objects. Excluding the three pure AGN sources, class A objects could be among the young active
galaxies proposed by Farrah et al. (2002a). The powerful SB we found in these sources and the large
amounts of gas available to fuel the star formation (as calculated by Farrah et al. 2002a), along with the
non-detection of mergers or interactions in these systems support this idea. Moreover, the SB emission
of the bona fide class A HLIRG is modelled with young SB templates (SB1 and SB2) in all but one
object (IRAS 18216+ 6418), which is modelled with an old SB (SB3). This source could be a more
evolved object.
Therefore, the “bona fide” HLIRG studied in this work likely belong to two different populations:
1. Young, isolated active galaxies undergoing their first episode of major star formation with little
connection with a recent major merger.
2. Galaxies which have recently experienced a merger/disturbance that brought lots of gas and dust
into the inner regions. This event triggered both the star formation and the AGN activity in a
heavily obscured environment. These objects are well-suited as the high luminosity version of
the ULIRG population.
Nevertheless, our sample of HLIRG is not complete in any sense and we cannot derive further con-
clusions about the global properties of the HLIRG population. Further studies based on larger and
complete samples of HLIRG are needed to conclude if the division between class A and class B ob-
jects is just due to an inclination effect, or is based on intrinsic differences of their physical properties.
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Figure 5.7: Rest-frame SED of class A HLIRG and their best fit models (solid lines). Red dotted lines are the AGN components
and green dashed lines are the SB components.
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Figure 5.8: Rest-frame SED of class B HLIRG and their best fit models (black solid lines). We have also included the composite
templates (long-dashed blue line).
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and future work
6.1 Conclusions
The largest and most comprehensive study as of the date focussed on Hyperluminous Infrared Galaxies
has been presented in this thesis. Through the study of an intermediate redshift (z . 2, with a mean
redshift of ∼ 0.8) sample of HLIRG of moderate size (extracted from a larger sample of HLIRG
candidates assembled by RR00) we have characterized the properties of these objects in X-rays and
MIR and we tried to unravel the origin of their extreme luminosity through several techniques. We
have employed multi-wavelength data from state-of-the-art observatories (XMM-Newton, Chandra,
Spitzer) for this study.
Table 6.1 summarizes the most relevant properties of each source studied throughout this work. It
reflects the detection of AGN emission, SB emission and absorption/obscuration signatures in their
X-ray spectra, MIR spectra and in their broadband SED through the methods explained in Chapters 3,
4 and 5. We also included the results of the study of the host galaxy morphology and environment of
HLIRG performed by Farrah et al. (2002b), the AGN contribution to the total IR output, the CF and
the SFR estimated in Chapter 4. For those sources with no MIR data we used the AGN contribution
estimated through the SED analysis.
The broadband SED and MIR analyses revealed that all the studied sources harbour an AGN which
dominates the IR luminosity in all but two sources. Through these spectral windows we also found
SB emission in all but five sources. In Chapter 5 we concluded that three out of these five ob-
jects (PG 1206+459, PG 1247+267 and IRAS 1634+7037 ) are pure QSO and should not be considered
“bona fide” HLIRG. This could be also the case of the remaining two sources (IRAS F10026+4949
and EJ1640+41) given their optical spectral classification and the lack of detection of SB emission
in the MIR. However the study of their IR SED carried out by FO2 suggests that these sources
have an SB contribution around 20 − 30% of the total IR output. So these sources, instead of pure
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Table 6.1:
Source Type a Class b AGN c SB d Obscuration e Merger f αIR g CF h SFR i Family j
X-ray SED MIR X-ray SED MIR X-ray SED MIR M yr−1
IRAS 00182-7112 QSO 2 B X X X × X X X X X ... 0.8 ∼ 1 ∼ 200 ULIRG
IRAS F00235+1024 NL B × X X × X X × X X X 0.7 × ∼ 1500 ULIRG
IRAS 07380-2342 NL B × X X × X X × X X ... 0.8 × < 200 ULIRG
IRAS 09104+4109 QSO 2 B X X X × X X X X X ... 0.9 ∼ 1 < 600 ULIRG
IRAS F10026+4949 Sy1 ... ... ... X ... ... × ... ... X X > 0.8 ... < 4000 -
PG 1206+459 QSO A X X ... × × ... × × ... ... 1.0 ... × QSO
PG 1247+267 QSO A X X ... × × ... × × ... ... 1.0 ... × QSO
IRAS F12509+3122 QSO A X X X × X X × × × × 0.5 × ∼ 2000 non-ULIRG
IRAS 12514+1027 Sy2 B X X X X X X X X X ... 0.5 ∼ 1 ∼ 400 ULIRG
IRAS 14026+4341 QSO A × X X × X X × ??? × ... 0.6 ∼ 1 ∼ 400 non-ULIRG
IRAS F14218+3845 QSO A X X ... × X ... × × ... × 0.3 ... non-ULIRG
IRAS F15307+3252 QSO 2 B X X X × X X X X X X 0.6 0.7 ∼ 3000 ULIRG
IRAS F16124+3241 NL ... ... ... X ... ... X ... ... X ... 0.2 ... ∼ 1200 ULIRG
IRAS 16347+7037 QSO A X X ... × × ... × × ... × 1.0 ... × QSO
ELAISP90 J164010+41050 QSO ... ... ... X ... ... × ... ... × ... > 0.8 ... < 700 non-ULIRG
IRAS 18216+6418 QSO A X X X × X X × × × ... 0.6 0.2 ∼ 300 non-ULIRG
a Classification based on the optical spectrum.
b Classification based on the broadband SED shape (see Chapter 5).
c AGN emission detected in the referred energy range.
d SB emission detected in the referred energy range.
e Obscuration/absorption signatures detected in the referred energy range.
f HST images show signs of interactions or ongoing mergers (Farrah et al. 2002b).
g AGN contribution to the total IR luminosity, calculated through the spectral decomposition of their MIR emission (see Chapter 4). We included the AGN contribution estimated through
its SED analysis for those sources with no MIR spectrum (see Chapter 5).
h CF estimated through the MIR and X-ray emission (see Chapter 4). Those sources in which meaningless CF were found are marked with ×.
i SFR estimated through the PAH emission (see Chapter 4).
j Final classification of each source based on its global properties.
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QSO could be similar to other class A HLIRG (see Chapter 5) with significant SB contribution, like
IRAS 18216+6418 or IRAS F14218+3845.
The emission of the AGN dominates the X-ray spectrum of those sources observed and detected by
XMM-Newton. We detected SB emission in the X-ray spectra of just one source. The lack of X-
ray emission associated with an SB in the remaining sources, even in those where the MIR and
SED analyses suggested an important SB contribution to the total output is due to the difference of
the X-ray-to-bolometric ratios between AGN and SB, e.g. the SED plots of IRAS F12509+3122,
IRAS F14218+3845 or IRAS 18216+6418 (Figs. 5.7(c), 5.7(a), 5.7(c)) show that the SB emission in
the X-ray band is within two to four orders of magnitude lower than the AGN emission. Such a faint
component is impossible to be disentangled given the current sensitivity of XMM-Newton. We could
expect in principle detecting the X-ray emission from the SB in, at least, the obscured sources (as we
did in IRAS 12514+1027) where the observed AGN emission is fainter. However in those sources the
low signal-to-noise ratio of their X-ray spectra (see Figs. 3.1(a), 3.1(h)) makes obtaining a significant
detection of the SB component very hard.
Three sources were not detected in our X-ray analysis. The broadband SED and MIR spectra of two of
them (IRAS 00182-7112 and IRAS F00235+1024) clearly suggest that they are strongly obscured by dust.
On the other hand, although IRAS 14026+4341 was not detected in our analysis, it has a counterpart
in the 2XMMi catalogue (see Chapter 5, Sect. 5.4.4). This object shows no signs of obscuration in
its optical emission, but it seem to be absorbed in the EUV and soft X-rays (see Fig. 5.7(d)). These
properties could be explained if this HLIRG is an absorbed X-ray QSO, as we proposed in Chapter 5.
These objects are absorbed by ionized gas, in which there is no dust, and hence its optical emission is
not obscured. This also explain the non detection of obscuration in its MIR spectrum.
We can conclude that the most efficient method to disentangle the AGN and SB emission of HLIRG is
the MIR spectral decomposition. MIR emission of the AGN can be detected even in strongly obscured
environments where X-rays are completely absorbed. Moreover, given the low dispersion of AGN and
SB emission within the 5-8 µm range, we can characterize the SB emission even in those sources where
the AGN component largely dominates the MIR spectrum.
Excluding from the subsequent discussion the three pure QSO, since they are a contamination due to
the selection criteria of the RR00 parent sample (see Chapter 2), we found that AGN and SB phenom-
ena are both needed to fully explain the multiwavelength properties of HLIRG. The AGN component
dominates the total IR output, or at least is as important as the SB component, in most sources (∼ 85%
of the sample). All of them show strong star formation, with SFR within 200 − 2000 M yr−1.
However these sources do not seem to be an homogeneous population. On one hand there are sources
with large amounts of gas and dust enshrouding the nucleus as it is suggested by the strong absorp-
tion shown in X-rays (IRAS 00182-7112, IRAS 09104+4109, IRAS 12514+1027, IRAS F15307+3252) and
MIR (IRAS 00182-7112, IRAS F00235+1024, IRAS 07380-2342, IRAS 09104+4109, IRAS 12514+1027,
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IRAS F15307+3252, IRAS F16124+3241 ) and by the shape of their SED (IRAS 00182-7112, IRAS F00235+1024,
IRAS 07380-2342, IRAS 09104+4109, IRAS 12514+1027, IRAS F15307+3252 ). Their large (∼ 1) dust
covering factors are also consistent with a nucleus almost completely enshrouded by dust (IRAS 00182-
7112, IRAS 09104+4109, IRAS 12514+1027, IRAS F15307+3252 ). The gas and dust fuel powerful AGN
activity and strong star formation, that could be triggered by galaxy interactions and/or mergers, as
some HST images suggest (IRAS F00235+1024, IRAS F15307+3252). The analysis of their SED also
hints toward a strong feedback between both phenomena. These are common properties of ULIRG and
hence we can consider these HLIRG as the objects occupying the high luminosity tail of the ULIRG
population distribution. In Table 6.1 we labelled as “ULIRG” those sources which could possibly
belong to this population.
On the other hand we found HLIRG with minor MIR/optical/X-ray obscuration, suggesting lower
quantities of gas and dust than in the “ULIRG-like” population. We were able to estimate the dust CF
of just one source of this kind (IRAS 18216+6418 ), but it is significantly lower than the CF of ULIRG
or standard AGN (see Chapter 4), consistent with low quantities of dust in the nuclear environment.
However the strong SB observed in these sources require large amounts of gas to fuel the star formation.
They seem to be isolated galaxies, with no signs of interactions or ongoing mergers, as some HST
observations suggest (IRAS F12509+3122, IRAS F14218+3845). As we proposed in Chapter 5, these
HLIRG could be young active galaxies undergoing their first major episode of star formation. We
labelled in Table 6.1 those sources which we believe belong to this population as “non-ULIRG”.
Summarizing, we proposed that the sources studied in this work come from three different populations:
1. Very luminous quasars with minor star formation activity.
2. HLIRG showing clear signs of major mergers and interactions, with heavily obscured nuclei and
strong feedback between the star formation and AGN activity. These sources could be the higher
luminosity version of ULIRG.
3. Isolated HLIRG with low X-ray absorption and powerful SB and large amounts of gas available
to fuel the star formation. These sources could be young active galaxies going through their
maximal star formation periods whilst harbouring an AGN.
he idea that bona fide HLIRG are composed of two populations should be verified by further obser-
vational studies based on larger and, most importantly, complete samples of HLIRG. Moreover our
simple template-fitting approach should be complemented with theoretical models of AGN and SB
emission (e.g. radiative transfer models), since the two approaches are complementary in many ways
and their combination may shed further light onto the relative SB-AGN contribution and on the feed-
back processes which take place in HLIRG.
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6.2 Future work
The results obtained in this work can be improved in the future through:
• increasing the size of the HLIRG sample. This thesis is based on the study of a moderate
number of sources (∼ 20). This number was a significant fraction of the total known HLIRG (∼
50) when our work has started. However, the wide area surveys carried out by new IR telescopes
like Spitzer (FIDEL or SWIRE surveys, see Lonsdale et al. 2003; Dickinson and FIDEL team
2007) or AKARI (Murakami et al. 2007), or the forthcoming observations of Herschel (Pearson
and Khan 2009), are dramatically increasing the number of known HLIRG. All these new data
allow the construction of HLIRG samples with a much larger number of sources, selected in
an homogeneous way, and hence aim at stronger conclusions about the properties of the global
population of HLIRG.
• a comparison with other populations of astronomical sources. Our work is limited to mod-
erate redshift HLIRG, but now the new IR observatories have discovered a growing number of
high-z HLIRG (Lonsdale et al. 2006b). Comparing the properties of low-z and high-z ULIRG
and HLIRG is crucial to understand the evolution of these objects trough cosmic time. More-
over, study the link between HLIRG and other composite luminous sources like sub-mm galaxies
(Blain et al. 2002; Alexander et al. 2005) or absorbed QSO (Stevens et al. 2005; Page et al. 2007)
is mandatory to obtain a global view of the co-evolution of AGN and galaxy formation.
• the next generation of X-ray observatories (long term). The joint mission of NASA, ESA and
JAXA to develop the International X-ray Observatory (IXO, White and Hornschemeier 2009)
will provide an excellent tool for the study of HLIRG. The extension of the energy range and
sensitivity beyond 10 keV will allow the direct observation of the nuclear emission of the highest
absorbed sources. In addition, the increasing sensitivity in soft X-rays will probably allow the
detection of the star forming processes in X-rays even in AGN dominated HLIRG.

Appendix A
Tables of SED data
Along this appendix a table is presented for each HLIRG with the fluxes employed to build their SED
(see Chapt. 5) and the origin of each data. Frequencies and fluxes are in the observer’s frame. The
re-binned spectra from XMM-Newton-EPIC and Spitzer-IRS are not included in these tables. Those
fluxes without errors are upper limits.
Table A.1: IRAS 00182-7112.
ν Fν Error Ref.
Hz Jy Jy
8.43 × 108 4.23 × 10−1 1.28 × 10−2 SUMSS a
1.40 × 109 3.17 × 10−1 3.00 × 10−3 ATCAb
2.50 × 109 1.97 × 10−1 3.00 × 10−3 ATCAb
4.80 × 109 9.80 × 10−2 3.00 × 10−3 ATCAb
8.60 × 109 5.70 × 10−2 3.00 × 10−3 ATCAb
3.00 × 1012 1.19 × 100 1.19 × 10−1 IRAS a
5.00 × 1012 1.20 × 100 8.37 × 10−2 IRAS a
1.20 × 1013 1.33 × 10−1 1.02 × 10−2 IRAS a
2.50 × 1013 6.02 × 10−2 ... IRAS a
5.23 × 1013 2.23 × 10−2 4.78 × 10−3 Spitzer-IRAC
8.44 × 1013 2.53 × 10−3 7.47 × 10−4 Spitzer-IRAC
1.39 × 1014 7.22 × 10−4 7.83 × 10−5 2MASS
1.80 × 1014 4.37 × 10−4 7.34 × 10−5 2MASS
2.43 × 1014 2.68 × 10−4 4.34 × 10−5 2MASS
3.33 × 1014 2.02 × 10−4 5.57 × 10−5 SSS
4.28 × 1014 2.28 × 10−4 6.30 × 10−5 SSS
6.81 × 1014 2.97 × 10−5 5.40 × 10−6 XMM-OM
1.48 × 1015 1.90 × 10−5 1.30 × 10−5 XMM-OM
a Data from NED.
b Drake et al. 2004.
Table A.2: IRAS F00235+1024.
ν Fν Error Ref.
Hz Jy Jy
1.40 × 109 2.70 × 10−3 5.00 × 10−4 VLA a
3.53 × 1011 6.38 × 10−3 ... SCUBA c
6.66 × 1011 9.67 × 10−1 ... SCUBA c
1.66 × 1012 8.05 × 10−1 3.93 × 10−1 ISO a
3.15 × 1012 4.78 × 10−1 1.48 × 10−1 ISO a
5.00 × 1012 4.28 × 10−1 5.56 × 10−2 IRAS a
2.00 × 1013 6.75 × 10−3 2.14 × 10−3 ISO a
4.44 × 1013 9.20 × 10−4 3.80 × 10−4 ISO a
1.39 × 1014 1.01 × 10−4 5.00 × 10−6 APM c
3.33 × 1014 8.00 × 10−5 1.00 × 10−5 APM c
4.28 × 1014 3.10 × 10−5 7.00 × 10−6 USNO-B1.0
6.81 × 1014 1.80 × 10−5 4.00 × 10−6 USNO-B1.0
3.02 × 1017 4.68 × 10−10 ... XMM-EPIC
1.45 × 1018 1.04 × 10−10 ... XMM-EPIC
a Data from NED.
c Farrah et al. 2002a.
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Table A.3: IRAS 07380-2342.
ν Fν Error Ref.
Hz Jy Jy
3.53 × 1011 2.68 × 10−2 4.20 × 10−3 SCUBA c
6.66 × 1011 9.67 × 10−1 ... SCUBA c
3.00 × 1012 3.55 × 100 2.84 × 10−1 IRAS a
5.00 × 1012 1.17 × 100 9.36 × 10−2 IRAS a
1.20 × 1013 8.00 × 10−1 8.00 × 10−2 IRAS a
2.50 × 1013 4.84 × 10−1 3.39 × 10−2 IRAS a
1.39 × 1014 4.08 × 10−3 1.49 × 10−4 2MASS
1.80 × 1014 1.35 × 10−3 9.71 × 10−5 2MASS
2.43 × 1014 4.74 × 10−4 4.79 × 10−5 2MASS
3.33 × 1014 1.62 × 10−4 2.23 × 10−5 DENIS
5.45 × 1014 3.80 × 10−5 2.10 × 10−5 XMM-OM
3.02 × 1017 2.51 × 10−9 ... XMM-EPIC
1.45 × 1018 1.87 × 10−9 ... XMM-EPIC
a Data from NED.
c Farrah et al. 2002a.
Table A.4: IRAS 09104+4109.
ν Fν Error Ref.
Hz Jy Jy
1.40 × 109 6.88 × 10−3 1.31 × 10−4 VLA a
1.49 × 109 6.00 × 10−3 1.00 × 10−3 VLA a
4.90 × 109 1.80 × 10−3 3.00 × 10−4 VLA a
3.53 × 1011 9.54 × 10−3 ... SCUBA c
6.66 × 1011 7.28 × 10−2 ... SCUBA c
3.00 × 1012 4.38 × 10−1 ... IRAS a
5.00 × 1012 5.25 × 10−1 4.20 × 10−2 IRAS a
1.20 × 1013 3.34 × 10−1 1.30 × 10−2 IRAS a
1.26 × 1013 3.33 × 10−1 1.70 × 10−2 Spitzer-IRAC
1.43 × 1013 2.70 × 10−1 7.00 × 10−2 IRTF d
2.50 × 1013 1.30 × 10−1 3.11 × 10−2 IRAS a
2.97 × 1013 8.80 × 10−2 1.70 × 10−2 IRTF d
5.23 × 1013 2.64 × 10−2 7.11 × 10−3 Spitzer-IRAC
8.44 × 1013 4.74 × 10−3 1.21 × 10−3 Spitzer-IRAC
1.39 × 1014 8.21 × 10−4 8.61 × 10−5 2MASS
1.80 × 1014 4.59 × 10−4 6.24 × 10−5 2MASS
2.43 × 1014 2.97 × 10−4 4.64 × 10−5 2MASS
3.33 × 1014 2.42 × 10−4 6.69 × 10−5 SSS
3.28 × 1014 5.06 × 10−4 7.45 × 10−6 SDSS-dr5
3.93 × 1014 7.04 × 10−4 3.42 × 10−6 SDSS-dr5
4.28 × 1014 2.12 × 10−4 5.85 × 10−5 SSS
4.81 × 1014 2.11 × 10−4 1.69 × 10−6 SDSS-dr5
6.28 × 1014 1.51 × 10−4 1.26 × 10−6 SDSS-dr5
6.81 × 1014 1.08 × 10−4 3.97 × 10−5 SSS
8.47 × 1014 1.01 × 10−4 3.16 × 10−6 SDSS-dr5
9.67 × 1014 5.90 × 10−5 6.00 × 10−6 XMM-OM
1.48 × 1015 7.50 × 10−5 1.80 × 10−5 XMM-OM
7.86 × 1018 1.06 × 10−7 5.91 × 10−8 BeppoSAX a
a Data from NED.
c Farrah et al. 2002a.
d Kleinmann et al. 1988.
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Table A.5: PG 1206+459.
ν Fν Error Ref.
Hz Jy Jy
4.90 × 109 1.20 × 10−4 ... VLA a
2.30 × 1011 1.80 × 10−3 4.50 × 10−4 IRAM a
1.72 × 1012 1.89 × 10−1 3.78 × 10−2 ISO a
2.93 × 1012 3.53 × 10−1 7.06 × 10−2 ISO a
4.93 × 1012 2.57 × 10−1 5.14 × 10−2 ISO a
1.20 × 1013 1.13 × 10−1 ... IRAS a
1.43 × 1013 6.40 × 10−2 1.28 × 10−2 ISO a
2.34 × 1013 2.30 × 10−2 4.60 × 10−3 ISO a
2.50 × 1013 2.07 × 10−1 3.60 × 10−2 IRAS a
6.17 × 1013 3.00 × 10−3 ... ISO a
1.39 × 1014 2.64 × 10−3 9.46 × 10−5 2MASS
1.80 × 1014 2.57 × 10−3 1.22 × 10−4 2MASS
2.43 × 1014 2.43 × 10−3 7.76 × 10−5 2MASS
3.33 × 1014 2.27 × 10−3 6.26 × 10−4 SSS
3.28 × 1014 2.78 × 10−3 1.26 × 10−5 SDSS-dr5
3.93 × 1014 2.94 × 10−3 9.76 × 10−6 SDSS-dr5
4.28 × 1014 2.51 × 10−3 6.93 × 10−4 SSS
4.81 × 1014 2.92 × 10−3 9.45 × 10−6 SDSS-dr5
5.45 × 1014 2.62 × 10−3 3.00 × 10−5 XMM-OM
6.28 × 1014 2.53 × 10−3 7.01 × 10−6 SDSS-dr5
6.81 × 1014 2.25 × 10−3 1.30 × 10−5 XMM-OM
8.47 × 1014 2.20 × 10−3 9.06 × 10−6 SDSS-dr5
1.05 × 1015 1.00 × 10−3 9.21 × 10−5 IUE
1.46 × 1015 5.25 × 10−4 7.25 × 10−5 IUE
2.11 × 1015 1.45 × 10−4 8.32 × 10−5 IUE
a Data from NED.
Table A.6: PG 1247+267.
ν Fν Error Ref.
Hz Jy Jy
1.49 × 109 1.17 × 10−3 ... VLA a
4.90 × 109 7.20 × 10−4 8.00 × 10−5 VLA a
1.49 × 1010 1.51 × 10−3 2.20 × 10−4 VLA a
2.30 × 1011 2.10 × 10−3 ... IRAM a
1.72 × 1012 1.50 × 10−1 ... ISO a
2.93 × 1012 1.74 × 10−1 3.48 × 10−2 ISO a
4.93 × 1012 2.36 × 10−1 4.72 × 10−2 ISO a
1.20 × 1013 1.13 × 10−1 ... IRAS a
2.34 × 1013 3.00 × 10−2 6.00 × 10−3 ISO a
3.91 × 1013 1.00 × 10−2 2.00 × 10−3 ISO a
6.17 × 1013 9.00 × 10−3 ... ISO a
1.39 × 1014 3.55 × 10−3 1.36 × 10−4 2MASS
1.80 × 1014 2.99 × 10−3 1.45 × 10−4 2MASS
2.43 × 1014 2.93 × 10−3 1.10 × 10−4 2MASS
3.33 × 1014 6.31 × 10−3 1.74 × 10−3 SSS
3.28 × 1014 3.01 × 10−3 1.37 × 10−5 SDSS-dr5
3.93 × 1014 2.66 × 10−3 9.69 × 10−6 SDSS-dr5
4.28 × 1014 4.03 × 10−3 1.11 × 10−3 SSS
4.81 × 1014 2.26 × 10−3 8.02 × 10−6 SDSS-dr5
6.28 × 1014 2.13 × 10−3 6.42 × 10−6 SDSS-dr5
6.81 × 1014 3.54 × 10−3 1.30 × 10−3 SSS
8.47 × 1014 2.27 × 10−3 9.92 × 10−6 SDSS-dr5
9.67 × 1014 1.17 × 10−3 8.00 × 10−6 XMM-OM
1.25 × 1015 6.70 × 10−4 2.00 × 10−5 XMM-OM
1.48 × 1015 3.70 × 10−4 2.00 × 10−5 XMM-OM
a Data from NED.
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Table A.7: IRAS F12509+3122.
ν Fν Error Ref.
Hz Jy Jy
1.40 × 109 1.76 × 10−3 1.25 × 10−4 VLA a
3.53 × 1011 9.23 × 10−3 ... SCUBA c
6.66 × 1011 3.33 × 10−1 ... SCUBA c
3.00 × 1012 6.75 × 10−1 ... IRAS a
5.00 × 1012 2.18 × 10−1 4.36 × 10−2 IRAS a
1.20 × 1013 1.03 × 10−1 2.75 × 10−2 IRAS a
1.39 × 1014 1.18 × 10−3 8.78 × 10−5 2MASS
1.80 × 1014 7.75 × 10−4 8.07 × 10−5 2MASS
2.43 × 1014 9.77 × 10−4 6.01 × 10−5 2MASS
3.33 × 1014 8.60 × 10−4 ... APM c
3.28 × 1014 8.73 × 10−4 7.57 × 10−6 SDSS-dr5
3.93 × 1014 8.39 × 10−4 3.56 × 10−6 SDSS-dr5
4.28 × 1014 7.20 × 10−4 7.00 × 10−5 APM
4.81 × 1014 8.39 × 10−4 3.12 × 10−6 SDSS-dr5
5.45 × 1014 6.60 × 10−4 1.60 × 10−5 XMM-OM
6.28 × 1014 8.32 × 10−4 2.89 × 10−6 SDSS-dr5
8.47 × 1014 7.22 × 10−4 4.89 × 10−6 SDSS-dr5
9.67 × 1014 4.94 × 10−4 6.00 × 10−6 XMM-OM
1.25 × 1015 4.68 × 10−4 7.00 × 10−6 XMM-OM
1.33 × 1015 7.83 × 10−4 9.94 × 10−7 HST-FOS
1.48 × 1015 4.69 × 10−4 1.60 × 10−5 XMM-OM
1.75 × 1015 5.16 × 10−4 1.38 × 10−6 HST-FOS
a Data from NED.
c Farrah et al. 2002a.
Table A.8: IRAS 12514+1027.
ν Fν Error Ref.
Hz Jy Jy
1.40 × 109 7.78 × 10−3 1.46 × 10−4 VLA a
3.00 × 1012 7.55 × 10−1 1.51 × 10−1 IRAS a
5.00 × 1012 7.12 × 10−1 5.70 × 10−2 IRAS a
1.20 × 1013 1.90 × 10−1 1.58 × 10−2 IRAS a
2.50 × 1013 6.32 × 10−2 ... IRAS a
5.23 × 1013 3.46 × 10−2 4.03 × 10−3 Spitzer-IRAC
8.44 × 1013 1.49 × 10−2 4.82 × 10−3 Spitzer-IRAC
1.39 × 1014 2.57 × 10−3 1.26 × 10−4 2MASS
1.80 × 1014 8.45 × 10−4 8.57 × 10−5 2MASS
2.43 × 1014 4.07 × 10−4 5.40 × 10−5 2MASS
3.33 × 1014 2.88 × 10−4 7.96 × 10−5 SSS
3.28 × 1014 5.66 × 10−4 1.15 × 10−5 SDSS-dr5
3.93 × 1014 3.39 × 10−4 2.96 × 10−6 SDSS-dr5
4.28 × 1014 2.46 × 10−4 6.81 × 10−5 SSS
4.81 × 1014 2.82 × 10−4 2.30 × 10−6 SDSS-dr5
6.28 × 1014 1.16 × 10−4 1.50 × 10−6 SDSS-dr5
6.81 × 1014 5.78 × 10−5 2.13 × 10−5 SSS
8.47 × 1014 4.79 × 10−5 3.53 × 10−6 SDSS-dr5
a Data from NED.
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Table A.9: IRAS 14026+4341.
ν Fν Error Ref.
Hz Jy Jy
1.40 × 109 1.59 × 10−3 1.39 × 10−4 VLA a
3.53 × 1011 7.53 × 10−3 ... SCUBA c
6.66 × 1011 9.40 × 10−2 ... SCUBA c
3.00 × 1012 9.94 × 10−1 2.39 × 10−1 IRAS a
5.00 × 1012 6.22 × 10−1 5.60 × 10−2 IRAS a
1.20 × 1013 2.85 × 10−1 1.41 × 10−2 IRAS a
2.50 × 1013 1.18 × 10−1 2.71 × 10−2 IRAS a
3.91 × 1013 3.60 × 10−2 4.00 × 10−3 ISO a
7.05 × 1013 1.60 × 10−2 ... ISO a
1.39 × 1014 8.47 × 10−3 2.29 × 10−4 2MASS
1.80 × 1014 4.75 × 10−3 1.57 × 10−4 2MASS
2.43 × 1014 3.33 × 10−3 1.01 × 10−4 2MASS
3.33 × 1014 2.26 × 10−3 6.25 × 10−4 SSS
3.28 × 1014 3.83 × 10−3 2.05 × 10−5 SDSS-dr5
3.93 × 1014 2.70 × 10−3 1.23 × 10−5 SDSS-dr5
4.81 × 1014 2.82 × 10−3 1.17 × 10−5 SDSS-dr5
5.45 × 1014 2.44 × 10−3 1.90 × 10−5 XMM-OM
6.28 × 1014 2.09 × 10−3 9.05 × 10−6 SDSS-dr5
8.47 × 1014 1.30 × 10−3 7.19 × 10−6 SDSS-dr5
9.67 × 1014 7.70 × 10−4 4.00 × 10−6 XMM-OM
1.25 × 1015 2.65 × 10−4 7.00 × 10−6 XMM-OM
1.48 × 1015 1.59 × 10−4 9.00 × 10−6 XMM-OM
8.46 × 1016 1.42 × 10−10 8.39 × 10−10 2XMMi
1.81 × 1017 2.14 × 10−10 3.50 × 10−10 2XMMi
3.63 × 1017 7.82 × 10−10 3.76 × 10−10 2XMMi
7.86 × 1017 6.81 × 10−10 3.85 × 10−10 2XMMi
1.99 × 1018 5.49 × 10−10 5.17 × 10−10 2XMMi
a Data from NED.
c Farrah et al. 2002a.
Table A.10: IRAS F14218+3845.
ν Fν Error Ref.
Hz Jy Jy
3.53 × 1011 8.55 × 10−3 ... SCUBA c
6.66 × 1011 2.53 × 10−1 ... SCUBA c
3.15 × 1012 1.64 × 10−1 6.10 × 10−2 ISO a
2.00 × 1013 3.23 × 10−3 1.04 × 10−3 ISO a
4.44 × 1013 7.90 × 10−4 2.60 × 10−4 ISO a
3.33 × 1014 5.00 × 10−5 ... APM c
3.28 × 1014 7.97 × 10−5 4.34 × 10−6 SDSS-dr5
3.93 × 1014 9.09 × 10−5 1.26 × 10−6 SDSS-dr5
4.28 × 1014 1.14 × 10−4 1.05 × 10−5 APM
4.81 × 1014 1.01 × 10−4 1.02 × 10−6 SDSS-dr5
6.28 × 1014 8.52 × 10−5 7.85 × 10−7 SDSS-dr5
8.47 × 1014 8.47 × 10−5 2.26 × 10−6 SDSS-dr5
a Data from NED.
c Farrah et al. 2002a.
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Table A.11: IRAS F15307+3252.
ν Fν Error Ref.
Hz Jy Jy
1.40 × 109 5.71 × 10−3 1.09 × 10−4 VLA a
8.42 × 109 9.20 × 10−4 4.00 × 10−5 VLA a
1.02 × 1011 4.50 × 10−2 ... OVMA a
2.39 × 1011 5.10 × 10−3 ... OVMA a
3.53 × 1011 1.15 × 10−2 ... SCUBA c
6.66 × 1011 1.06 × 10−1 ... SCUBA c
1.66 × 1012 4.14 × 10−1 1.76 × 10−1 ISO a
3.00 × 1012 5.10 × 10−1 6.20 × 10−2 IRAS a
3.15 × 1012 3.68 × 10−1 1.16 × 10−1 ISO a
5.00 × 1012 2.80 × 10−1 2.70 × 10−2 IRAS a
1.20 × 1013 8.00 × 10−2 2.40 × 10−2 IRAS a
1.26 × 1013 5.70 × 10−2 3.00 × 10−3 Spitzer-IRAC
2.50 × 1013 4.50 × 10−2 ... IRAS a
1.39 × 1014 3.20 × 10−4 3.00 × 10−5 MMT a
1.80 × 1014 1.68 × 10−4 1.40 × 10−5 MMT a
2.43 × 1014 1.48 × 10−4 1.20 × 10−5 MMT a
3.33 × 1014 6.70 × 10−5 1.85 × 10−5 SSS
3.28 × 1014 1.28 × 10−4 3.91 × 10−6 SDSS-dr5
3.93 × 1014 7.17 × 10−5 1.06 × 10−6 SDSS-dr5
4.28 × 1014 6.32 × 10−5 1.75 × 10−5 SSS
4.81 × 1014 5.90 × 10−5 8.70 × 10−7 SDSS-dr5
6.28 × 1014 4.40 × 10−5 6.89 × 10−7 SDSS-dr5
6.81 × 1014 3.40 × 10−5 4.00 × 10−6 XMM-OM
8.21 × 1014 2.90 × 10−5 2.00 × 10−6 XMM-OM
8.47 × 1014 3.34 × 10−5 1.69 × 10−6 SDSS-dr5
9.67 × 1014 3.00 × 10−5 2.00 × 10−6 XMM-OM
1.48 × 1015 1.90 × 10−5 6.00 × 10−6 XMM-OM
a Data from NED.
c Farrah et al. 2002a.
Table A.12: IRAS 16347+7037.
ν Fν Error Ref.
Hz Jy Jy
1.45 × 109 9.40 × 10−4 3.00 × 10−4 VLA a
1.49 × 109 1.65 × 10−3 3.10 × 10−4 VLA a
4.90 × 109 1.08 × 10−3 1.10 × 10−4 VLA a
8.48 × 109 9.70 × 10−4 1.50 × 10−4 VLA a
1.49 × 1010 1.17 × 10−3 3.20 × 10−4 VLA a
2.25 × 1010 9.60 × 10−4 1.70 × 10−4 VLA a
4.00 × 1010 2.78 × 10−1 ... FCRAO a
9.00 × 1010 4.50 × 10−2 ... NRAO-12m a
2.30 × 1011 1.50 × 10−3 ... IRAM a
1.48 × 1012 1.58 × 10−1 3.16 × 10−2 ISO a
1.72 × 1012 2.06 × 10−1 4.12 × 10−2 ISO a
1.93 × 1012 2.30 × 10−1 4.60 × 10−2 ISO a
2.93 × 1012 3.49 × 10−1 6.98 × 10−2 ISO a
5.00 × 1012 2.46 × 10−1 3.20 × 10−2 IRAS a
1.20 × 1013 1.22 × 10−1 4.15 × 10−3 IRAS a
2.50 × 1013 5.93 × 10−2 1.01 × 10−2 IRAS a
2.52 × 1013 4.80 × 10−2 9.60 × 10−3 ISO a
2.97 × 1013 4.90 × 10−2 1.10 × 10−2 Hale-5m e
8.10 × 1013 1.07 × 10−2 9.48 × 10−4 Hale-5m e
1.39 × 1014 6.99 × 10−3 2.13 × 10−4 2MASS
1.80 × 1014 8.91 × 10−3 2.75 × 10−4 2MASS
2.43 × 1014 6.96 × 10−3 2.06 × 10−4 2MASS
3.33 × 1014 7.07 × 10−3 1.95 × 10−3 SSS
4.28 × 1014 7.27 × 10−3 2.01 × 10−3 SSS
5.45 × 1014 4.76 × 10−3 4.00 × 10−5 XMM-OM
6.81 × 1014 6.20 × 10−3 2.28 × 10−3 SSS
8.21 × 1014 3.71 × 10−3 1.60 × 10−5 XMM-OM
1.05 × 1015 3.77 × 10−3 4.97 × 10−6 IUE
1.46 × 1015 1.22 × 10−3 4.71 × 10−6 IUE
1.48 × 1015 1.59 × 10−3 6.00 × 10−5 XMM-OM
2.11 × 1015 4.60 × 10−4 8.92 × 10−6 IUE
a Data from NED.
e Neugebauer et al. 1987.
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Table A.13: IRAS 18216+6418.
ν Fν Error Ref.
Hz Jy Jy
3.25 × 108 2.11 × 10−1 9.65 × 10−3 WENSS a
4.90 × 109 7.50 × 10−3 4.00 × 10−4 VLA a
8.42 × 109 1.26 × 10−2 6.00 × 10−4 VLA a
1.49 × 1010 2.33 × 10−2 1.10 × 10−3 VLA a
2.39 × 1011 3.70 × 10−3 ... APM c
2.73 × 1011 4.70 × 10−2 ... APM c
3.53 × 1011 1.48 × 10−2 2.60 × 10−3 SCUBA c
6.66 × 1011 3.08 × 10−1 ... SCUBA c
1.72 × 1012 1.07 × 100 3.21 × 10−1 ISO a
3.00 × 1012 2.13 × 100 1.70 × 10−1 IRAS a
5.00 × 1012 1.24 × 100 4.96 × 10−2 IRAS a
1.20 × 1013 4.45 × 10−1 1.19 × 10−2 IRAS a
2.50 × 1013 2.38 × 10−1 ... IRAS a
3.12 × 1013 1.43 × 10−1 1.43 × 10−2 ISO a
4.44 × 1013 1.09 × 10−1 1.10 × 10−2 ISO a
1.39 × 1014 2.35 × 10−2 6.04 × 10−4 2MASS
1.80 × 1014 1.47 × 10−2 4.25 × 10−4 2MASS
2.43 × 1014 1.19 × 10−2 3.18 × 10−4 2MASS
3.33 × 1014 1.69 × 10−2 4.68 × 10−3 SSS
4.28 × 1014 1.24 × 10−2 3.42 × 10−3 SSS
5.45 × 1014 7.55 × 10−3 ... APM c
6.81 × 1014 8.10 × 10−3 7.00 × 10−4 APM
8.21 × 1014 9.04 × 10−3 ... APM c
1.48 × 1015 4.94 × 10−3 6.00 × 10−5 XMM-OM
a Data from NED.
c Farrah et al. 2002a.
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